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Abstract 

Increasing numbers of museums and cultural institutions are using 3D scanning 

techniques to preserve cultural artefacts in the form of 3D digital models and to provide 

curators, scholars and the general public with a richer experience when accessing online 

exhibitions. However, museums are finding that the cost of providing metadata for such 

online 3D collections prohibitive and are therefore keen to explore how they might exploit 

Web 2.0 social tagging and annotation services to capture community knowledge and 

enrich the contextual metadata associated with these collections. For example, a museum 

can provide a Web-based 3D annotation service for researchers and students to 

conveniently document, share and discuss the museum’s artefacts by labelling their 3D 

representations. The museum can then collect these community-generated labels to assist 

the cataloguing of their 3D digital collections. Although some annotation services for 3D 

objects do exist, they are designed for specific disciplines, are not Web-based or they 

depend on proprietary software and formats. The majority also only support the 

attachment of annotations to entire objects and points, but not to 3D surface segments, 

surface patterns or specific object parts (e.g., the handle on a pot). Furthermore, the data 

collected from the untrained public are often ambiguous, incomplete or even incorrect, 

which makes it difficult for the data to be exploited in a direct manner for cataloguing 

museum collections.  

The research described in this thesis investigates how Semantic Web/Linked Data 

approaches could be exploited to combine community annotations with institutional 

metadata in order to improve the discoverability of those 3D cultural heritage artefacts. 

The practicability of this method is evaluated by examining whether the cultural heritage 

community could comfortably adapt and commit to the sophisticated process of 

semantically annotating 3D objects, in exchange for a better search. Hence, the goal is to 

explore the latest Web 3.0 technologies to enable Web-based annotations to 3D 

representations of cultural heritage artefacts that could be operated by the cultural heritage 

community. More specifically, the research in this thesis requires conceptualizing the 

domain knowledge of museum artefacts using Semantic Web ontology, which would 

enhance the re-use, sharing and interoperability of one such knowledge across Semantic 

Web applications. The ontology defines machine-readable terms that are useful for 

semantic annotations to 3D cultural heritage artefacts, which also facilitates the semantic 

reasoning necessary to infer the high-level labels of 3D objects. Furthermore, the provision 
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of ontology-based terms also facilitates a semantic search to find the 3D artefacts more 

intelligently, thus potentially improving the discoverability of the 3D museum collections. 

To investigate this topic, the starting point is to obtain 3D representations of selected 

museum artefacts (Greek potteries) from the UQ RD Milns Museum using a 3D laser 

scanner. The next step is to develop a Greek Vase Ontology (GVO) and an Artefact 

Relationship Ontology (ARO). These ontologies are used with the Open Annotation (OA) 

data model. The OA model is also extended with a set of new selector classes and a 

unique X3D fragment identifier, in order to facilitate the attachment of semantic 

annotations to 3D cultural heritage artefacts. Investigations are also conducted into 

methods that would: support the formation of interactively defined, complex 3D segments; 

enhance the interoperability of the resulting annotations; and provide fast, efficient capture, 

retrieval and rendering of annotations on one or multiple complex 3D fragments. To 

effectively reason across annotations from crowdsourcing, a novel approach is proposed 

to enable rule-based reasoning to handle the ambiguous annotations, which is modelled 

on concepts inspired by the Markov Logic Network (MLN). The acquired datasets are then 

applied to explore a semantic search for finding 3D objects more intelligently, and a spatial 

search for finding annotations on those objects without a text query.  

The experiments showed that the cultural heritage users could quickly adopt the process 

of semantically annotating 3D objects, despite the extra labour of defining 3D fragments 

and semantic labels. From the implementation point of view, this thesis describes how the 

OA+X3D approach could support the advanced capabilities of the 3D semantic annotation 

and improve their performance. It also demonstrates the efficiency, accuracy and 

versatility of the proposed MLN-inspired reasoning approach, compared to classical rule-

based reasoning. In regard to the search capabilities, it is found that the incorporation of 

domain-specific ontologies (e.g., GVO+ARO) achieved a more intelligent search, and that 

the OA+X3D acts as an excellent glue that binds those ontology elements to the 3D 

objects, thus improving the accessibility of those objects. In addition, the proposed 

OA+X3D model could support a spatial search, and its efficiency is improved when 

serialized with Run-Length Encoding. Finally, although the investigations were carried out 

specifically in the Greek pottery domain, the deliverables presented in this thesis could be 

applied to other artefact types besides Greek pottery, and even generalised to other high-

level domains (e.g., engineering, architecture and medical domains) as successfully as 

they have been applied to cultural heritage. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Advances in 3D data acquisition, processing and visualisation technologies are providing 

museums and cultural institutions with new methods for preserving cultural heritage and 

making cultural heritage more accessible to scholars, traditional owners and the public, via 

online search interfaces. Increasing numbers of museums are using 3D scanning 

techniques to overcome the limitations of 2D images and to improve access to high quality 

surrogates of fragile and valuable artefacts via the Internet [119, 125, 127, 213]. The trend 

is increasingly towards the use of 3D scanners to capture high resolution 3D digital models 

that can be accurately analysed, measured and compared. This trend is accelerating 

further due to the emergence and popularity of low cost, widely available 3D printers. 

Although some cultural heritage institutions [252, 57, 108, 176, 251, 126, 263] have been 

simulating 3D by capturing a sequence of 2D images of an object or scene and combining 

the images using virtual reality (VR) object creation software (e.g., QuickTime VR & Flash-

based VR), the underlying 2D representations do not provide the rich decorative, structural 

and topological information required by serious scholars and curators. High resolution 3D 

representations (textured polygon mesh models) offer shape and dimensional information, 

multiple perspectives and structural topological features, which are very significant to 

scholars, and which 2D representations cannot provide. 

The emergence of Web 2.0 and the social media movement has led to an increasing 

demand to make 3D surrogates of cultural heritage artefacts available anytime, anywhere 

online [6, 206]. However, as the size of the online collections of 3D artefacts grows, the 

ability to search and browse these distributed repositories becomes more difficult. 

Museums are finding the cost of providing metadata and rich contextual information for 

their collections to be prohibitive. They are keen to explore how they might exploit social 

tagging and annotation services [52]. One notable example is the steve.museum project 

[52, 261, 260], which has been exploring social tagging tools to engage with visitors and 

build rich contextual descriptions of artworks in museums of art. This approach enables 

museums to crowd-source aspects of curatorial activities using a community of interest, 
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and thus enables the collaborative cataloguing of museum collections. However, the 

steve.museum project and other museum crowd-sourcing projects [31, 159, 182] have 

only focussed on community tagging of 2D images and not 3D digital objects. 

1.2 Motivation 

Many previous projects and initiatives have aimed to digitize collections of cultural heritage 

artefacts as 3D digital models that can then be published on the Web [27, 100, 203]. This 

trend has led to a new challenge, which is to create an intelligent, efficient and scalable 

system for indexing, archiving, searching and browsing these 3D collections [178, 203] 

through the development and deployment of collaborative online annotation/tagging 

services. Hence this thesis investigates social tagging tools for 3D digital objects – in the 

belief that the attachment of high quality annotations to complete 3D objects as well as to 

specific 3D segments or surface features, has the potential to improve the search and 

retrieval of 3D museum artefacts. However, social tags are often ambiguous (e.g., is 

“crane” a “bird” or “machinery”?), informal, unstructured and difficult for machines to 

process, which limits the effectiveness of social tags for cataloguing 3D museum 

collections. Hence a primary aim is to investigate approaches that enhance the quality and 

interoperability of the annotations. Moreover the process of precisely selecting a 3D 

segment or surface feature and attaching the annotation can be very onerous and time-

consuming. Hence a secondary aim is to determine optimum approaches for streamlining 

the process of attaching an annotation to a specific 3D volumetric segment or surface 

region. 

The emergence of the Semantic Web enables Web data to be processable by software 

agents through the use of ontologies. When a machine accessible semantic term is drawn 

from an ontology and applied as a social tag,  richer, more explicit meaning is given to the 

tag, and thus enhances its machine-readability [117]. For example, if a user creates a free-

text tag comprising the term “crane” and the term “crane” is drawn from an ontology in 

which it is defined as a sub-class of the term “bird”,  then the system recognises this 

“crane” as a type of bird rather than a piece of machinery. Such semantic annotations are 

valuable because, they help to reduce the ambiguity of the data in natural language by 

telling a computer how data items are related and how these relations can be interpreted 

automatically. Hence a software agent can more effectively apply complex filters and 

search operations to semantically-enriched data  [200].  
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In addition to validation and quality control, semantic annotations facilitate reasoning about 

the annotated object (or 3D fragment) and enable the annotated resources to become part 

of the larger Semantic Web. In some domains, annotating the low level features of 3D 

artefacts with semantic annotations can enable semantic inferencing to be applied to infer 

higher-level semantic labels that assist with classification and cataloguing. For example, in 

the Greek Vase domain, experts use rules that associate the specific attributes of a vase 

with its classification. If a Greek Vase, ObjectA is tagged with: “disk-shaped mouth”, “round 

body”, “broad handle” and is painted with decorations of “black-figured palaestra scene”, 

then it can be inferred with a high level of confidence, that the object is a “Corinthian 

aryballos” [115]. Moreover, if ObjectB is similar to ObjectA then it might also be inferred 

that ObjectB is also a “Corinthian aryballos”.  

The goal of the research presented in this thesis is to deliver a novel, high quality, fast, 

simple-to-use, flexible, open, Web-based semantic annotation service for 3D digital 

resources. The specific application in which the annotation will be evaluated is the 

attachment of machine-readable semantic annotations to 3D surrogates (and 3D 

fragments) of museum artefacts by cultural heritage scholars, museum curators, 

educators, students and museum visitors. The further goal is to demonstrate that crowd-

sourced semantic annotations can be used to semi-automate the cataloguing of 3D 

museum collections and improve the search and retrieval of 3D museum artefacts.  

However, a number of challenges arise when implementing open annotation services for 

online 3D museum collections.  

 There is a lack of standards and standardized streamlined procedures for building, 

describing and annotating 3D museum collections; 

 The file size of the 3D digital object is often problematic for many museums and 

end-users/clients to render, manipulate, manage in real-time; 

 There is a lack of tools/services that enable the annotation of 3D objects via widely 

used Web/Browser interfaces; 

 There is a lack of technical solutions to support efficient processing of crowd-

sourced and inferred annotations to streamline the classification of 3D museum 

collections. 

 The poor quality, inconsistency and ambiguity of crowd-sourced annotations that 

are attached by untrained users; 
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 Existing search services are often aimed at museum experts (curators) and do not 

support easy search and discovery by non-experts. 

There is a lack of standards (including for data formats, metadata schemas, annotation 

data models, fragment identifiers and ontologies) and standardized procedures that 

museums can adopt for building and describing 3D museum artefacts. If the 3D objects, 

the annotations and institutional and inferred metadata are not captured in standardized 

formats, it is very difficult to support subsequent sharing, re-use, interoperability, 

integration or reasoning – between systems and organisations. The importance of 

interoperability of formats, metadata and annotations has been stressed by Bellini et al. 

who described it as a fundamental aspect for guaranteeing the possibility of diffusing and 

accessing cultural digital objects [24]. 

The file size of 3D digital objects (textured polygonal mesh models) is often problematic for 

many museums and end-users/clients to manage. Remote users with limited bandwidth, 

limited central processing units (CPU), limited graphics cards or lacking specific 3D 

rendering software, struggle to quickly and easily download, render and manipulate 3D 

objects in near real-time. Support for 3D objects across a broad range of client capabilities 

is essential if the museums are to harness knowledge from the general public through 3D 

annotations. The challenge is to develop an open 3D annotation service that can be 

accessed by the widest range of user types, with different client and graphics capabilities, 

different browsers and different internet bandwidths.  

The lack of existing services for annotating 3D objects via Web interfaces makes it 

extremely difficult to implement an open annotation service for 3D museum collections. 

Although there are some existing annotation services for 3D objects in specific disciplines 

(e.g., computer aided design (CAD) [38, 129, 131], medical applications [201, 227, 269] 

and protein crystallography [121]), these services are not browser-based and are not 

suitable for the cultural heritage domain. They are either desktop applications or 

proprietary plug-in-based solutions and are designed for domain-specific file formats.  

Although there do exist some 3D cultural heritage applications such as the Epoch Viewer 

from the Arrigo project [106], the Integrated Viewer Browser (IVB) from 3D Collection 

Formation project (3D-COFORM) [229], Top-down Bottom-up 3D Annotation Software 

Architecture project (ToBoA-3D) [194], Formatting Objects for Portable Document Format 

3D project (FO3D) [44], Connecting Archaeology and Architecture in Europeana project 
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(CARARE) [158], 3D-ICONS [65] and the Virtual Hampson Museum [256, 191], these are 

all either desktop applications or proprietary plug-in-based solutions. Compared with Web-

based annotation services, desktop and proprietary plug-in-based software products are 

harder to access by the public because of the need to download and install software. Our 

approach involves using a Web Browser Application Programming Interface (Browser API) 

to render 3D content onto a Web browser and to develop annotation services that can 

easily be tailored and extended. 

From the metadata acquisition perspective, crowd-sourced annotations can often be 

inconsistent, ambiguous or poor quality as they are being attached by untrained users. 

Community-generated annotations need to be reviewed by museum professionals [16] 

prior to publishing in order to enhance their quality and consistency and to reduce 

ambiguity. Once the annotations/tags have undergone quality assurance/quality control 

(QA/QC), they can be integrated with existing institutional metadata to enhance discovery 

or they can be exploited to derive higher-level metadata. The process of performing 

QA/QC on crowd-sourced annotations/tags needs to be streamlined so it is less onerous, 

expensive and time-consuming. To date, there is limited research addressing this issue in 

the 3D domain, hence, the challenge is to optimize the process of improving the quality of 

crowd-sourced annotations/tags on 3D cultural heritage artefacts so they can confidently 

be exploited in subsequent searching and reasoning. 

Searches in existing virtual museums are often unintuitive for people who are not familiar 

with the collections. The search terms used by museum specialists are often different to 

the terms typically used by museum visitors [52]. This problem is further exacerbated in 

the context of searching across 3D collections for sub-components with particular 

attributes. Razdan describes his personal experience of receiving fruitless results from 

multiple institutional databases when searching for “disarticulated samples of primate hand 

and wrist bones” [203]. There is a critical need for 3D search engines that understand 

queries involving artefacts’ sub-components (e.g., vessel’s body, mouth, handle), 

decorations (e.g., figure of Zeus, image of a chariot, floral pattern) or other associated 

attributes such as colour, size or shape (e.g., tall, flat, black). There is also a need for 

search engines that enable museum novices to easily search for annotations attached to 

3D digital objects or object parts without having prior knowledge about the object or 

domain-specific terminology. For example: “Give me all of the tall black objects with a 

broad base and vertical handle”. Hence, an additional requirement of the open semantic 
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annotation service is that it facilitates the capture and indexing of metadata that supports 

these different types of searches by both non-experts, as well as experts. 

1.3 Use-Case  

The primary use case employed in the development and evaluation of the 3D Semantic 

Annotation services proposed in this thesis, is a collection of ancient Greek pottery from 

approx. 300-700BC, held in the RD Milns Antiquities Museum at The University of 

Queensland [160]. The museum curators were enthusiastic about the potential of re-using 

semantic annotations crowd-sourced from online scholars, students, cultural heritage 

enthusiasts and other end-users to assist with the cataloguing of the museum’s Greek 

vase collection. Following a series of discussions with the museum staff, a practical use-

case for the Greek pottery domain was defined, which comprises four scenarios:  

 Collaborative cataloguing scenario 

 Comparative analysis scenario 

 Reasoning scenario 

 Search and retrieval scenario. 

Each of the scenarios is described in detail below. 

Collaborative cataloguing scenario – A museum has recently scanned an ancient Greek 

vase to generate a 3D digital surrogate (a texture-mapped polygonal mesh model). The 3D 

file has been uploaded into an online gallery and is accessible by anyone who is registered 

to the site. Traditionally, these Greek containers are manually curated, authenticated and 

classified by experts through a laborious and time-consuming process involving literature 

searches, comparison with similar related artefacts and documentation of supporting 

evidence.  

Provision of a 3D semantic annotation service enables people from outside the museum to 

annotate online objects within the 3D collection. The museum invites relevant university 

teaching and research staff and postgraduate students to participate in the annotation 

process. Teaching staff can also use this service to design interactive assessments for 

their archaeology students. For example, as part of their assessment, a group of students 

are required to identify the parts of the scanned Greek vase and provide descriptions of 

each part. Each student is able to create and attach his/her own annotations. For example, 
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the first student attaches the following tags to the body (e.g., small and deep), a second 

student selects and tags the handles (e.g., one vertical handle and one horizontal handle), 

while the third student specifies and annotates the mouth – with the tag “wide”. The 

students’ annotations are stored in a database that can be queried by other users to 

search for Greek vases with particular parts and attributes. In addition, the annotations can 

be reviewed by the lecturer to assess each student’s level of knowledge and 

understanding. The annotations can also be used by museum experts to assist with 

classification. Because the object has a small, deep body, a wide mouth and one vertical 

and one horizontal handle, then this object can confidently be categorized as a “Glaux 

Skyphos” - a drinking cup from ancient Greece. 

Comparative analysis scenario – An archaeologist wants to compare the newly digitized 

object with other similar objects that have already been classified as “Glaux Skyphos”. 

He/she selects the objects to be compared. The newly digitized object and selected set of 

3D objects are then displayed side-by-side in tiled panels on the computer screen. The 

archaeologist searches for “base” across the objects and the parts annotated with “base” 

are highlighted. He/she can then initiate the automatic measurement process to measure 

and display the dimensions, surface areas and volumes of each of the bases and display 

the results to the user. Because the dimensions of the base of the newly digitized vase fall 

within the range of the other vases (that have been confirmed as “Glaux Skyphos”), then it 

can be determined that this vase is also a Glaux Skyphos. 

Reasoning scenario – In the collaborative cataloguing scenario, the museum curator 

uses his/her prior knowledge to manually determine the classification of the Greek vase 

based on the annotations. This can be a time consuming process if the size of the 

collections are large or the number of classifications is large and hierarchical.  However, 

this process could be automated through the specification of rules and the implementation 

of rules-based semantic reasoning. For example, if the 3D surrogate of the Greek vase is 

annotated with labels - “small deep body”, “vertical handle”, “horizontal handle”, “wide 

mouth” and a rule has been defined that matches these labels to a particular type of 

pottery (e.g., “Glaux Skyphos”), then a semantic reasoner can automatically infer that this 

vase is a “Glaux Skyphos”. The reasoner can further streamline the categorization task by 

including additional labels in the reasoning process to identify further sub-classes such as 

“Skyphos Type B”, “Skyphos” or “Drinking Cup”. 
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Search and retrieval scenario – A museum visitor visits the online gallery and searches 

for all “drinking cups” that have “two handles” within the collection. The system quickly 

identifies the 3D “Glaux Skyphos” and lists it in the search results (in a typical online 

gallery layout using 2D images). The system also indicates that the two handles of the 

cup, are annotated with “vertical handle” and “horizontal handle”. The visitor then clicks on 

the label “horizontal handle” that is displayed in the search result, the system displays the 

3D representation of the “Glaux Skyphos” with the horizontal handle highlighted, with a 

connecting line to the annotation “horizontal handle” displayed from the annotator’s 

viewpoint.  

These different scenarios can be represented diagrammatically as shown in Figure 1-1: 

 

Figure 1-1: Concept of using crowdsourcing, semantic annotation and inferencing to enhance 
accessbility of 3D museum collection 

1.4 Hypothesis 

Instead of creating a new data model to capture 3D Web-based semantic annotations, the 

approach proposed in this thesis is to build on the W3C Open Annotation (OA) data model 

[218]. The OA data model specifies an interoperable framework for creating associations 

between related resources, i.e., annotations, using a methodology that conforms to the 

Architecture of the World Wide Web. Open Annotations can easily be shared between 

platforms, with sufficient richness of expression to satisfy complex requirements while 

remaining simple enough to allow for the most common use cases, such as attaching a 
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piece of text to a single web resource [218]. Below are the reasons for selecting the OA 

data model as the core annotation data model underpinning the work in this thesis: 

 The OA data model focuses on annotation interoperability across clients, tools and 

collections; 

 Despite supporting interoperability, OA is still extensible; 

 Annotations are considered as resources that are separate from the target resource 

being annotated, but they provide a link between the body of the annotation and the 

target; 

 The OA data model can accommodate annotations involving multiple bodies and/or 

multiple targets, both of which can be any media type;  

 The OA data model is based on the Semantic Web or Linked Open Data approach. 

It is represented using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [148] and 

individual resources are identified via Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). 

Although OA has been previously evaluated in the context of image collections, audio 

collections, video collections and textual variants, it has not been fully evaluated in the 

context of 3D digital collections. With the recent advances in Web 2.0 and Web 3D 

technologies, plus increased demand from user communities for 3D content [143, 146], 

evaluation of the OA model in the context of interoperability of annotations for 3D digital 

resources, is a novel research activity.  

Hence the key hypothesis of this thesis is that: 

A 3D Semantic Annotation service for 3D digital surrogates of cultural heritage objects (or 

parts of those objects), that is  based on extensions and refinements of the Open 

Annotation (OA) data model will significantly enhance the interoperability, discovery, 

inference and exchange of valuable cultural heritage knowledge about those objects. 

1.4.1 Research Questions 

In the context of this research, the work presented in this thesis revolves around the 

following research questions: 

 How should the OA data model be extended to support annotations on 3D digital 

objects? 
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 What is the best method to provide an easy and convenient interface to interactively 

select points, surface regions or volumetric segments on 3D objects, using current 

Web technologies? 

 How can the location/boundary of points, surface regions and 3D volumetric 

segments (to which annotations are attached) be uniquely identified and persistent? 

 What is the best representation/serialization for the annotations (e.g., RDF, Web 

Ontology Language OWL [270], JavaScript Object Notation for Linked Data (JSON-

LD) [149]? 

 What existing ontologies can be used for describing cultural heritage objects (e.g., 

CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM))? 

 How should the OA and CIDOC/CRM data models be combined to support the 

annotation of 3D cultural heritage artefacts? 

 How to migrate annotations (attached to points, surface regions and volumetric 

segments) between different versions of the one object represented by different 3D 

and 2D formats? 

 What is the best approach to assist with the interpretation and documentation of 

variances and similarities between related 3D cultural heritage artefacts via Web-

based semantic annotations? 

 What ontologies/terms are required by domain experts for defining relationships 

between 3D cultural heritage objects or parts of those objects? 

 How to combine crowd-sourced annotations and other 3D features to infer high-

level semantic descriptions of 3D objects?  

 How can ontologies be incorporated within the search interface to enable non-

expert/novice users unfamiliar with museum experts’ terminology/metadata, to find 

what they are looking for when searching 3D cultural heritage collections? 

1.4.2 Objectives 

The aim of this project is to apply, extend and evaluate the OA model in the context of a 

semantic annotation service for 3D digital objects (and their sub-parts) to facilitate the 

discovery, capture, inference and exchange of valuable cultural heritage knowledge. More 

specific objectives of the project are described below: 

 To extend and apply recent Web-3D technologies to enable lightweight user-centric 

browser-based semantic annotation services for 3D digital objects; 
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 To evaluate the above 3D semantic annotation services in the context of a 

collection of Greek vases; 

 To conceptualize the domain knowledge of Greek vases to facilitate the semantic 

annotation, knowledge sharing and reuse of 3D representations of Greek vases; 

 To develop a data model (based on the OA model) for describing annotations/tags 

attached to (points, surface regions and volumetric parts of) 3D artefacts regardless 

of their format – that can be shared and re-used across different annotation clients; 

 To enable the annotation of meaningful parts or features of one or more 3D objects 

to enhance search. The major difficulty lies in support for drawing the boundaries, 

selecting surface areas or segmenting 3D objects, within the capabilities of current 

Web browsers; 

 To support the migration of annotations between different 3D representations of the 

same object; 

 To enable the annotation of relationships between multiple whole objects, parts of 

objects or features on objects (surface features or volumetric segments); 

 To enable the specification and evaluation of semantic rules to infer high-level 

semantic labels from combinations of low-level features. For example: if shape is 

like this and decorative motif is like this and colours are like these then it is an “Owl 

Skyphos”; 

 To enable advanced searches that utilise machine-processable semantics and/or 

3D geometry acquired from a combination of manual tags, institutional metadata 

and inferred labels. 

1.4.3 Methodology 

In order to research the questions posed above, a six-step methodology was adopted: 

 Scanning process; 

 Domain conceptualization; 

 Annotation data modelling; 

 Annotation service design, development, evaluation and optimization; 

 Semantic reasoning design, implementation, evaluation; 

 Search and retrieval development, evaluation, optimization. 
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Below I outline the aims and processes associated with each of these steps: 

Scanning process – The first step is to generate a collection of 3D (texture-mapped 

polygonal mesh) objects by applying a laser scanner to the chosen set of museum 

artefacts which will be used for evaluation purposes. For the purposes of this thesis, a 

subset of the Greek vase collection from the RD Milns Antiquities Museum was scanned. 

A secondary aim of this phase is to identify the optimum workflow for streamlining the 

generation of multiple alternative digital representations (high resolution, low resolution) of 

each 3D museum object in high quality, standardized and widely-used formats.  

Domain conceptualization – The second step is to conceptualize the Greek pottery 

domain. The approach adopted involves extending the upper-level cultural heritage 

ontology, Centre for Intercultural Documentation/ Conceptual Reference Model  

(CIDOC/CRM) [62]. The ontological extensions are populated with terms identified in 

reference books used by scholars of Greek pottery [164, 180, 202, 222]. The resulting 

ontology is evaluated by mapping the textual descriptions of different vases into the model 

to assess its correctness, consistency and completeness. The ontology is also assessed 

for correctness and completeness by undergoing a review by Greek pottery experts and 

Semantic Web professionals.  

Annotation data modelling – The third step is to develop a standardized, interoperable 

data model for semantic annotation of 3D objects. The approach adopted involves 

extending the OA Data Model with a 3D fragment identifier. The annotation model needs 

to support annotations attached to points, surface regions and segments. It is also 

necessary to facilitate the annotation migration between different 3D representations of the 

same object. Furthermore, the annotation model should support the annotation of 

relationships between multiple whole objects, parts of objects or features on objects. The 

annotation model is evaluated for its interoperability, flexibility and efficiency in terms of 

storage and retrieval performance. 

Annotation service design, development, evaluation and optimization – The fourth 

step is to develop Web-based 3D annotation tools that support the creation and 

attachment of annotations to points, surface regions or volumetric segments of 3D 

artefacts. The annotations also have to be interoperable between multiple resolutions of 

3D artefacts i.e., the annotations must automatically migrate and display correctly when 

attached to an object represented by different resolutions. A further goal is to provide an 
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annotation service that supports the comparative analysis of multiple 3D artefacts by 

enabling the annotation of relationships between multiple 3D objects or parts of those 

objects.  The resulting annotation tools are evaluated with respect to usability, precision, 

efficiency and performance.  

Semantic reasoning design, implementation and evaluation – The fifth step is to 

enable rule-based reasoning and the inferencing of new knowledge by reasoning across 

machine-processable tags attached to 3D digital resources. (For example: if an object has 

a “tall body”, “heavy mouth” and “strap handle”, then is a “lekythos”). An additional goal is 

to incorporate probabilistic models into the rules (serialized using a standard rule format), 

in order to handle crowd-sourced annotations that are ambiguous or incomplete.  

Search and retrieval development, evaluation and optimization – The final step is to 

provide a search engine and search interface that supports keyword search, semantic 

search and more advanced spatial, part-based and attribute-based searches. A key aim of 

this phase is to demonstrate how manual and automatically inferred labels can enhance 

the discoverability of 3D objects. A further goal is to enable a spatial search capability – 

that retrieves all annotations attached to segments or regions that overlap a user-specified 

region of interest. 

Through these steps, a Web-based open Semantic Annotation service for 3D museum 

collections (3DSA) was developed. This application enables users to measure and 

annotate free-text, semantic-based labels, and relationships between multiple whole 

objects, parts of objects or features on objects that are interactively specified by users. 

The user-generated annotations created in 3DSA can be used for subsequent 

classification, identification (using reasoning rules defined by museum experts) and 

searching of 3D museum artefacts. To demonstrate the searching capability, a Web portal 

to a gallery of 3D museum artefacts was developed. This browser-based gallery enables 

users to search and browse the collections of 3D museum artefacts generated. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

The structure of this thesis is as follows: 
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Chapter 2 provides a literature review which is a survey of previous research/work related 

to Semantic Annotation services for 3D digital resources, focussing on the cultural heritage 

domain. 

Chapter 3 presents the optimized workflow and discusses the methodology of digitizing 

museum artefacts in multiple formats (e.g., 3D objects in multiple resolutions and 2.5D VR 

representation) to provide a testbed which is used to evaluate the resulting services.  

Chapter 4 introduces the ontologies that underpin the services described in Chapters 5-9: 

1) the Greek Vase Ontology (GVO) which is this study’s domain of interest; 2) the Artefact 

Relationship Ontology (ARO) which is a set of relationships used to support comparative 

analysis between multiple artefacts; and 3) the annotation data model that combines the 

Open Annotation (OA) data model and an X3D fragment identifier. This chapter also 

presents the results of evaluating these ontologies in terms of correctness, consistency 

and completeness.  

Chapter 5 describes the 3DSA’s system architecture and the technical components that 

underpin the services and experiments described in Chapters 6-9. 

Chapter 6 analyses approaches to support the creation of point-based and part-based 

(segment and surface-region) annotations in a Web environment. It describes the actual 

design and implementation of the annotation client and user interface. This chapter also 

discusses how the system supports annotation interoperability across different clients and 

3D formats. Finally, the results of evaluating the usability of the annotation service are 

presented.  

Chapter 7 describes the design, implementation and evaluation of an annotation service 

to support comparative analyses of multiple 3D objects and the annotation of relationships 

between multiple 3D objects and/or parts of those objects. This component builds on the 

existing annotation framework described in Chapters 6.   

Chapter 8 discusses how addition high-level metadata may be acquired by reasoning 

across annotations using machine-processable rules. This chapter presents two solutions 

for inferring high level classifications of Greek vases: general N3Logic reasoning; 

probabilistic reasoning in N3Logic. Chapter 8 also presents the evaluation results that 

compare the classical method with the proposed probabilistic method, demonstrating the 

greater versatility and efficiency of the proposed probabilistic approach.  
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Chapter 9 presents a set of search capabilities that are based on the annotations captured 

or derived in Chapters 6-8. This chapter describes: a keyword search; a semantic search 

of 3D Greek vases; and a spatial search (for all annotations that overlap a specified 3D 

region) implemented by processing a novel run-length encoded (RLE) [173] X3D fragment 

identifier. This chapter evaluates the usability of the keyword and semantic searches and 

the performance evaluation results of the spatial search method. 

Chapter 10 summarizes the contributions of this research and assesses the extent to 

which the objectives have been met. In addition, the most significant outcomes and results 

of this research and a set of outstanding research issues are identified. Future research 

directions are proposed to tackle these remaining challenges and issues. 

Figure 1-2 diagrammatically illustrates the relationships between Chapters 3-9 and their 

relative positions and roles within the overall thesis. 

 

 

Figure 1-2: Overview of Chapters 3-9 showing their positions and roles within the overall thesi
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Chapter 2  Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the key concepts upon which the work presented in this thesis is 

built and describes the related work in the literature. It comprises four sections: 

1. An empirical study on existing ontologies and data models that are relevant to the 

semantic annotation of 3D cultural heritage artefacts; 

2. An analysis of existing 3D annotation projects in terms of their capabilities and 

approaches; 

3. An analysis of existing semantic reasoning capabilities in the context of 3D objects; 

4. A review of existing search interfaces for searching online 3D cultural heritage 

collections. 

Finally, a discussion is provided explaining the limitations of existing approaches and how 

the work in this thesis proposes to overcome these limitations. It also discusses how the 

approaches proposed in the 3D Semantic Annotation (3DSA) project differ from other 

existing methods.  

2.2 Ontologies and Data Models 

An ontology is a shared vocabulary that can be used to model a domain, including the 

types of entities and their properties and relations [283] that are significant to that domain’s 

knowledge. The main purpose of using an ontology is to enable sharable domain 

knowledge between humans and machines, as well as across various types of Semantic 

Web systems, through formal representation of the domain knowledge. Within the 

Semantic Web, ontologies are represented in OWL (Web Ontology Language) and RDF 

(Resource Description Framework). OWL is a family of knowledge representation 

languages for formally documenting ontologies. 

Ontologies are applicable to four aspects of this thesis. Firstly, the key entities, properties 

and relations that represent the knowledge of the Greek pottery domain need to be 
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conceptualized. The resulting Greek Vase Ontology (GVO) provides the shared, machine-

processable terms for the “body” of the tags/annotations. The GVO helps to ensure 

quality-control and re-use of crowd-sourced annotations/tags. Secondly, an annotation 

data model/ontology is required for defining the structure and provenance of semantic 

annotations for 3D resources in a standardized, machine-processable representation. 

Thirdly, the annotation ontology needs to be extended to support the annotation of 3D 

fragments (e.g., points, surface regions and segments). Fourthly, the annotation ontology 

needs to be extended to support relationships between 3D objects or parts of those 

objects. This section describes existing related ontologies/data models in those four 

domains.  

2.2.1 Ontologies for describing Cultural Heritage Artefacts 

There are several existing ontologies developed specifically for the cultural heritage 

domain. For example, the Visual Resource Association developed VRA Core 4.0 [253, 

101], which is a metadata standard designed for the description of images and the cultural 

heritage artefacts they represent. The model is built around three record types – work, 

collection and image. The image record describes the attributes of the digital image that 

visually represents the cultural objects. The work record is the actual information about the 

cultural object that is depicted in the digital image. The collection record is an aggregate of 

the work and image records. This ontology is generally used for defining the visual 

representations of cultural objects, but is not restricted to any particular type of collection. 

The International Committee for Documentation (ICOM) Standards Group developed the 

Centre for Intercultural Documentation Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC/CRM) [62], 

which is an ISO standard to formally represent the explicit and implicit concepts and 

relationships used in cultural heritage documentation. It is commonly used in cultural 

heritage projects [73, 106, 118, 187, 229]. It defines the common classes and relations 

used when documenting a cultural heritage object. Because it is designed for a broad 

range of cultural heritage applications, CIDOC/CRM provides an excellent upper-level 

ontology. Hence, CIDOC/CRM can easily be combined or extended with other domain-

specific ontologies. For example, Hunter et al. described an approach which combines the 

Moving Picture Experts Group Phase 7 (MPEG-7) standard and CIDOC/CRM for 

describing and managing museum multimedia content [118].  
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The ICOM-CIDOC Data Harvesting and Interchange Working Group developed Light 

Information Describing Objects (LIDO), which is an XML scheme that serves to deliver 

metadata for use in the service environment of an online collections database and portal 

[58]. LIDO is composed of several museum schemas [196], including Categories for the 

Description of Works of Art Lite (CDWA-Lite)  [128], museumsdat [79] and Standard 

Procedures for Collections Recording Used in Museum (SPECTRUM) [240]. LIDO is also 

CIDOC/CRM compliant and its schema can be easily mapped to the CIDOC/CRM 

ontology. LIDO was proposed by the Europeana project - Access to Cultural Heritage 

Networks for Europeana project (ATHENA) [16] - as a standard for digital content 

aggregators and has been used to handle 3D cultural objects [196]. The focus of the LIDO 

ontology is recording the provenance of the 3D objects rather than capturing descriptions 

about a museum artefact.  

Niccolucci et al. presented an ontology for 3D cultural heritage objects, by merging 

OntologyX3D [133] with the CIDOC/CRM standard [177]. This specifies well-defined 

linkages between digital cultural objects with the CIDOC/CRM standard. Doerr and 

Theodoridou developed the CRMdig model as an extension of the CIDOC/CRM ontology 

that captures the modelling and the query requirements regarding the provenance of 

digital objects [70]. It describes the digital provenance including: 1) who plays the role in a 

event; 2) where the event took place; 3) when the event occurred; 4) what things were 

involved; and 5) how the process is applied. 

These ontologies were not designed for specific types of museum artefacts or specific 

types or sub-sets of museum collections. They were designed to provide formal 

conceptualizations of cultural heritage documentation in general. Examples of domain-

specific ontologies for museums are evident in the FinnONTO project [157], which created 

many domain-specific ontologies including: the ontology for applied arts 

(Taideteollisuusalan Ontologia - TAO); music (MUSO); photographs (Valokuvausalan 

Ontologia - VALO); literature (Kirjallisuudentutkimuksen ontologia - KITO); and most 

importantly for the present study, the Museum Artefacts Ontology (Museoalan Ontologia - 

MAO)  [157].  

MAO was originally converted from the Thesaurus of Museums (MASA) and later 

extended based on collection item data from the collections of the National Museum, 

Espoo City Museum and Lahti City Museum. MAO contains three sub-ontologies: an 

Artefacts ontology, Materials ontology, and Situation ontology [124]. The one that is most 
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closely related to this thesis is the Artefacts ontology, which contains 3227 classes and 

tangible collections of artefacts from MUSEUMFINLAND including a pottery section. On the 

surface, MAO may seem relevant for the use-case in this thesis (Greek pottery domain), 

but it lacks several necessary features. Firstly, the pottery section is not designed 

specifically for Greek pottery but pottery in general; thus, it does not include ontological 

terms to describe Greek-style decorations. Secondly, MAO uses free-text descriptions to 

record measurements (rather than semantic relationships) which are not machine-

processable. Lastly, the pottery sub-features are superficially described using “notes” in 

free-text rather than in a structural format. Again, they are not machine-processable and 

hence, unsuitable for the case study of this thesis. 

Domain-specific ontologies that describe a particular class of cultural heritage artefacts are 

unusual. Only one example of a domain-specific ontology for a particular type of cultural 

heritage artefact has been identified - namely, an ontology developed by Georgiou et al. 

specifically for describing Magic Lantern Slides [91]. Magic lanterns were an early type of 

image projector developed in the 17th century which used mirrors and lights sources to 

project images through hand-painted slides.  

No specific ontology to describe cultural heritage artefacts from the Greek pottery domain 

appears to exist.  

2.2.2 Annotation Data Models 

Formulating an annotation data model to facilitate interoperability, querying, reasoning and 

discovery is an important aspect of this research project. Kim et al. presented comparative 

studies [139] on semantic models for tagging and folksonomies such as Tagging Ontology 

(TagOnt) [33], Social Semantic Cloud of Tags Ontology (SCOT) [138], Meaning of a Tag 

Ontology (MOAT) [190] and Nepomuk Annotation Ontology (NAO) [219]. Although these 

ontologies provide different ways of representing tagging data and folksonomies, they 

generally fail to record the provenance of a tag.  

A number of semantic annotation data models have been proposed, that aim to support 

interoperability on the Web. These include: the Annotea model [61], Annotation Ontology 

(AO) [53] and the Open Annotation (OA) data model [218].  
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Swick et al. created the Annotea annotation model to describe the client-server 

interactions related to posting, downloading, updating and deleting annotations on the 

Web [243]. It uses Resource Description Framework (RDF) Extensible Mark-up Language 

(XML) statements to define information about a annotation, such as the author and date. 

The body is considered as a separate resource to the annotation and the target. However, 

the Annotea specification does not adequately address the annotations of resource 

fragments (e.g., annotating paragraphs in Web pages) [61]. It points to the target 

resources through the property “annotates” and to a fragment through the property 

“context”. 

Ciccarese et al. presented their AO for annotating documents on the Web, which was 

inspired from the Annotea model [53]. AO provides a more complex mechanism to 

resource fragments using Selector, allowing an annotation to address the selected part of 

the content. It also provides a standard solution to support annotation of multiple targets, in 

which the targets can be various types of media such as Web pages, documents, images 

and videos. The AO specification contributes to the activities of the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) Open Annotation Community Group that is working towards a common, 

RDF-based specification for annotating digital resources [54]. 

The OA data model is the product of the W3C Open Annotation Community Group jointly 

founded by the Annotation Ontology and Open Annotation Collaboration [218]. Their data 

model specifies a common but extensible data model to support interoperable annotations 

on the Web. It proposes a Web-centric method to enable the discovery and sharing of 

annotations without using a particular set of protocols to communicate those annotations, 

and it does not prescribe a transport protocol for annotations. The OA specification permits 

annotations to multiple targets as well as annotations with multiple bodies.  OA is also 

similar to the AO, both the targets and bodies can be any type of media, and OA adopts 

the AO Selector to define the resource fragment of the annotation. 

Unfortunately, none of these common models provides sufficient detailed specifications for 

annotating 3D objects or their parts. In the 3DSA application, the Selector actually needs 

to store three types of information: 

1. The 3D point, surface region or segment being annotated; 

2. The annotator’s viewpoint of the 3D object at the time of annotation; 
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3. The attachment point at which the annotation is pinned (e.g., it may not be at the 

centroid of the 3D fragment). 

The aim of the research in this thesis is to determine the optimum approach for specifying 

the three types of data described above within the Selector entity of the W3C’s OA data 

model - to support the annotation of 3D objects (or their parts) and the discovery, retrieval 

and re-use of those annotations, asynchronously. 

2.2.3 3D Fragment Identifiers 

In general terms, a fragment identifier is a short string of characters that refers to a 

fragment or part of a  primary resource and is often a part of the uniform resource identifier 

(URI) [28]. For example, the following is a fragment identifier for a temporal fragment of an 

audio file using the Media Fragments URI 1.0 syntax:      

http://example.com/foo.mp4#t=10,20 

In the context of this research, a 3D fragment identifier specifies a 3D point or sub-set of 

the polygonal mesh that represents a part (point, surface region or volumetric segment) of 

a 3D object. In the OA data model, the 3D fragment identifier is specified within the 

oa:Selector element.  

Within this research, both the syntax and serialization of 3D fragment identifiers needs to 

be optimized to ensure efficient machine processing and high performance 3D annotation 

search, retrieval and rendering, especially when a large number of annotations are 

downloaded for reviewing and QA/QC prior to publishing. 

URI-based fragment identifiers for 3D objects are not popular because the 3D data 

streams are often too large to be directly encoded into the URI query string. Only the  

MPEG-21 [12] standard specifies a URI-based fragment identifier for 3D spatial regions. 

The region specification is integrated inside the URI, using media types that are restricted 

to MPEG-21 formats. The 3D spatial region defined in MPEG-21 is a box, an ellipsoid or a 

3D object. The data that specifies the region is encoded directly inside the URI. However, 

the MPEG-21 specification does not provide any examples of free-form 3D fragments and 

does not take into account the annotator’s viewpoint or a specific attachment point.  

Because MPEG-21 is a URI-based fragment identifier, it is not the optimum approach for 

storing a potentially large quantity of 3D data. 
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The alternative approach is to use an existing 3D standard format (that is easily processed 

by Web technologies) such as MPEG-4 [37], X3D [66]  or Collada [23] as the 3D fragment 

identifier. Using this approach, the 3D data streams are stored within an independent file 

linked to the annotation via a URI, instead of embedding the 3D data streams directly as 

textual extensions within the URI.  

More specifically, the MPEG-4  is a audio-visual standard and it includes Virtual Reality 

Modelling Language (VRML) [47] for supporting 3D rendering [37].  It is a format that is 

capable of recording 3D polygons and can be integrated with other metadata standards 

such as MPEG-7. MPEG-4 uses IndexedFaceSet (IFS) to define a set of vertices and a 

set of polygons connecting the vertices.  

X3D is the successor to the VRML. It is the royalty-free ISO standard XML-based file 

format for storing and representing 3D computer graphics [66]. It is an ideal mechanism for 

storing and forwarding 3D segments in the Web environment. X3D supports the recording 

of the polygonal geometry of the 3D object/scene in XML format, which makes it easy to 

expose 3D data to Web services and distributed applications [66] .  

Collada (.dae format) is an extensible 3D interchange format maintained by the Khronos 

Group to streamline content exchange for common 3D data. It is now an open standard 

hosted by the Khronos Group [23]. Similar to X3D, it is an XML-based file format designed 

to record the polygonal geometry of a 3D object/scene, which can easily be processed by 

Web applications. 

Because these formats are XML-based, they can be easily processed by Web services 

and browsers. Because such file formats are stored independently but are linked with a 

URI, when the annotation is retrieved, the system can quickly locate the 3D fragment 

identifier using the URI, and use HTTP GET to retrieve the file and process the XML data. 

In other words, the annotation body and target are independent Web resources linked to 

the annotation via their URIs using the Linked-Data approach.  

However, these formats need to be made as efficient as possible not only for delivering a 

high performance 3D annotation service, but also to enable a large quantity of annotations 

to be efficiently downloaded, rendered, reviewed and corrected prior to publishing.  

To date, no previous effort has focussed on methods to compress these 3D file formats to 

support high performance 3D annotation services. Determining a method to condense the 
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serialization of the 3D fragment is essential in order to optimize the storage and retrieval of 

annotations attached to 3D fragments.  

2.2.4 Ontologies for Annotating Relationships 

One of the key aims of this research is to enable users to specify and annotate 

relationships between multiple 3D objects or parts of those objects. This is required for the 

scenario in which researchers, scholars, museum curators want to perform and document 

comparative analysis of different 3D cultural heritage artefacts. 

A number of previous relationship ontologies have been developed to describe:  

 relationships between people [40, 68, 155], 

 relationships in biological applications [250, 186, 238], 

 temporal relationships [112,246], 

 spatial relationships [104, 185, 234]. 

But there has been little previous research focussing on specific semantic relationships 

between 3D cultural heritage resources. Most previous work in this area has employed 

existing CIDOC/CRM properties to link cultural heritage objects to Web pages or other 

URIs that provided information about the object. For example, the Arrigo system used the 

Collada format to bi-directionally link 3D objects to Web documents [106]. Rodriguez-

Echavarria et al. [73] also used Collada for annotating 3D representations of sculptures 

and monuments and to link parts of 3D geometries to the CIDOC/CRM model URIs. The 

3D-COFORM project also recently published work describing annotation software that 

supports the annotation of relationships [74, 229, 228]. The 3D-COFORM work is based 

on the CIDOC/CRM data model and is designed to link 3D objects to general Web 

resources (such as images of the object’s place of origin).  

The work in this thesis differs from previous research efforts in that the 3DSA annotation 

system is designed to support detailed comparative analyses of multiple 3D objects by 

scholars. The OA data model is ideal for this application because it supports multiple 

targets. But the OA data model will need to be extended through the addition of an Artefact 

Relationship Ontology (ARO) which can be used for tagging relationships between multiple 

3D cultural heritage artefacts. 
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2.3 3D Annotations  

The ability to attach semantic tags to interactively-defined sub-parts of 3D museum objects 

is a key requirement within our case study – particularly if semantic inferencing rules are to 

be applied to automatically infer high-level semantic tags from combinations of low-level 

segment-based tags. Hence, a key objective is to explore methods to enable the 

attachment of ontological representations to interactively selected sub-parts of 3D cultural 

heritage artefacts, stored within distributed repositories, as described in work by Pan et al. 

[188] and Doerr et al. [69].  

To make the annotation process simple and intuitive, it is critical to enable the support of 

interactive segmentation of the 3D museum objects in a browser environment. A 

secondary objective is to enable annotations to be easily migrated, displayed and re-used 

across different 3D representations (high resolution and low resolution) of the same 3D 

object - in order to support a range of client capabilities. This section discusses previous 

services and research efforts that focus on the annotation of 3D content. 

2.3.1 3D Annotations in General  

A review of the literature reveals a broad range of studies have investigated annotations to 

3D objects across multiple domains and disciplines. 

Jung et al. presented their Redliner online annotation tool for 3D architectural buildings 

using the Java applet and VRML standard [129]. The tool attaches the VRML spherical 

marker to the 3D virtual environment and saves the annotation through Java. The VRML 

description and the associated text are stored in a Perl server. Based on their evaluation of 

the Redliner tool, they subsequently developed Space Pen, allowing users to annotate 3D 

scenes with sketches of drawings [131, 130].  

A number of proprietary commercial solutions such as Adobe software [7] and Autodesk 

solutions [59] also support the annotation of 3D objects. The latest Adobe Acrobat and 

Reader provide a user interface which allows the annotation of 3D CAD models or 

Universal 3D (U3D) objects stored in Portable Document Format (PDF) using proprietary 

tools [7]. However, they only support the attachment of free-text annotations to a single 

point and the annotations are embedded in the PDF document preventing reuse by other 

non-Adobe formats.  
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AutoCAD 2012 is a highly popular and sophisticated CAD program [59] that enables 3D 

objects to be documented by creating annotations in model space on specific layers that 

are only visible in the appropriate viewport. However it is quite costly and a proprietary 

solution offered by Autodesk – so is not widely accessible. 

Within the biochemistry domain, Hunter et al. explored the annotation of relationships 

between 3D protein crystal structures [121]. This work was based on the Annotea data 

model, and enabled users to attach annotations to 3D models of protein crystal structures 

(in .pdb, .cif, .mol and .cml formats) via the Jmol plug-in.  

Peng et al. enabled annotations to be attached to 3D cellular and molecular images 

(stacks of images) [192]. However, their Volume-object Image Annotation application 

(VANO) does not support online access. It is only applicable to bio-molecular images, and 

the annotations are stored as Comma-separated Values files (CSV). 

Kadobayashi et al. proposed a way to collaboratively create, edit and store annotations in 

the 3D virtual environment [132]. Their prototype enables 3D object annotations with 

thumbtacks within the 3D scene, allowing the users to communicate with others 

synchronously in the same scene.  

Bilasco et al. enabled 3D scenes represented using the X3D standard to be annotated 

using MPEG-7 [32]. They designed the 3D Semantics Annotation Model (3DSEAM) to 

facilitate annotation of 3D content serialized in MPEG-7 format. The model was created by 

extending MPEG-7 with 3D specific locators to link MPEG-7 visual, geometric and 

semantic features to corresponding X3D fragments. However this approach did not cover 

the provenance of annotation; for instance, it does not allow record the author’s identity, 

the time the object was annotated, the type of annotated content or the method of creating 

the annotation.  

Goldfeder and Allen developed a method to overcome the problem of incomplete 

annotations of 3D worlds through the propagation of tags across objects of similar shape 

[94]. Their 3D autotagging algorithm did not require explicit training and used terms from 

WordNet for tagging 3D objects. However, their approach did not support tagging of 3D 

parts that are interactively specified by users.  

Abbot et al. researched the attachment of semantic annotations to a 3D scene 

representing an exhibition of cultural heritage artefacts within a 3D architectural model [4]. 
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Their Empire-3D software was built on the CIDOC/CRM model and Collada, using the 

OpenSceneGraph graphic library written in C++ to create the 3D view. Only annotations 

attached to points on the 3D architectural model were supported.  

Pittarello and Gatto developed Top-down Bottom-up 3D Annotation Software (ToBoA-3D) 

as an annotation tool for 3D scenes that uses semantics to facilitate sharing, reuse and 

interoperability [194]. Their approach was based on the X3D standard and enables top-

down and bottom-up annotation styles, allowing each resource to be annotated with free-

text tags by different users, and for a label to be assigned from a pre-defined ontology by a 

single author. The spatial volume of the annotation is defined using the X3D Proximity 

Sensor node, which is modelled merely as a box-type region rather than a free-form 3D 

object.  

Koutsoudis et al. proposed the annotation of 3D scenes to enable text-based searches 

across such 3D scenes [145]. This approach is capable of linking textual information such 

as historical, archaeological, architectural and topological-spatial aspects of the scene, to 

the 3D viewpoint. It uses a URI to link tags from the Moving Image Database for Access 

and Re-use of European Film Collections Metadata Schema (MIDAS) [276] with the X3D 

viewpoint, making the X3D scene discoverable using their text-based search system. This 

viewpoint annotation approach differs from the aim of this thesis which is to assign 

annotations to user-specified segments of 3D objects. 

Attene et al. introduced the ShapeAnnotator that performs automatic segmentation on 3D 

objects to decompose the object into distinct segments and semantically annotate these 

segments [20]. However, the ShapeAnnotator is not Web-based and it does not enable 

users to interactively select the sub-parts to be annotated; only pre-identified or 

automatically generated segments can be tagged. It also does not display textures for 3D 

models, which makes it unsuitable for crowd-sourcing of annotations on cultural heritage 

artefacts.  

Moccozet investigated the development of a folksonomy for a 3D collection, by allowing 

users to assign spatialised tags to 3D objects [169]. The spatialised tags expressed the 

primary spatial and hierarchical relationships between parts (e.g., a part tagged with 

“body” can be subdivided into “trunk”, “legs”, and “arms”). Because such tags are spatially 

connected to other tags (e.g., “legs” are spatially connected to “feet” and “trunk”), this 

representation can easily be conveyed via a hierarchical graph, which can also be 
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exported it as an XML file, suitable for processing, indexing and searching across 3D 

content. However, this prototype does not support the association of tags to user-defined 

parts of 3D objects [169].  

Philipp-Foliguet et al. presented a framework for the indexing and retrieval of 3D objects 

using a combination of content-based retrieval and user annotations [193]. The RETIN-3D 

software determines the relevance of the search via both user annotations on the whole 

object and the use of Support Vector Machines (SVM) to enable semi-supervised 

classification. However, the user annotation is limited to “relevant” and “irrelevant” only; it 

does not allow users to assign their own unique or ontology-specified tags. 

2.3.2 3D Annotations for Cultural Heritage Artefacts  

Over the past five to ten years, a number of initiatives and projects have focused on 3D 

annotation services. Examples include AIM@SHAPE [268], FOCUS K3D [50], 3D-

COFORM [2] and V-MusT [265]. These past initiatives differ broadly in terms of the 3D 

formats, data models, architectures, display technologies, functionality and the approaches 

they have adopted for semantically annotating the 3D digital representations of cultural 

heritage artefacts.  

For instance, Havemann et al. redeveloped the Arrigo Showcase to enhance the 

sustainability of links between 3D objects and semantics [106]. The Arrigo Showcase is an 

interactive 3D museum exhibition that enables visitors to explore 3D models of statues and 

discover detailed information via annotations attached to specific locations on the 3D 

models. The annotations are stored in Text Encoding Initiative XML (TEI/XML) format 

using the CIDOC/CRM model and the 3D target objects are represented using the Collada 

schema. However, the Arrigo project only represents the region of interest using simple 

primitives (e.g., a sphere), instead of free-form shaped segments that have been 

interactively specified.  

Rodriguez-Echavarria et al. developed an open source semantic annotation tool to attach 

metadata to 3D content, which supports annotations to user-defined regions [63, 73]. Their 

Tagg3D application uses URIs to link 3D representations of sculptures and monuments in 

Collada format with CIDOC/CRM mappings of the annotations. However, the annotation 

semantics are contained in the Collada schema instead of being stored separately as 
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independent linked resources, which is not optimal for annotation processing, sharing, 

integration, reasoning and reuse. 

Pena-Serna et al. investigated the semantic annotation of 3D cultural heritage objects 

through the development of the Integrated Viewer/Browser (IVB) for the 3D-COFORM 

project [229]. Their application was based on the CIDOC/CRM data model and was 

designed to link 3D objects to general Web resources, such as images of the object’s 

place of origin. Currently, the 3D-COFORM project provides some of the most advanced 

services for semantically annotating 3D museum collections and approaches that are 

closely related to the research goals in this thesis. One significant difference, however, is 

that the IVB is not a Web-based application that runs on Web Browsers. 

None of these previous projects offers simple Web interfaces for annotating 3D objects. 

They all require the download and installation of specific software, which is not optimal for 

crowd-sourcing from non-experts or the public. Although there are existing Web-based 3D 

annotation tools, they are not as advanced as native applications like the IVB from 3D-

COFORM. For example, Hunter et al. designed a Web-based annotation tool for 3D 

cultural heritage artefacts, based on the Annotea model [122]. Their application uses the 

Annotea Annotation protocol to link X3D objects to free-text annotations or tags/terms from 

ontology (based on a sub-set of the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)). However, this 

application only enables the attachment of tags and comments to 3D points and/or views 

of the complete object – not 3D fragments. 

Guarnieri et al. investigated the development of a Web-based 3D application that enables 

the linking of a segmented area of a 3D cultural heritage artefact to related data, using 

open source software [100]. Metadata is connected to the 3D object by adding an HTML-

based tag directly onto the X3D file. The tag contains both the Webpage URL to where the 

data is displayed, and a reference ID stored in PostgreSQL. However, their 3D viewer 

uses proprietary software, and the objects are pre-segmented using other third party 

applications.  

Recent work by the Virtual Museum Transnational Network project (V-MusT) used X3DOM 

(a library that processes X3D mark-up using WebGL) to enable the annotation of 3D 

cultural heritage objects via a Web app on mobile devices (Apple iPhones and iPads) [75, 

165]. The user can click on a point of interest to annotate a 3D object with free text. 

However, this application does not permit users to interactively define parts of 3D objects.  
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Other cultural heritage projects use Adobe 3D PDF technologies. These include: the 

Formatting Objects for PDF3D project (FO3D) [44]; Connecting Archaeology and 

Architecture in Europeana project (CARARE) [158]; and the 3D-ICONS project [65], which 

embeds 3D cultural objects into PDF documents allowing them to be easily shared across 

the Internet and displayed in a browser. This approach provides default access to the 

annotation and measurement tools provided by Adobe software. However, this approach 

also inherits all of the deficiencies associated with 3D PDF including the limited annotation 

capabilities and reuse. 

To summarize, despite significant previous work in similar areas, there are currently no 

open source tools that: enable the Web-based semantic annotation of 3D museum 

objects; use ontology-based semantic tags; enable the interactive specification of points, 

surface regions or 3D fragments; enable easy tagging of points, surface regions or 3D 

fragments of a 3D digital object. Moreover, there does not appear to be any system that 

enables the semi-automated migration of tags/annotations between different digital 

versions of a single 3D object – a critical requirement if museums are going to engage with 

users from a range of different communities and with access to variable computer 

capabilities. 

2.4 Semantic Reasoning  

Semantic reasoning infers logical conclusions or derives new facts from a set of asserted 

facts. Within the context of this research, the aim is to apply semantic reasoning to 

museum metadata and crowd-sourced annotations, to enable the semi-automatic 

cataloguing of museum collections. The derived facts are inserted back into the knowledge 

base as new data that can be queried and that enhances the accessibility and 

discoverability of museum collections. Previously, Hunter et al. [114, 120, 154] applied 

semantic inferencing rules to enable the automated high-level semantic annotation of 2D 

images from low-level automatically-extracted features, and they demonstrated 

improvements in concept-based search performance. My hypothesis is that the same 

approach can be applied to infer new metadata about 3D objects. This section discusses 

previous related work that involved semantic reasoning across 3D collections. 
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2.4.1 Semantic Reasoning for 3D Content  

The increasing adoption of Semantic Web technologies in mainstream applications has led 

to a range of projects that use ontologies and reasoning to annotate and infer new 

knowledge about 3D surrogates. For example, the ISReal project by Kapahnke et al.  

claims to be the first open and cross-disciplinary 3D Internet research platform for the 

intelligent 3D simulation of realities [134]. It uses OWL-DL, Pellet and the RDF relational 

reasoner that adopts Steiner-Tree Approximation in Relationship Graphs (STAR) approach 

[136] to infer scene descriptions in XML3D using semantic annotations.  

Several projects adopt the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) approach for semantic 

reasoning. For example, Bucher et al. [43] investigated the application of semantic 

reasoning to 3D city models in City Geological Markup Language (CityGML), to classify 

buildings in terms of shapes, symmetries and repetition. Their proposed ontology 

complements the SWRL rules in each class to formally define and derive new relations 

from geometry and city-level relations.  

Ben-Hmida et al. exploited reasoning capabilities to semantically annotate 3D objects to 

match detected geometries with probable objects [109]. Their WiDOP project (Knowledge-

based Detection of Objects in Point Clouds) uses SWRL rules to perform rule-based 

semantic inferencing.  

Wang et al. describe their approach of retrieving 3D objects by inferring the semantic 

property of 3D objects using a rule engine, and introduced their Onto3D retrieval system 

[273]. This project attempts to add semantic labels to 3D objects by linking low-level 

features to high-level semantic descriptions from WordNet. It uses SWRL rules to infer the 

semantic properties of 3D objects and stores the results in an ontology. The ontology is 

then used to improve both text-based and content-based object retrieval. 

2.4.2 Semantic Reasoning in Cultural Heritage Collections  

In the context of 3D cultural heritage artefacts, Albertoni et al. [10] describe the 

AIM@SHAPE project which aims to externalise and share the knowledge captured within 

digital shapes via knowledge representation of  shape models.  The semantics extracted 

(automatically or semi-automatically) from 3D models is then used for reasoning (via 

Racer DL reasoner) and retrieval purposes. One of the project’s use-cases is museum 
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collections, including scanned objects from the Netherlands National Museum of 

Ethnology.  

In the FOCUS K3D Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Application Working Group (3D 

A&CH) project, Vavalis and Pitikakis [266] had similar goals to AIM@SHAPE and focused 

on the automatic identification of 3D cultural heritage objects, through reasoning based on 

manually acquired annotations. 

In [69], Doerr et al. discuss their Metadata Repository for the 3D-COFORM project that 

includes reasoning capability. The 3D-COFORM project enables the annotation of 3D 

cultural heritage objects based on CIDOC/CRM standards. This Metadata Repository uses 

OWLIM for rule-based reasoning to provide more efficient retrieval of 3D objects [69].  

Karmacharya et al. describe a Web-based knowledge management system for 

archaeologists, called ArchaeoKM [135]. It supports the semantic annotation of 3D spatial 

data and uses ontologies to perform inferencing. Objects are identified and tagged with 

concepts from the domain ontology and rules are then employed to generate new 

knowledge. Archaeologists can create their own rules to validate or discover knowledge, 

which is particularly useful for retrieving objects that are hard to classify but which possess 

certain features. 

There are also a number of examples of semantic reasoning in the cultural heritage 

domain that are unrelated to 3D objects. In the CULTURESAMPO  project, Kauppinen et al. 

experimented with semantic reasoning on a set of annotations to determine connections 

between places associated with the provenance of cultural heritage objects [137]. The 

CULTURESAMPO project uses the Jena framework to perform reasoning on explicit 

descriptions of museum objects with the aim of discovering hidden knowledge; for 

example, the place of manufacture or the usage of the object.  

Damova and Dannells [67] described an example of semantic reasoning on the 

Gothenburg City Museum data, using BigOWLIM to integrate and reason across multiple 

datasets (including DBpedia, Geonames, PROTON, CIDOC/CRM and MAO). This 

resulted in a rich search and browse experience beyond the specific knowledge 

externalised by their museum collection [67].  

In the Cultural Heritage Information Presentation (CHIP) project, which was developed in 

collaboration with the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, Wang et al. describe the Art 
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Recommender system which infers artwork features (e.g., creator, material, subject) and 

semantic relations between features (e.g., broader/narrower, style, birth or death place) by 

taking into account user preferences [275].  

Wielemaker et al. [221] introduced the MultimediaN E-Culture project which uses 

ClioPatria [277] (a framework based on SWI-Prolog and a suite of Semantic Web libraries) 

to perform reasoning based on rich semantics annotations, in order to facilitate semantic 

searches in large heterogeneous cultural heritage collections [221]. 

Most of the projects described above use reasoning to enhance content retrieval. 

However, none of these pre-existing projects focus on applying expert rules for reasoning 

across crowd-sourced datasets that are ambiguous and incomplete. In this thesis, the aim 

is to enrich the 3D museum collection with semantic annotations inferred from crowd-

sourced tags. Hence, a solution capable of dealing with noisy, ambiguous and incomplete 

annotations is required. It is also crucial that the method enables experts to define 

inference rules in a very simple and straightforward manner, abstracting completely away 

from the underlying reasoning framework. 

2.5 Search Interfaces for 3D Objects 

With regard to searching, the goal is to support semantic searches based on parts, sub-

features, visual attributes or illustrative decorations on cultural heritage artefacts. For 

example, a user may want to search for “pottery” with a “tall and thin neck” that is 

decorated with a “black floral pattern”. This type of search is inspired by the case study 

conducted by Razdan et al. [203], in which they identified the inability to search for objects 

in museum collections, based on parts or features e.g., “disarticulated samples of primate 

hand and wrist bones”. This type of search is not currently supported except through full-

text indexing and typically only retrieves the entire object – not the object with the relevant 

part or feature highlighted. The next section provide an overview of functionality provided 

by existing search interfaces for 3D collections. 

2.5.1 3D Search Interfaces in General  

Projects such as Semantic and Content-based Multimedia Exploitation for European 

Benefit project (SCULPTEUR) [6], the Princeton 3D Search Engine [166, 235] and the 
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Columbia Shape Search [94] use a combination of machine learning and application-

specific semantics to automatically cluster 3D objects. These projects do not take 

advantage of community-generated tags and annotations drawn from ontology-directed 

folksonomies.  

More specifically, the SCULPTEUR project uses CIDOC/CRM to structure its multimedia 

content including 3D models [6]. It has a content-based search that enables users to 

upload a 3D object as a search query. The SCULPTEUR project also clusters similar 

objects based on semantics including shape features, using k-means and k-NN classifiers 

[6].  

The Princeton 3D Search Engine combines a keyword search with content-based search 

through the drawing of 2D and 3D sketches [166, 235]. Their evaluation indicated that the 

keyword search was the most popular type of search and that content-based search 

(performed by uploading files) was the least used method [166]. The cause of the low 

retrieval performance was the poor quality of the text annotations. The solution to this 

issue was to use WordNet to deal with the synonyms and hypernyms.  

Goldfeder and Allen describe their auto-tagging algorithms used in Columbia Shape 

Search, which does not require explicit training [94]. Their system attempts to improve the 

recall of the text search by calculating the geometric similarity of 3D objects and 

automatically assigning tags to those objects, with tag terms drawn from WordNet. 

A number of 3D retrieval projects focussing on domains other than the museum sector, 

have discovered more efficient methods of search. For example, Berndt et al. investigated 

content-based 3D queries that rely completely on machine learning, and concluded that 

the modelling of 3D objects as queries provided a more viable solution for searching 3D 

objects. [26]. However, they only experimented with simple objects, while cultural heritage 

artefacts often contain highly complex shapes, colours and decorative features.  

In [82], Fisher and Hanrahan present an algorithm that enables 3D object searches based 

on the context and relationships between 3D objects in a 3D scene [82]. Their evaluation 

indicates that this algorithm provides a good precision and recall even when objects have 

not been tagged. However, their content-based search involves the user specifying a 3D 

bounding box within a 3D scene, and returns a list of 3D objects that occur within the area 

of the bounding box. Although this approach is interesting and novel, it is not suitable for 

finding a particular 3D cultural heritage artefact that contains certain features and 
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attributes (e.g., finding a wine jug that features a “trefoil-shaped mouth” and a drawn figure 

of “Zeus”).  

Other content-based retrieval methods use curves [86, 156, 244] or viewpoints [153, 214, 

285] for comparing a shape query with a collection of 3D objects and retrieving matching 

objects. However, these solutions do not support the retrieval of 3D cultural heritage 

artefacts by querying their decorative illustrations (e.g., types of pattern, inscriptions, and 

names of deities, heroes and creatures).  

2.5.2 3D Search Interfaces for Cultural Heritage Artefacts 

Initiatives such as AIM@SHAPE [10], 3D-COFORM [2, 195] and Europeana [78] have 

explored search interfaces for 3D digital collections of cultural heritage artefacts. The 

AIM@SHAPE Shape Repository supports keyword, geometric and semantic searches on 

3D objects from the Netherlands National Museum of Ethnology. The current accessible 

version (v4.0) only enables browsing and a keyword search; the semantic search and 

geometric search were not available at the time of this study. Nevertheless, in [10] 

Albertoni et al. discuss the AIM@SHAPE graphical interface for searching, and explain 

that it provides the user with the means to search intuitively without sacrificing flexibility 

and the expressiveness of queries [10]. This article was also suggested that the search 

involves geometric processing.  

The Europeana project delivers a 3D shape search for searching a 3D collection of cultural 

heritage objects over the Internet [78]. Their Advanced Search Services and Enhanced 

Technological Solutions (ASSETS) [78] finds 3D objects that are similar to a search query, 

based on the view-based low-level feature extraction. Europeana’s ASSETS development 

was still in progress at the time of this thesis. Furthermore, Europeana is also working on 

semantic searches, which have the potential to be applied to 3D collections. 

The 3D-COFORM project aims to integrate text-based and shape-based searches, and 

provides an integrated interface that displays both the search specification and visual 

presentation of results to assist cultural heritage professionals in their daily work [2, 195]. 

Unfortunately, their shape-based search had not been implemented at the time of this 

research [2, 195]. Nevertheless, they provide a 3D catalogue based on X3DOM, which 

enables users to browse 3D collections from the London’s Victoria and Albert Museum in 

the Browser without plug-ins [1].  
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A number of museum institutions also provide search interfaces for their inhouse 3D 

collections. For example, the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History 3D website 

enables searching for a 3D collection of ancient artefacts, bones and fossils using a simple 

facet search [239]. It also contains drop-down boxes to filter down the search result by age 

and species. The 3D objects are viewed using a Flash-based player.  

The Virtual Hampson Museum website provides a simple interface for browsing the 3D 

collection of American Indian artwork [256, 191]. It enables the user to browse the 

collection based on form and location and search for a particular artefact by inputting the 

object ID. Their advanced search is a keyword search that can be filtered by the artefact 

type and location.  

The Museums Sheffield website provides an interface for browsing and searching 3D 

collections [174]. It only supports a keyword and facet search and uses WebGL to display 

and interact with laser-scanned 3D cultural heritage artefacts [208]. 

These 3D semantic search systems are at a preliminary stage. Although initiatives like 

AIM@SHAPE, 3D-COFORM and Europeana have been experimenting with semantic 

searches for 3D cultural heritage collections, the actual implementations and applications 

are still under development. The museum websites mentioned in this section do not allow 

users to search for 3D artefacts semantically. It is evident that this topic is still a subject of 

ongoing research and more time is required to consolidate 3D semantic search interfaces. 

Hence, one of the goals of the present research is to investigative innovative approaches 

to support semantic searches on 3D surrogates of Greek vases. In particular, the aim is to 

support: searches for all annotations attached to a user-specified fragment; for a given 

object or fragment, search for all relationship annotations and related objects; search for 

all objects with specific relationships to the given object; search for objects that match 

combinations of parts with specific attributes or decorative features (e.g., “objects with a 

wide mouth, narrow base and decorated with a drawing of Zeus”). 

2.6 Discussion  

Despite significant work in similar areas, there are several gaps remaining in the literature. 

Firstly, most prior work in the field of 3D annotations has focused on the annotation of 

discipline-specific objects; for example, architectural and engineering CAD drawings [129, 

131], 3D crystallography models [121] and 3D scenes [132]. All of these systems enable 
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users to attach annotations to 3D models and to browse annotations added by others, 

asynchronously. However, they are limited to the discipline-specific format of the target 

objects, are often proprietary and are not suitable for or adaptable to the museum context.  

Secondly, there has been limited exploration of Web-based solutions that enable users to 

interactively select precise, complex 3D segments (surface regions or volumetric 

segments) and attach tags/annotations to them. This limits the functionality of the open 3D 

annotation service; for example, it is impossible to annotate relationships (based on size 

and transitivity) between parts of 3D objects, when parts cannot be interactively specified 

by users.  

Thirdly, no previous research has investigated using probabilistic approaches to 

semantically reason over crowd-sourced semantic annotations, to assist with the 

cataloguing of 3D cultural heritage artefacts. Because crowd-sourced annotations are 

often ambiguous and incomplete, they cannot reliably be used for inferring high-level tags 

that assist with categorization. Using probabilistic reasoning, missing or mismatched tags 

are taken into consideration when inferring the possible classification of an object from a 

set of low level tags. For example, given a 3D object and a set of tags and other metadata, 

the system can return a list of possible candidate labels and the probability of each. 

Lastly, the semantic search of 3D cultural heritage artefacts based on the descriptions and 

attributes of their parts, features and decorations has not been previously explored. The 

aim of the 3DSA open annotation service developed in this thesis is to leverage crowd-

sourced semantic annotations to expedite the classification of 3D cultural heritage 

artefacts. In particular, the aim is to exploit annotations attached to low-level shape 

features or 3D fragments. The research objectives underpinning the development of the 

3DSA are inspired from many previous research efforts, but also differ from them in 

multiple ways. From the tagging perspective, the 3DSA offers Web-based solutions to 

support functionalities that are similar to native applications such as Tagg3D [63, 73] and 

the 3D-COFORM Integrated Viewer/Browser (IVB) [229]. 

From the domain conceptualization perspective, this research project extends 

CIDOC/CRM with a more domain-specific (Greek vase) ontology to facilitate semantic 

annotation of this particular class of cultural heritage objects. This approach is similar to 

other previous work such as Arrigo [106], Tagg3D [63, 73], 3D-COFORM  IVB [229]  and a 

Web-based annotation tool by Hunter et al. [122]. However, none of the previous related 

research projects have formalised descriptions about Greek vases in a structured format, 
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which can be exploited for comparative analysis or semi-automatic rules-based 

classification. 

From the annotation modelling perspective, the recently published Open Annotation (OA) 

data model [218] is employed in 3DSA to maximize the discovery and interoperability of 

annotations on 3D objects). X3D [66] is used experimentally as the 3D fragment identifier 

to extend the oa:Selector entity. Although a number of research projects have used X3D to 

investigate annotations for 3D objects [32, 75, 133, 146, 194], the present study is the only 

one that uses X3D as a fragment identifier within the OA data model. Moreover, this 

project further enhances the speed and efficiency in uploading, retrieving and rendering 

large volumes of 3D annotations by using a unique, compressed serialization approach.  

From the reasoning perspective, previous projects such as FOCUS K3D [50], 3D-

COFORM [2] and ArchaeoKM [135] exploit reasoning to improve content retrieval in the 

cultural heritage domain. Although the present study aims to achieve a similar goal, it is 

unique in applying probabilistic reasoning that takes into consideration of noisy, 

ambiguous and incomplete annotations. This issue was not addressed in previous works 

(FOCUS K3D, 3D-COFORM or ArchaeoKM), as their cataloguing approaches do not rely 

on crowd-sourced metadata. 

From the search perspective, the approach presented in this thesis differs from previous 

projects such as SCULPTEUR [6], the Princeton 3D Search Engine [166, 235] and 

Columbia Shape Search [94], as their indexing is based entirely on machine learning and 

semantics but fails to take advantage of folksonomic tags. The approach proposed in this 

thesis leverages crowd-sourced semantic annotations to streamline the cataloguing of 3D 

cultural heritage artefacts via probabilistic reasoning. Hence, this study improves 3D 

search capabilities by investigating semantic searches that accommodate both low-level 

shape descriptors from crowd-sourced annotations as well as high-level classifications 

generated from semantic reasoning.  

It is difficult to compare the 3DSA semantic search capabilities with other initiatives [10, 

78, 195] that are still consolidating their semantic searches. However the 3DSA search 

capability appears to be unique in its ability to: search for all annotations within a user-

specified 3D region; search on relationships; search on parts of 3D objects, low-level tags 

describing those parts, as well high-level inferred tags. 
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Of all of the existing projects, the 3D-COFORM project provides the most advanced 3D 

services that are most similar to the 3DSA project. However, the 3D-COFORM and 3DSA 

projects are different in terms of approaches, technical components and functionalities. 

These differences are summarized in Table 2-1.  

Table 2-1: Comparison between 3D-COFORM and 3DSA 

 3D-COFORM 3DSA 

Application specification 

Annotation service Integrated Viewer/Browser 3DSA annotation client 

Application type Native Web 

3D rendering OpenSG scene graph system HTML5/WebGL browser standards 

Triple-store Sesame Sesame 

Content management Repository Infrastructure Drupal 7 CMS with custom modules 

Data modelling 

Annotation schema 
CIDOC/CRM 

CRMdig 

Open Annotation Model  

Greek Vase Ontology  

Artefact Relationship Ontology  

3D fragment identifier COLLADA standard X3D standard 

Annotation features and characteristics 

Annotate with semantic 
relations 

Yes Yes 

Area-based annotation 
(simple shapes) 

Yes No 

Segment-based 
annotation (user-specified 
parts) 

Yes Yes 

Annotation interoperability 
in different versions 

Yes – propagate the annotation 
between old and new version 

Yes – automatic annotation migration 
between high and low resolution version 

Comparative analysis  

Display multiple 3D 
objects 

2 max 4 max 

Shape measurement No 

Distance between 2 locations 

Height 

Surface area and volume estimation 

Reasoning 

Rule-based reasoning OWLIM Euler YAP engine reasoner  

Reasoning using 
probabilistic approach 

None 
Approach inspired from Markov logic 
network 

Infer spatial relationships 
based on shape 
measurements 

None 
Size-based relationship 

Height-based relationship 

Search  

Search support up-to-date 

Text-based search 

Shape-based search (under 
consolidation) 

Full-text search 

Semantic search 

Spatial search 

 

The next chapter, Chapter 3, describes the processes and workflow adopted for 

generating a collection of 3D representations of Greek Vases that is used as the test-bed 

for the ontology and annotation services described in Chapters 4-9. 
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Chapter 3  Scanning Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to carry out the research objectives outlined in Chapters 1, it is necessary to first 

acquire a sample set of 3D cultural heritage objects which can be used as the case study 

for investigating, applying and evaluating the annotation, searching, indexing and retrieval 

services that are part of the 3DSA framework. Hence, the first task is to digitize a set of 

museum artefacts into 3D and 2.5D digital objects, which can be used to provide the test-

bed underpinning the research. This chapter describes the digitization process and also 

provides a comparative analysis of the Konica Polygon Editing Tool (PET) [144] and 

Geomagic’s Minolta Scanner Plug-in [90] for scanning. It also describes the photographic 

mapping and close-up scan approach used for texture mapping. In addition, a workflow is 

described that streamlines the generation of multiple digital versions (low, high and very 

high resolution) of each museum artefact. Finally, the limitations of our digitization 

approach are discussed. 

3.2 Overview 

3D scanning techniques are commonly used to overcome the limitations of 2D data 

representations and to capture 3D digital models that can be accurately analysed, 

measured and compared. 3D data acquisition tools such as laser scanners can be used by 

museum institutions to document their collections precisely in topology and colour, to 

generate high-fidelity three dimensional surrogates for preservation and archival purposes 

[110].  Although 3D laser scanners have been used previously to digitize museum 

artefacts, from small potteries to large statues [21, 22, 110, 111, 152, 191, 207, 208], 

these previous research have focussed on the value of 3D representations from a 

curatorial perspective. They examine the advantages and potential issues that 3D 

representations raise from a museum perspective. The discussion in this Chapter differs 

from previous related articles [21, 22, 110, 111, 152, 191, 207, 208], because the main aim 

of the 3D scanning process described here is to generate a test-bed of 3D content that can 

be used to apply, test and evaluate a rich set of annotation services. This work focuses 
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also on the workflow to streamline the generation of multiple 3D and 2.5 D representations 

of each object. 

3.3 Methodology 

The first step involves scanning each artefact using a Konica Minolta Vivid 9i non-contact 

3D [167] to generate high resolution 3D digital polygonal meshes using the Geomagic 

Studio 10 [89]. Figure 3-1 shows the laser scanner and the turn table that was used, in-situ 

at the eResearch Lab at The University of Queensland. The scanner is capable of 

precisely capturing an artefact’s topology and colours through the use of three different 

lenses (“tele/close-up”, “middle” and “wide”). Figure 3-2 shows an example of a 3D 

polygonal mesh of a Palmyra portrait head from the RD Milns Antiquities Museum [162] 

prior to texture mapping. 

  

Figure 3-1: Konica Minolta VIVID 9i non-contact 3D laser scanner (left) and the turn table (right) 

 

Figure 3-2: Untextured 3D polygonal mesh digitized using the Konica Minolta VIVID 9i laser scanner 
(artefact is a Palmyra portrait head sculpture from the RD Milns Antiquities Museum) 
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The laser-scanned 3D polygonal meshes are sent and processed in the Geomagic Studio 

10 – a proprietary software that offers various tools for handling 3D meshes, including 

mesh cleaning, hole filling and polygon reduction. Geomagic software also provides 

texture mapping tools to facilitate the generation of photo-realistic 3D digital models. 

Figure 3-3 shows the textured 3D model of the Palmyra portrait head sculpture, displayed 

and post-processed in Geomagic Studio 10. 

 

Figure 3-3: Palmyra portrait head sculpture provided from RD Milns Antiquities Museum, digitized 
using Konica Minolta VIVID 9i laser scanner and loaded in Geomagic Studio 10 

Each museum artefact is initially scanned into VRML format (Virtual Reality Modelling 

Language) [47] and converted into PLY format (Polygon File Format / Stanford Triangle 

Format) [39] using MeshLab [55] software. This is because PLY format is a better, more 

efficient format for storing and delivering laser-scanned 3D content. Following the 

generation of the polygonal mesh models, high resolution images of the models are 

texture-mapped onto the models in order to generate realistic 3D digital models. The high 

resolution images are captured via laser scanner (equipped with tele/close-up lens) and 

automatically wrapped onto the polygonal mesh using the Geomagic software. 
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In addition, an X3D (Extensible 3D) [66] version of each artefact is generated from the PLY 

model using the MeshLab software (because Geomagic does not support  

X3D). An X3D representation is necessary because it is an XML-based format for 3D 

graphics, which is easily processed by Web services due to its well-structured format. The 

PLY version is downloaded and displayed in the 3DSA client and the X3D version is 

processed by the backend application. The main usage of the X3D versions of the 3D 

objects is explained in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.4). 

A collection of 31 artefacts from both The University of Queensland Anthropology Museum 

[286] and The University of Queensland RD Milns Antiquities Museum [160] were scanned 

and represented as 3D digital objects for the testbed. Within the testbed collection, each 

3D object contained 50-200 MB of data and 80,000-2 million polygons. Many users do not 

have the bandwidth, computational power or graphics card capable of downloading, 

rendering and interacting with such objects in a timely fashion. In order to support users 

with limited computation power, bandwidth or graphics cards, three different 

representations of each artefact are generated as follows: 

 Archival quality 3D model in VRML format (raw 3D data) – for storage purposes 

only, not accessible online. 

 High quality 3D model in PLY format (accessible online) – for users who have 

standard CPU and Internet speed. 

 Low quality 3D model in PLY format (accessible online) – compressed version for 

users with limited CPU, graphics card or slow Internet. 

In addition, both of the PLY versions of high and low quality 3D model are transformed into 

X3D versions for machine processing (using the MeshLab software). The formatting 

details are shown in Table 3.3: 

Table 3.3: Properties of the 3 different digital versions of 3D representations 

 Archival Model High Quality 3D Models Low Quality 3D Models 

Format VRML  PLY X3D PLY X3D 

Purpose Storage High-end 

delivery 

Backend 

processing 

General delivery Backend 

processing 

File Size 50-200MB 6-8 MB 12-16 MB 1-2 MB 2-4 MB 

Polygon Count 2mill-500k 500k 500k 65k 65k 

Texture Format BMP JPEG JPEG JPEG JPEG 

Texture Resolution 4096x4096 2048x2048 2048x2048 2048x2048 2048x2048 

Texture File Size 4-6MB 200-600KB 200-600KB 200-600KB 200-600KB 
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In the past, cultural heritage institutions have often used 2.5D representations to simulate 

3D images by capturing multiple 2D images of an object and combining them using VR 

object creation software (e.g., QuickTime VR and Flash-based VR). The present research 

incorporates the generation of 2.5D representations of the artefacts for users who do not 

have a graphical processor capable of handling 3D graphics, or who have systems that 

are incapable of processing 3D content in the Web browser.  

A custom Web application was developed specifically for this research project to enable 

the creation of 2.5D VR representations. The application automatically takes 36 screen-

captures of the 3D object from multiple perspectives, as shown in Figure 3-4. The Flash-

based VR viewer in the 3DSA system uses the image sequence to automatically generate 

an interactive 2.5D representation.  

 

Figure 3-4: Custom Web application built to derive the image sequence of the 3D object's rotation 
animation in 3DSA that formulates a 2.5D VR representation 

Although capturing the physical feature of a museum artefact using the Vivid 9i laser 

scanner is simple, the subsequent texture mapping process is more challenging. The first 

problem encountered is loss in quality of the texture after migrating the 3D file format 

output from the default scanning software, the Konica PET, to Geomagic Studio. The PET 

software stores colour data in a format which is incompatible with Geomagic Studio and 
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this consequently results in the loss of colour quality (as shown by the two images in 

Figure 3-5). There is a loss of image and colour quality in the migration from the file format 

on the left to the file format on the right. 

3D data acquisition using PET software  3D object shown in Geomagic software  

  
Figure 3-5: A) 3D data acquisition using PET and B) 3D object migrated to Geomagic Studio 10; the 
texture of the object on the right is lower quality due to data loss (artefact is a Greek lekythos from 

RD Milns Antiquities Museum) 

The solution is to use a Minolta Scanner Plug-in [90] to enable the Konica Minolta laser 

scanner to use Geomagic Studio instead of the default scanning software (PET). This 

removes the need to transfer the 3D object between two software products/formats and 

resolves the resulting problem of low-resolution textures (as shown in Figure 3-6).  

3D data acquisition using Minolta Scanner Plug-in 3D object shown in Geomagic software 

  
Figure 3-6: A) 3D data acquisition using Minolta Scanner Plug-in and B) 3D object shown in 

Geomagic Studio 10; the 3D object on the right has a better texture quality than achieved in the 
previous approach (artefact is a Greek lekythos from RD Milns Antiquities Museum) 
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The second problem is the difficult and labour-intensive process of texture mapping which 

involves wrapping high-resolution 2D photographs onto 3D objects [21]. Photographs are 

flat 2D images that only show one perspective of the object. Hence multiple, overlapping 

2D photos must be taken and mapped onto each 3D object to cover it entirely. In addition, 

the created texture map is prone to graphical distortions if not skilfully handled, resulting in 

a low quality, imprecise 3D representation.  

The solution that was adopted in this research project, was to scan the artefact at close 

distances using the tele/close-up lens that comes with the Konica Minolta scanner. The 

tele lens captures the detailed topology and colour data at maximum resolution. The 

captured images (colour data) are automatically mapped onto the 3D mesh (topology data) 

during the scanning process, which therefore streamlines the generation of high-resolution 

texture-mapped polygonal models. This approach also minimises human error involved in 

the texture mapping process (the results are shown in Figure 3-7). However, the tele lens 

approach does not significantly reduce the amount of manual labour since a higher 

number of scans at close range are required to produce the high resolution 3D objects.  

 

 
Figure 3-7: Comparing the manual photograph mapping method using Geomagic Studio's “Project 
Image” tool (top) and the “tele” scan approach (bottom); the bottom approach generates a cleaner 
texture (artefact is a Australian Indigenous sculpture of a goanna from UQ Anthropology Museum)  
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3.4 Workflow 

Figure 3-8 provides a diagrammatic view of the streamlined workflow for generating the 

four different digital versions of each museum object, namely: a very high resolution 3D 

version for archival purposes; two versions for online access – high quality and low quality 

3D versions; and one 2.5D VR representation. The workflow consists of eleven steps, 

which are categorized into four different phases: 1) data acquisition, 2) post-processing, 3) 

3D representation generation, and 4) 2.5D representation generation. 

 

Figure 3-8: Workflow for generating multiple digital versions of museum objects 

First, the data acquisition phase involves obtaining 3D representations of selected 

artefacts from the UQ Anthropology Museum and the RD Milns Antiquities Museum using 

a portable laser scanner (Konica Minolta Vivid 9i). The scanner acquires a number of 

partial scans of each object via an automatically calibrated turn-table. Some scans require 

manual handling of the artefact (e.g., to capture the bottom of the artefact). These partial 

scans are then registered (to be in proper alignment) and merged to generate a single 

complete polygonal mesh model. 

Following the generation of the polygonal mesh models, the post-processing phase 

involves using the Geomagic software to clean and polish the 3D mesh and fill any holes. 

The 3D object then goes through texture parameterisation in order to generate the 
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coordinates for texture mapping the 3D object. The photo-realistic images captured from 

the laser scanner’s (tele lens) are used for texture mapping the triangulated mesh, and the 

mapping process is automated by the Geomagic software. This produces a photo-realistic 

3D surrogate representing the cultural heritage artefact. 

In the research described in this thesis, the archival quality version of each 3D object is not 

used for evaluating the 3DSA application, but is stored as a raw, back-up copy from which 

the more practical and Web-accessible high quality and low quality 3D versions are 

derived. These two representations are generated using the Geomagic software, to reduce 

the number of polygons that comprise the 3D object. The more compressed 

representations improve the speed of downloading, rendering and interacting with the 3D 

objects. 

Finally, the generation of the 2.5D VR representation requires capturing multiple screen-

shots of the archival version from different perspectives (36 images at 10 degree 

intervals). Each 3D object is automatically rotated by 10 degrees and a screen shot is 

captured. The resulting sequence of 36 images generates a 2.5D representation when 

viewed using Flash-based VR or QTVR software.    

3.5 Discussion 

Despite advances in 3D laser scanning technologies, the digitization of museum artefacts 

into 3D representations is still far more time-consuming than creating 2D images of the 

artefacts. Within this research project, the average digitization time for each small object 

(things about 90cm3 - e.g., perfume container, water jug, drinking cup) is 2.5-4 man-days 

(8 hours). In addition, apart from the texture mapping problems that have been discussed 

above (Section 3.3), two additional problems arose that cannot be solved without changing 

the underlying 3D digitization technology. The laser scanning undertaken within this 

research project indicated that the Konica Minolta VIVID 9i is not always the optimum 

choice for scanning the small-sized museum artefacts. Figure 3-9 presents an example of 

a museum artefact with colour oddities, which has been digitized using the Konica Minolta 

VIVID 9i laser scanner.  
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Figure 3-9: Lighting and shadow differences on two merged 3D surface meshes 

The reason is that the scanner is static and the museum artefact is rotated on a turn-table 

rather than having the laser scanner moving around the artefact. This leads to texture 

inconsistency problems caused by variation in lighting and shadows when viewing the 

object from different angles. Consequently, during the digitization phase, a large amount of 

time was sacrificed in order to handle the lighting and shadow differences in the colour 

data between various 3D surface scans. The VIVID 9i is also quite heavy and is bolted 

onto a tripod, which is not easily portable. A better alternative may be to use a hand-held 

scanner [15, 197, 83, 179] (see Figure 3-10) that is portable and can perform scanning 

with minimal handling of the museum artefact. 

 

Figure 3-10: The portable hand-held laser scanner – Zcorp Zscanner 700CX (photo provided by 
FLAAR Video Network [83]) 
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The second problem that arose during the 3D scanning process is that the Geomagic 

Studio 10 software automatically assigns the resolution of the texture map instead of 

allowing the resolution to be specified by the user. This often produces unsatisfactory 

results (e.g., assigning 256256 resolution instead of 40964096 resolution). The “Max. 

Texture Size” and “Min. Texel Size (minimum size of texture pixel)” parameters are 

configurable by the user via the software interface; however, this does not solve the 

problem as the texture resolution is still defined automatically by the system instead of by 

the user. This limitation requires a large amount of trial and error to achieve a satisfactory 

result, which greatly affects the speed and efficiency of the artefact digitization procedure. 

Unfortunately, within the current study, there is no solution for this issue apart from using 

another 3D processing software for the texture mapping, such as MeshLab. 

3.6  Conclusion 

This chapter describes the scanning process that was applied to obtain high quality 3D 

digital representations of a collection of museum artefacts that can be used to create a 

test-bed for the purposes of evaluating 3D semantic annotation services. The workflow, as 

described in this chapter, enables the streamlined generation of multiple 3D and 2.5D 

digital representations of museum artefacts in order to satisfy the anticipated range of 

users and computer capabilities, whilst still optimizing quality and minimising effort. The 3D 

data acquisition process does not produce any significant original research outcomes but it 

generates the test-bed required for developing, applying, investigating and evaluating, 

semantic annotation services for 3D models of cultural heritage artefacts. 

 

The next chapter, Chapter 4, introduces the ontologies that underpin the 3DSA services 

and presents the results of evaluating these ontologies in terms of coverage and 

correctness.
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Chapter 4  Ontologies for Annotating 3D 

Cultural Heritage Artefacts 

4.1 Introduction 

As outlined in Chapter 1, one of the key objectives of this research is to enable the 

attachment of ontology-based annotations to 3D digitized objects – more specifically, 3D 

digital surrogates of Greek vases. Ontology-based annotations are valuable because, in 

addition to supporting validation and quality control, they allow reasoning about the 

annotated objects, and enable them to be linked to the larger Semantic Web. In order to 

achieve this goal, ontologies need to be developed prior to the implementation of an 

annotation service. This chapter describes the three main ontologies developed for this 

research and provides a preliminary evaluation of these ontologies with regard to their 

ability to capture the required domain knowledge: 

 The Greek Vase Ontology (GVO) has been developed to specifically describe the 

3D objects in our chosen domain (Ancient Greek pottery). It has been developed to 

support the ontology-based annotation, semantic inference and search of Greek 

vases from the 1st to 6th Century BC, by extending the CIDOC/CRM [62]; 

 The Open Annotation Data Model (OA) [218] has been extended with 

“oax3d:X3DSelector” class and a X3D [66] fragment identifier to support the 

annotation of 3D objects.  

 The Artefact Relationship Ontology (ARO) is designed to describe the relationships 

between 3D museum artefacts or parts of those objects. 

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 4.2 describes how the CIDOC/CRM were extended to create GVO; 

 Section 4.3 describes the annotation data model that combines the extended OA 

data model with an efficient X3D fragment identifier to enable 3D annotation; 

 Section 4.4 introduces the ARO and the list of relationships that are included in the 

ARO;  
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 Section 4.5 presents the evaluation of GVO and ARO with regards to their 

coverage and correctness, and the evaluation of OA+X3D approach with regards to 

its efficiency of storing and retrieving annotations; 

 Section 4.6 summarizes the ontologies described in this Chapter and outlines the 

future work. 

Additional evaluation of these ontologies, with regard to their ability to support/enhance 

search and reasoning capabilities, is described in Chapters 6-9. 

4.2 Greek Vase Ontology 

4.2.1 Overview of the Greek Pottery Domain 

Because of their relative durability, Greek vases/pottery are used by archaeologists and 

historians as research materials for the study of ancient Greek history and society. These 

ancient vessels are studied through close examination of the objects and rigorous 

documentation of the shapes, techniques and styles of decoration [241]. Because we had 

access to substantial collections of Greek vases in the UQ Antiquities museum and the 

topic of Greek vases is of major interest in the cultural heritage domain across many 

cultural heritage institutions worldwide, it was chosen as the domain of interest for this 

research. The goal is to develop a Greek Vase Ontology (GVO) to underpin the semantic 

annotation, inference and search of an online 3D Greek vase collection.  

In order to acquire a detailed understanding of the Greek pottery domain, I collaborated 

with the staff from the RD Milns Antiquities Museum and researchers/academics from the 

School of Art History and Classics at The University of Queensland. Feedback from our 

collaborators, as well as from information acquired from key references [164, 202, 220, 

222, 232] and online resources [264, 18, 98, 115, 241] indicated that the study and 

classification of Greek vases involves describing each vessel as a whole but more 

importantly, describing the vessel’s parts, size, shape and decorations (patterns, colours, 

figurative scenes). 

Greek pottery as a whole: Greek pottery is often discussed in terms of its functionality 

and type. The particular shape types are usually mapped to object types and 

functionalities (e.g., Kantharos, Skyphos and Kylix are types of drinking cups).  
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The provenance of Greek pottery is a significant component of documentation: 

 Who found the pot?  

 When was the pot found? 

 Where was the pot found? 

In addition, the creation provenance of the pot is significant for archaeology and art history 

purposes:  

 Who was the potter? 

 Who was the pot painter? 

 What painting techniques were applied to the pot? 

 What materials were used to create the pot? 

 What are the physical characteristics and measurements of the pot? 

Sub-parts of Greek pottery: The sub-parts of Greek pottery such as the vessel’s body, 

foot, mouth, handle, neck and shoulder are studied to classify or identify the type of Greek 

pottery. Physical characteristics such as shapes, dimensions and sizes are used to 

describe these parts (e.g., tall cylindrical body, vertical handle, echinus mouth). The parts 

can also relate to other parts (e.g., the vessel’s body forms a continuous curve with the 

foot). Based on the composition of the parts, the type/class of the pot can usually be 

identified (e.g., a small deep cup that has one vertical handle and one horizontal handle is 

a skyphos).  

Decorations on Greek pottery: Decorative patterns, paintings and inscriptions are 

common decorations that can be seen on a Greek pottery. These decorations often form a 

historical or mythological story, for example: if a vase is decorated with figures -  

“Herakles/Heracles” and “Kerberos/Cerberus” -, and they “are battling with” each other, the 

decorative scene tells the story of “The Twelfth Labour of Heracles” [17]. 

Figure 4-1 provides a diagrammatic representation of these 3 main types of metadata 

used to document Greek pottery. 
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Figure 4-1: Diagrammatic representation of the Greek pottery domain 

4.2.2 Extending the CIDOC/CRM 

The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC/CRM) [62] provides a common and 

extensible semantic framework to which diverse sources of cultural heritage information 

can be mapped to enable integration, mediation and interchange among those 

heterogeneous cultural heritage units of information [62]. It provides the semantic definition 

and clarification needed to transform disparate, localised cultural heritage information 

sources into a coherent global resource. CIDOC/CRM is considered to be an upper-level 

ontology, and its top-level sets of classes and properties can act as the attachment point 

for domain-specific ontology.   To maximize interoperability, and build on a well-structured 

core upper ontology, the decision was made to develop the Greek Vase Ontology by 

extending the CIDOC/CRM to generate a formal conceptualization of the framework 

shown in Figure 4-1.  

When the GVO was created, there was no existing OWL ontology to describe ancient 

Greek pottery or to represent the framework illustrated in Figure 4-1. This led the decision 

to manually create an OWL ontology to represent the domain knowledge associated with 

Greek vases.  using the Protégé software [88] – a free, open source and well-established 

ontology development and editing digital tool. Terms (classes, properties, relations) were 

acquired through close collaboration with domain experts from within UQ, as well as from 

information acquired from key references [164, 202, 220, 222, 232] and online resources 

[241, 264, 18, 98, 115] and added to the ontology using Protégé or programmatically 
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through PHP Client URL Library (PHP cURL) [254] and JavaScript. The ontology was then 

serialized in Web Ontology Language (OWL) [270] format, so that it could be linked to the 

CIDOC/CRM. 

4.2.3 The Resulting Greek Vase Ontology 

The GVO focuses primarily on the visual attributes associated with the ancient Greek 

pottery, rather than on associated curatorial events. The three main classes which the 

GVO describes are: Greek pottery as a whole; the sub-parts of Greek pottery; and their 

decorations. In addition, the GVO describes the attributes of each of these classes (e.g., 

size, shape, colour, curvature). Figure 4-2 illustrates a partial set of the GVO and 

highlights the three main classes as well as their properties and how these concepts relate 

to each other and to the CIDOC/CRM. For example, gvo:GreekPottery is defined as a sub-

class of crm:E22_Man_Made_Object (a class of CIDOC/CRM); gvo:PotteryPart is defined 

as a sub-class of crm:SectionDefinition; and gvo:Decoration is defined as a sub-class of 

crm:VisualItem.  

 

Figure 4-2: A subset of the GVO. the three main classes are highlighted 

These three classes and their associated properties cover those aspects of Greek pottery 

that museum experts use to identify the category and provenance of ancient vases. They 

include both the general attributes and classes/attributes that specify the parts, shapes 

and sizes of parts and surface decorations. These have been defined by sub-classing the 
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existing CIDOC/CRM classes and properties (e.g., crm:E46_SectionDefinition). The GVO 

is integrated into the 3DSA knowledge base and utilised by its annotation client for 

annotating 3D Greek vases.  

For the purpose of this research, GVO includes the controlled vocabularies to specify: 

 Period (e.g., Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic, Late Classical) - from [98] 

 Region (e.g., Apulia, Corinthia, Cyprus, Sicily) - from [98] 

 Pottery painters (e.g., Nettis Painter, Athena Painter, Talos Painter) - from [241, 98] 

 Pottery potters (e.g., Hieron Potter, Kittos Potter, Pasiades Potter) - from [241, 98] 

 Pottery shapes (e.g., Lekythos, Amphoras, Alabastron, Hydria) - from [241, 98, 115] 

 Pottery style (e.g., Protogeometric, Geometric, Red-figure, Black-figure) - from [241] 

 Pottery attributes (e.g., round, cylindrical, tall, thick, wide, flat) - from [241, 115] 

 Depictions of mythological characters (e.g., Herakles, Zeus, Cronus) - from [18] 

 Depictions of mythological creatures (e.g., Gorgon, Satyr, Minotaur) - from [18] 

The full GVO used in this research contains 125 classes and 3920 instances/controlled 

terms. More classes and instances are likely to be added for the future expansion of the 

ontology. 

Although the domain-specific ontology for this research focuses on Greek vases, using the 

CIDOC/CRM as the upper ontology, means that the results/services can easily be 

migrated or adapted to other cultural heritage domains involving the study of 3D objects 

(e.g. Roman Coins, Aboriginal tools) – simply by plugging in a different domain-specific 

ontology. 

4.3 3D Annotation Model 

4.3.1 3D Extensions to the Open Annotation Data Model  

As discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4), a key goal of this thesis is to exploit the W3C 

Open Annotation (OA) data model [218] to capture 3D Web-based semantic annotations, 

and consequently improve the interoperability, discovery, inference and exchange of 

cultural heritage knowledge about the 3D museum collections. The OA Data Model has 

evolved from the Open Annotation Collaboration (OAC) model [105] and Annotation 

Ontology (AO) [53]. It specifies a common but extensible data model to support 
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interoperable annotations on the Web. Figure 4-3 provides an overview of the core classes 

and properties in the OA. 

 

Figure 4-3: A summary of the Open Annotation data model 

The following fundamental principles are adopted by the OA: 

 The Annotation is considered to be a set of connected resources, including a Body 

and a Target. The Body contains information (comment, semantic tags, descriptive 

text) about a Target (the resource being annotated); 

 The annotations Body and Target can be any media type. The Body and Target 

should be identified by HTTP URIs; 

 Annotation Targets and Bodies are frequently parts or segments of Web resources 

(e.g., text fragment, image region) – the target is defined as a specific resource (i.e., 

“oa:SpecificResource”) that connects to a selector (i.e., “oa:Selector”), which can be 

either a standard URI-based fragment identifier, or a URL to a file that provides the 

description that specifies the fragment;  

 It is possible for an annotation to have multiple Bodies and/or Targets; 

 Annotations can themselves be the Target of further annotations. 

Due to these principles, the OA was chosen as the underlying data model for defining 

annotations in the 3DSA system. This model is combined with the GVO (to describe the 

Greek vases in our case study) and the ARO (to describe relations between 3D resources 

using machine readable semantic tags).  

One of the key requirements of the 3DSA system is that the annotations should be easily 

migrated and interoperable across different versions of the one 3D object – for example a 

high resolution version and a low resolution version. Figure 4-4 illustrates how the OA 

model is able to support this requirement through its ability to support multiple Targets. 
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Figure 4-4: OA data model allows an annotation to have multiple Targets 

However, the OA specification is limited in that it does not define Selectors for identifying 

3D fragments. Moreover, because multiple values may be required to represent each 

segment (e.g., viewpoint, vertices, indices, and transformation matrixes), 3D Selectors are 

not well suited to being encoded in a URI fragment, in the style of the W3C Media 

Fragments [262] or XPointers [77]. The OA specification, on the other hand, recommends 

an approach for annotating regions within 2D images using Scalable Vector Graphics 

(SVG) [13] - an XML-based format for defining 2D vector graphics on the Web. An 

example is shown in Figure 4-5 – a semantic tag “handle” (extracted from the GVO) is 

created by “David” on the “Wednesday, 27th Feb, 2013” and is attached to a sub-region of 

an image; the specification of the sub-region is stored in a SVG file. 

 

Figure 4-5: Annotation attached to an SVG region of the image using OA 

Since both SVG and X3D are XML-based file formats, the approach adopted here for 3D 

selectors is to modify the example in Figure 4-5 to support annotations on 3D fragments 
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using X3D [66]. X3D is a royalty-free ISO standard that provides a XML-based file format 

for storing, exchanging and representing 3D graphics. The X3D standard is maintained by 

the Web3D Consortium, which has cooperative agreements with W3C. Its open design, 

modular architecture and extensible approach based on XML – makes it an ideal 

candidate for storing and identifying 3D segments in the Web environment and, more 

specifically, within the 3DSA system.  

Consequently, a new subclass of “oa:Selector” is defined – i.e. the “oax3d:X3DSelector”, 

to support 3D annotation. It also has 3 subclasses to describe: points – 

“oax3d:X3DPointSelector”; surface regions – “oax3d:X3DSurfaceSelector”; and volumetric 

segments – “oax3d:X3DSegmentSelector” on 3D objects. A new namespace “oax3d” for 

the X3D selectors was necessary they are not officially included into the OA standard. 

Figure 4-6 describes a point-based annotation attached to a handle of a 3D cup object 

using the OA+X3D approach, and the annotation is a semantic tag drawn from GVO. In 

the example shown in Figure 4-6, the 3D target object has a selector (of type 

“oax3d:X3DPointSelector”) defining a specific point on the 3D object. This selector is a 

URL that points to an .x3d file that stores the object viewpoint (pan, zoom, and rotation 

values) and the (X,Y,Z) location of a point on the 3D object to which the annotation is 

attached (the annotation pointer) (details are described in Section 4.3.2).  

 

Figure 4-6: Extending the OA selector to describe a 3D point 

Figure 4-7 describes a surface region-based annotation attached to a decoration on a 3D 

cup (i.e. a drawing of an owl). The OA+X3D approach is used to specify that the painted 

decoration is an “Owl of Athena”.  The annotation’s 3D selector is of type 

“oax3d:X3DSurfaceSelector”, which defines a surface region on the object. The selector 

points to an .x3d file that stores the object viewpoint (pan, zoom, and rotation values), an 
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annotation point and also a list of polygon IDs that comprise the selected fragment (details 

are described in Section 4.3.2).  

 

Figure 4-7: Extending the OA selector to describe a 3D surface region 

Describing a 3D volumetric segment (see Figure 4-8), uses the same approach except the 

selector is of type “oax3d:X3DSegmentSelector”. 

 

Figure 4-8: Extending the OA selector to describe 3D volumetric segment 

4.3.2 X3D Fragment Identifier 

As described in the previous section, the X3D fragment identifier is an .x3d file (as 

described in Section 4.3.1) that stores the annotation viewpoint, the location of the pointer 

(point on the object to which the line from the annotation is attached) and the polygon IDs 

comprising the 3D fragment. The X3D fragment identifier is given a unique URI and linked 

to the OA instance using oa:hasSelector at the time of the annotation creation. HTTP GET 

can then be used to retrieve the segment data and associated annotation.  An example of 

the proposed X3D fragment identifier is shown in Listing 4-1.  
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Listing 4-1: Proposed X3D fragment identifier that is used in the present investigation 

<X3D profile=’Interchange’> 

 <Scene> 

  <Viewpoint position=’0 0 11.5’/>  

  <ExternProtoDeclare name=’artifact’ 

  url=’http://3dsa.metadata.net/goanna.x3d’DEF=”Associated_artifact”/> 

 <field name=’colorIndex’ type=’MFInt32’accessType=’initializeOnly’/> 

  </ExternProtoDeclare> 

  <Transform rotation=’12.12 0.34 0’> 

   <Shape DEF='Tag_pointer'> 

    <Appearance> 

 <Material diffuseColor='0 1 0' emissiveColor='0 1 0'/> 

    </Appearance> 

    <IndexedLineSet coordIndex='0 1'> 

 <Coordinate point='-0.961 0.156 4.392 -2.114 -0.41 5.714’/> 

    </IndexedLineSet> 

   </Shape> 

   <Shape DEF='Highlighted_segment'> 

    <ProtoInstance containerField=’geometry’ name=’artifact’> 

     <fieldValue name=’colorIndex’ value=’1 1 0 0 1 1…1 1 0 0 1 1’>  
    </ProtoInstance> 

   </Shape> 

  </Transform>  

 </Scene> 

</X3D> 

The “Viewpoint” node (in Listing 4-1) is used to record the position of the camera as well 

as the rotation of the scene. The “Transform” node is used to record the position and the 

rotation of the 3D object. The 3D pointer is the line defined by the “IndexedLineSet” node, 

which contains two coordinates: the position on the object to which the annotation is 

attached, and the position of the top left hand corner of the annotation label. The system 

uses these two coordinates to draw a line that represents the annotation pointer (see 

Figure 6-2 in Chapter 6). 

The X3D colorIndex attribute is used to represent the shape segment. It provides a more 

compressed method than capturing detailed geometric data. The colorIndex is a standard 

X3D attribute which is employed to identify and highlight those polygons that are currently 

selected (e.g. “0” = “black” = “not selected”; “1” = “red” = “selected”). This method uses an 

array of singular values of “0” and “1”, rather than an array of floats (e.g. [12.1238, 21.1231, 

312.4345…etc]). The number of colorIndexes must equal the total polygon count for the 

object and they are stored in the same sequential order as the polygon IDs in the 3D 

model. This approach also allows us to attach a single tag to multiple disconnected 

segments.  

The X3D standard requires colorIndex data to be associated with a polygon in the X3D 

version of the 3D object (e.g., polygon vertices and indexes). Hence, an X3D version of 

the object is compulsory so its polygons can be referenced by the colorIndex values within 
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the fragment identifier. In addition, the X3D version has to be formatted in a specific way - 

as shown in Listing 4-2: 

Listing 4-2: X3D version of the 3D model that is referenced by the proposed X3D fragment identifier 

<X3D profile=’Interchange’> 

 <Scene> 

  <ProtoDeclare name=’artifact’> 

   <ProtoInterface> 

    <field name=’colorIndex’ type=’MFInt32’ accessType=’initializeOnly’/> 

   <ProtoInterface> 

   <ProtoBody> 

    <Shape> 

     <IndexedFaceSet colorPerVertex=’false’ solid=’false’  

      coordIndex=’0 1 2 -1 0 3 2 -1………90 91 92’/>  

      <IS><connect nodeField=’colorIndex’ protoField=’colorIndex’/></IS> 

      <Color color=’1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1’/>  

      <Coordinate point=’0.123 1.23 2.34………1.12 0.09 1.13’/>  

     </IndexedFaceSet> 

    </Shape> 

   </ProtoBody> 

  </ProtoDeclare> 

 </Scene> 

</X3D> 

The “ProtoDeclare” and “ProtoInterface” nodes in the X3D version together with the 

“ExternProtoDeclare” in the fragment identifier, specify that the colorIndex values in the 

X3D version are over-ridden by the colorIndex values in the fragment identifier. The X3D 

version is generated by migrating the geometric data of the PLY version of the 3D object 

and serializing it in X3D format. It is arguable that such a migration will enlarge the 

annotation file size. However the X3D version is only loaded once and all annotations that 

are attached to the same 3D object reference the same X3D version of the object. 

Although an X3D version of each object is created, it is still necessary to maintain the 

original PLY version for the retrieval and rendering of 3D object, as it is a more compact 

format than the X3D version.  

Figure 4-9 illustrates how the colorIndex values from the fragment identifier are associated 

with the polygon indexes in the X3D version of 3D object. Typically a 3D museum object 

will comprise 50-500,000 polygons. For simplicity sake, only 17 polygons are used in the 

example in Figure 4-9. The 17 polygons that form the annotated 3D fragment are 

highlighted in red. The system identifies these by parsing the colorIndex values in the 

fragment identifier and changing the colour of those polygons for which the colorIndex is 

set to 1. The coordIndex values in the IndexedFaceSet specify the IDs of the vertices for 

all of the polygons.  For example, the coordIndex values of polygons with colorIndex value 

“1” are “1 8 9”, “1 2 9”, “2 9 10”, “8 9 11”, “11 9 12”, “9 10 12”. These sets of vertex IDs 
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define the red highlighted polygons. The rest of the coordIndex values have colorIndex 

value “0”, representing non-selected/non-highlighted polygons that are not included in the 

fragment. 

 

Figure 4-9: The relationship between the X3D fragment identifier and the X3D version of 3D object 
(the selected polygon is represented using "1" and "0" for vice versa) 

The X3D version of the object is only loaded if there is no identical geometric data in 

memory. The X3D version is also used to ensure that the complete geometric details for 

the annotated segment are accessible and displayed correctly, even if the original 

annotated 3D artefact is no longer available or has been transformed to a different 

resolution or format (as illustrated in Figure 4-10). 
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Figure 4-10: Visualisation of the X3D extensions of OA, showing how it relates to different 3D 
represents. 

4.4 Artefact Relationship Ontology 

The Artefact Relationship Ontology (ARO) is designed to describe dimensional and 

comparative relationships between museum artefacts (e.g., pot A isTallerThan pot B) or 

features on artefacts (e.g., the left handle isLongerThan the middle handle). ARO is an 

independent ontology separate from the GVO because their scope is different - GVO is a 

domain-specific ontology for describing the Greek pottery domain, while ARO provides a 

list of relationships applicable to the comparative analysis of museum artefacts in general. 

However, ARO can be used in conjunction with GVO to enable the documentation of 

comparative analyses conducted on Greek vases. 

The ARO defines a set of relationship types to link multiple entities, which can be either 

whole objects (e.g., in the present study, 3D representations of Greek vases) or their sub-

components. The ARO is influenced by the OBO_REL [238] and RO [186] ontologies, but 

is tailored specifically for comparing tangible museum artefacts. There are three main sub-

classes of the top aro:isRelatedTo class, namely, comparative, dimensional and colour 

relationships. The comparative relations provide a general list of the relations requested by 

the museum experts with whom I collaborated during this thesis. For example, the terms 

aro:isVariationOf and aro:isDerivedFrom both indicate that the object is a modified version 

of an older, original object. The dimensional relations are used to compare dimensions 

such as length, width and height. The colour relations enable the comparative analyses of 

colours. Table 4-1 lists the ARO relation/object properties and their characteristics. Users 

can also define their own sub-properties of aro:isRelatedTo such as the ex:isHolding, 

ex:isWearing and ex:isTalkingTo relationships (“ex” – example namespace), which can be 

added to the ARO using Protégé or other ontology editing software. Any new user-defined 

terms are included in the ARO after review and acceptance by domain experts. 
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Table 4-1: Relationships defined in ARO 

Top-level Relation Inverse Relation Properties 

isRelatedTo  Bi-directional, transitive 

Comparative Relations Inverse Relation Properties 

isSameAs  Bi-directional, transitive 

isDifferentFrom  Bi-directional, transitive 

isSimilarTo  Bi-directional 

isVariationOf  Uni-directional, transitive 

isCopyOf  Uni-directional, transitive 

isDerivedFrom  Uni-directional, transitive 

Dimensional Relations Inverse Relation Relationship Properties 

isTallerThan isShorterThan Uni-directional, transitive 

isLongerThan isShorterThan Uni-directional, transitive 

isBiggerThan isSmallerThan Uni-directional, transitive 

isThickerThan isThinnerThan Uni-directional, transitive 

isWiderThan isNarrowerThan Uni-directional, transitive 

isDeeperThan isShallowerThan Uni-directional, transitive 

Colour Relations Inverse Relation Relationship Properties 

isBrighterThan isDullerThan Uni-directional, transitive 

isDarkerThan isLighterThan Uni-directional, transitive 

 

4.5 Evaluation  

There are various proposed methods for evaluating ontologies [95, 99, 181]. Based on the 

existing literature, it was identified that correctness (are the ontological elements 

applicable to real world scenarios?) and coverage (do the ontological elements sufficiently 

reflect the domain of interest?) are the two important aspects that GVO and ARO need to 

be evaluated on. Within this thesis, the evaluation of the GVO and ARO involved: 

 Evaluation of the GVO by mapping pre-existing museum metadata/documentation 

for the Greek vases (provided by RD Milns Antiquities Museum online catalogue) to 

GVO. This determined whether the GVO extensions to the CIDOC/CRM were 

sufficient to capture the domain knowledge of Greek pottery.  

 Evaluation of the ARO by applying its pre-defined relationships into existing 

literature on Greek vases. This determined whether the ARO’s pre-defined 

relationships can be used in real world scenarios. 

 Feedback on the ontology from the museum community – Both GVO and ARO 

were reviewed by domain experts comprising curatorial staff from the RD Milns 

Antiquities Museum, and art historians and classics academics from The University 

of Queensland (UQ) School of (EMSAH). 
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4.5.1 Evaluation of GVO  

Mapping Metadata and Descriptions from Museum Documentation to GVO 

The following figures present some examples that illustrate the mapping of metadata and 

other textual documentation for the scanned objects (obtained from the RD Milns 

Antiquities Museum) to GVO (extensions to CIDOC/CRM).  

Figure 4-11 illustrates the mapping of museum metadata for a particular Greek pot to the 

GVO. The proxy for the 3D object is a URI (http://www.uq.edu.au/antiquities/G3-11) and 

the object itself is of type Greek Pottery. The object’s shape (Neck Amphora), style (Black-

figure), measurement (375mm of height), provenance (Attica) and period (550 to 520 BC) 

are easily mapped to the GVO model. 

 

Figure 4-11: General description of a neck amphora represented in the GVO 

Figure 4-11 illustrates that there was no problem mapping the Museum’s catalogue 

metadata (e.g., Title, Creation Year, Category, Artist’s Name, Technique, Medium, 

Material, Dimensions) for each artefact to the GVO model.  

However, the “Description” field associated with each artefact contains long unstructured 

textual descriptions of the artefacts – their parts, shapes, sizes, relationships and 

decorative features. Figure 4-12 below illustrates a particular pot and the description of its 

features and decorations. 
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“The narrow neck passes gently to the shoulder and there is a flat, strap handle 

which curves from the top of the neck to the edge of the shoulder. The cylindrical 

body is narrow and the small foot is disc-shaped. The colours are the light red of 

the clay, black-brown and very faint added white. The black has fired red on the 

lower part of the body of the vase and it is worn in places. [161]“ 

Figure 4-12: Example of a complex “Description” describing the features and decorative patterns on 
a Greek vase 

Figure 4-13 illustrates the results of manually extracting the information out of the 

unstructured textual description of the lekythos above and mapping it to the GVO ontology. 

The ontological instance can capture the shape of a lekythos, a flat strap handle, a narrow 

neck and a shoulder with three decorative patterns – “Black-brown line”, “Vestigial lotus 

buds” and “Black tongues”. However, this mapping fails to capture relationships (that are in 

the description) such as “pass gently to” and “curves from”. 

 

Figure 4-13: Relationships between pottery parts and decorative patterns correctly expressed in the 
GVO 

Many of the artefact descriptions contain extremely detailed and complex descriptions of 

the decorative scenes painted on the surface of the Greek vases. One of the goals is to 

enable researchers and curators to document the complex entities and relationships within 

these scenes - What is depicted? What are they doing? What is the person holding? What 
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is the person wearing? Figure 4-14 below illustrates a particular pot and the complex 

description of the characters depicted in the scene painted on its surface. 

 

“The driver who has a beard painted with dilute white; he wears a reddish 

fillet in his hair. He holds the reins in both hands plus a whip in his right hand. 

He largely overlaps his passenger (perhaps a woman) who leans on a stick. 

[160]“ 

Figure 4-14: Example of a complex “Description” describing the people and activities depicted in the 
surface decorations on a Greek vase 

The textual notes in Figure 4-14 describes a painted scene of a driver (painted white in 

colour) that wears a red-colour fillet (a narrow band of cloth, frequently worn by athletes 

[280])  and holds a Rein and a Whip, and a female passenger who leans on a stick. The 

relationships (i.e isHolding, isWearing, leansOn) are not supported within GVO (see Figure 

4-15). 

 

Figure 4-15: Use of the GVO to describe a scene illustrated on the Greek pottery 

This evaluation led to the realisation that a relationship ontology is needed for 3DSA – i.e. 

ARO. ARO is designed to support the specification of relationships between museum 

artefacts or parts of artefacts. In the example above, if ARO is used in an annotation 

service, the user could specify the surface region that depicts the male driver and the 
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surface region that depicts the reins and create an “isHolding” relationship annotation 

between them. 

This evaluation also led to the realisation that a wide variety of relationships are typically 

used to describe a Greek vase and its features and decorations. A semantic annotation 

service should allow users to define their own relationships. As discussed in Section 4.3, 

ARO permits users to define their own relationships as sub-properties of aro:isRelatedTo, 

which is a standard Semantic Web approach. The ARO also contains pre-defined 

relationships that are not included in the GVO. Furthermore, the relationships in ARO are 

not limited to GVO and can be used in other museum domain ontologies.  

Furthermore, during the mapping process, it was found that by developing GVO as an 

extension to the CIDOC/CRM, we are able to take advantage of the classes/properties 

within CIDOC/CRM that define Visual Items and Sections Definition (object’s segment– 

e.g., “prow” of the boat, “frame” of the picture [62]). For example: 

 “gvo:Greek Pottery” is a sub-class of “crm:E22_Man-Made Object”; 

 “gvo:Pottery Part” is a sub-class of “crm:E46_Section Definition”; 

 “gvo:Decoration” is a sub-class of “crm:E36_Visual Item”; 

 “gvo:Greek Pottery” is associated with “gvo:Pottery Part” by “crm:P58_has section 

definition”; 

 Both “gvo:Greek Pottery” and “gvo: Pottery Part” are associated with 

“gvo:Decoration” by “crm:P65_shows visual item”. 

 “gvo:Greek Pottery” is associated with “gvo:Pottery Part” by “crm:P58_has section 

definition”; 

 “gvo:Greek Pottery” is associated with “gvo:Pottery Part” 

CIDOC/CRM also provides classes/properties to define Dimension (measurements), 

Material, Provenance (custody and ownership and change of ownership) of Greek vases.  

By basing the GVO on CIDOC/CRM, it becomes a relatively simple task to modify the 

3DSA annotation service to suit other domains. The top-level classes of CIDOC/CRM 

provide a common data model that guarantees interoperability across domains. They also 

enable the GVO to be replaced with a different domain-specific ontology, depending on the 

application or collection of interest (e.g., Chinese ceramics, Roman armour).  
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Inspecting GVO with experts 

Feedback received from experts has been generally positive. However, they indicated that 

the GVO extensions to CIDOC/CRM need to support more detailed descriptions of the 

provenance of Greek vases. Domain experts emphasised that establishing provenance is 

of central importance for authenticating a Greek vase. “Provenance” refers to the 

chronology of ownership, custody or location of the object.  Although, together 

CIDOC/CRM and GVO have some properties that describe location (i.e., crm:P53_Place), 

production (i.e., crm:P108_has produced), owners (i.e., crm:P51_has former and current 

owner, crm:P52_has current owner) , custodians (crm:P28_custody surrendered by, 

crm:P29_custody received by, crm:P30_transferred custody of) and creators (i.e., 

gvo:hasPainter, gvo:hasPotter), they are insufficient for the needs of our museum curators 

who want to capture physical and digital provenance as well as conservation activities. 

Future research involves investigating the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [170, 258] and 

identifying classes and properties that can be incorporated into GVO.  

Furthermore, some experts from different domains expressed concern that both the GVO 

did not support aspects significant to them (e.g., the restoration process, precise 

descriptions of materials used (micro-structure, material characterization - e.g., 

microscopy, spectrography or manufacturing methods). Another future research activity 

involves is investigating CIDOC/CRM more extensively, to identify classes and properties 

that are related to those aspects, and can be incorporated into GVO.  

Discussion 

GVO is used in the 3DSA system to enable the attachment of ontological labels to 3D 

surrogates of Greek vases to describe their features and decorations. The interoperability 

and re-use of the knowledge attached to the 3D objects is facilitated by the decision to 

base the GVO on the CIDOC/CRM. Within the GVO, it primarily focuses on semantic tags 

to describe vase parts (as well as their size and shape) and the surface illustrations. 

However experts from different domains may focus on different aspects (e.g., the 

restoration process, materials used, manufacturing method), and each domain will have 

their own set of semantic terms. If CIDOC/CRM is used as the upper level ontology, it 

becomes possible to plug in multiple domain-specific ontologies, enabling the 3D artefact 

to be used as an anchor for integrating knowledge about the object from different 
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disciplines, and enabling the 3DSA system to be applicable to objects from other fields 

(e.g., Chinese ceramics, Roman armour, Viking weapons).  

4.5.2 Evaluation of the ARO 

Mapping Descriptions to ARO 

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 above (section 4.5.1) provide an example of a complex scene 

depicted on the surface of a Greek vase. Performing the mappings of these descriptions to 

GVO, revealed that there is a need to enable domain experts to add new relationship 

terms to the ARO on-demand (e.g. “isHolding”, “isWearing”). This leads to ARO being 

expanded subject to usage and underlying artefact collections, and hence makes the 

evaluation of its completeness and coverage irrelevant. However, the pre-defined ARO 

relationships can be evaluated by mapping existing museum descriptions to GVO+ARO.  

Relationships defined by ARO are applicable to a number of use cases present in the 

domain-specific literature – i.e., the literature on Greek vases. For example, the 

“aro:isSimilarTo” relationship can be used to capture the use-case below: 

“A vase from Cyprus displays not only very similar handles, but also a similar 

bird to those depicted on the Warrior Vase; the decoration of the Cypriote bird 

and the friezes of filling ornaments above the handle are also very similar to 

other LH III C pots.” [142] 

A diagrammatic figure of this example is shown in Figure 4-16. It illustrates a mapping that 

uses ARO’s “aro:isSimilarTo” relationship (highlighted in bold) to describe the “similar” 

relations between:  

 The handles of the “Cyprus Vase” and the “Warrior Vase”.  

 The decorative painting of a “bird” on the “Cyprus Vase”, the “Warrior Vase” and the 

“LH III C Pot”.  

 The decorative “friezes” on the “Cyprus Vase” and on the “LH III C Pot”.  
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Figure 4-16: Use of the ARO to relate the decorations and parts between three Greek potteries 

“aro:isSimilarTo” is a bi-directional relationship, and thus the example in Figure 4-16 uses 

two headed arrows to depict this aspect. However, from a representational perspective, 

the system can only create and manage uni-directional relationships. Therefore, in order to 

emulate bi-directionality and enable bi-directional relationships to be processable by 

machines, inverse relationships are used. For example, if a user wants to use ARO to 

capture that handle A is similar to handle B, the system creates two relationships, as 

follows: “handle A  aro:isSimilarTo  handle B” and, in a reverse order, “handle B  

aro:isSimilarTo  handle A”. 

The “aro:isCopyOf” relationship can be used to document vase copies that are derived 

from an original work of art, for example: 

“This wine jug (oinochoe) would have been used by everyday people across the 

Ancient Greek World. Found in Italy it was probably and Etruscan copy of a 

Greek original or it may have been an import from Attica (mainland Greece) 

itself.” [42] 

Unlike “aro:isSimilarTo”, the “aro:isCopyOf” is a uni-directional relationship. Therefore, only 

one relationship is created between the two elements (see Figure 4-17). In the example 

depicted in Figure 4-17, the “aro:isCopyOf” is attached between a man-made object 

“Etruscan wine jug”, previously located in “Italy”, and a Greek “Oinochoe”, describing the 

particular Etruscan wine jug found in Italy to be a copy of the Greek original.    
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Figure 4-17: “aro:isCopyOf” relationship attached between a Etruscan wine jug and an original 
Oinochoe originated from Greece 

The “aro:isDerivedFrom” relationship can be used to describe the origin of a particular type 

of vases or its painted decorations, for example: 

“Variations on the Peirithoos figure also occur in these pictures, and it is likely 

that this group was derived from a larger vase-painting that in turn was 

derived from a wall painting.” [231] 

“The remaining two types of skyphoi emerged especially during the sixth and 

fifth centuries BCE, this time in Attica. These are known simply as Type A and 

Type B and they are derived from the original Corinthian form, though they 

generally are narrower and deeper. These Attic types reached their greatest 

popularity during the fifth century BCE.” [9] 

The ARO’s dimensional relationships (e.g., “aro:isTallerThan”, “aro:isWiderThan”, 

“aro:isThickerThan”) can be used to differentiate different types of vases based on 

dimensional measurements, for example: 

 “Most Early Corinthian alabastra have an average height of 8-10 cm and are 

only slightly taller than the 7-8 cm tall Transitional alabastra.” [103] 

“When it is set beside the near-contemporary Talos vase, it is immediately 

obvious how much wider and plumper the body of the Getty pot is than that of a 

standard volute-krater: from the shoulders down, it is, in fact, a dinos.” [45] 
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“The profile of the latter (later sgraffito pots) is given on P1. X 7. The glaze is 

good and the fabric only a little thicker than is usual among the earlier sgraffito 

pots.” [271] 

The examples presented above lead to the conclusion that the “aro:isDifferentFrom” 

relationship should act as parent relationship for both the dimensional, as well as the 

colour relationships. From an abstract perspective, two objects without identical 

dimensions and colours are different. This modelling choice also enables higher level 

inferencing based on relationships – for example, if vase A “aro:isTallerThan” vase B, 

leads to vase A “aro:isDifferentFrom” vase B.  

Inspecting ARO with experts 

ARO relationships have also been assessed by domain experts. The following types of 

relationships have found useful to be defined in the ontology: 

 Relationships between whole artefacts/vases – these include mainly dimensional 

relations and comparative relations that are already provided within ARO. 

 Relationships between parts of a single artefact (e.g., between the base and the 

bowl or the mouth and the neck) 

 Relationships between objects or people depicted within decorative scenes and 

painted on the surface of the objects 

They also requested a new category of relationships – spatial relations – “isBeside”, 

“overlaps”, “isNeighbourOf”, “surrounds”, “meets”, “alignedWith” etc. These are of 

particular relevance when describing relationships between artefact parts or surface 

decorations. The museum experts also requested the ability to qualify the relationships 

with attributes such as the strength of the relationship or the absence/negativity of the 

relationship – these aspects are not currently supported within ARO. 

Furthermore, it was identified that the “isDerivedFrom” relationship is ambiguous, because 

it can refer to a digitized object (e.g., this X3D file is derived from this artefact) as well as a 

real object (e.g., artefact A is derived from artefact B). There is a need to make a clear 

distinction between the two in order to remove the ambiguity of the derivative relationship.  
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Discussion 

ARO’s pre-defined relationships add an extra dimension to the searching experience in 3D 

Greek vase collections. In addition to typical queries, such as “find objects that have a 

particular feature or decoration”, ARO enables the retrieval of objects that have meaningful 

relationships with other objects. For example, “find all pots that are similar with this pot”; or 

“retrieve a set of Greek alabastrons that are taller than this particular alabastron”.  

Furthermore, since the relationships/properties contained in ARO are not constraint by a 

particular domain and range, ARO can be easily incorporated within other cultural heritage 

domain ontologies – to facilitate the modelling of relationships between cultural heritage 

artefacts defined by the respective ontologies. However, this high-degree of freedom has 

an associated trade-off: system developers are required to manually assign appropriate 

domains and ranges for each relationship that suits for their use cases, so that their 

system can guide people in annotating relationships between museum artefacts. 

4.5.3 Evaluation of OA+X3D Annotation Model 

The OA+X3D data model is evaluated by comparing the download time and file size for 

annotation segments attached to a given object, for two different approaches: 

 the unindexed vertices approach – the coordinates for all three vertices for each 

polygon are stored inside the fragment identifier; 

 the compressed colorIndex approach – only the colorindex values (0 or 1) are 

stored in the fragment identifier – and they are ordered according to the polygon IDs 

in the X3D version of the object.  

For this experiment, a 3D object consisting of 65,000 polygon was used and four 3D 

segments were created: 

 Very small fragment (1000 polygons); 

 Small fragment (5000 polygons); 

 Medium fragment (15000 polygons); 

 Large fragment (30000 polygons).  

The download times and file sizes are measured using Firebug v1.7.1 and the network 

connection is Cable/ADSL2. Two primary goals were associated with the evaluation:  
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 Comparing the file size and download time of the four annotated 3D fragments 

formatted using the unindexed vertices approach and the compressed colorIndex 

approach; 

 Comparing the file size of the four annotated 3D fragments, compressed by 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) compression [199],  and formatted using the 

two approaches. 

Evaluation results: Comparing the file size and download time of the annotated 3D 

fragments  

Table 4-2 shows that it is generally much more efficient to represent the annotated 3D 

fragment using an array of colour indices. Three vertices have to be stored for each 

polygon – “[x1, y1, z1], [x2, y2, z2], [x3, y3, z3]”. Each X,Y,Z value consists of a decimal 

number (e.g., “10.12345” = 8 characters). So each polygon requires 24 characters. On the 

other hand, the colorIndex method uses a single “0” and “1” character to represent “not 

selected” or “selected”. These values are associated with the geometric data/polygon IDs 

loaded in the memory. Hence, the colorIndex approach results in a much smaller data 

store, smaller network transfer and consequent improvements in the speed and 

performance of annotation upload and retrieval.  

Table 4-2: Evaluation results – comparing storage of vertices to colour indexes 

Type File  Size  

(Vertices) 

Response Time 

(Vertices) 

File Size 

(Colour Index) 

Response Time 

(Colour Index) 

Very Small 100.3kb 0.203sec 131kb 0.250sec 

Small 788.9kb 1.17sec 131kb 0.250sec 

Medium 1589.7kb 2.40sec 131kb 0.219sec 

Large 6357kb 10.11sec 131kb  0.234sec 

 

However, the colorIndex method must store a colorindex value for every single polygon in 

the 3D object - while the unindexed vertices method only stores vertices for those 

polygons that form the segment. Hence, the unindexed vertices method is more compact 

for very small segments. As the segment size increases, the file size and response time 

increase linearly for the unindexed vertices method. For the colorindex method, all 

segments require the same amount of data to be stored, so the storage requirements and 

network traffic remains small and consistent for all segment sizes. 

According to the evaluation results, an average 2.1MB of data store and 3.23 secs of 

network delay have been saved per tag retrieved using the colorIndex method. Assuming 

5 tags are attached to each artefact and a total of 677,687 artefacts (the number of objects 
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in Taiwan’s National Palace Museum [176]), the colour index method can save up to 5.4 

TB of server storage. This takes into account the storage of the additional X3D versions of 

3D model. Over 3042 hours of idling time are saved using the colour index method. 

Assuming 8 man-hours/day, the colour index method reduces the time to retrieve all of the 

tags associated with a collection by 380 man-days. 

Evaluation results: Comparing the file size of the four annotated 3D fragments that 

were compressed by HTTP compression 

HTTP compression (based on deflate/gzip) [199] is a common capability built into the 

majority of Web servers and clients, to minimise network transfer. Combined with the 

colorIndex method, HTTP compression further reduces the size and retrieval time of 3D 

segment annotations. Table 4-3 presents the file size of fragments identifiers before and 

after HTTP compression.  

Table 4-3: Results after HTTP compression 

Type Original 
(Vertices) 

Compressed 

(Vertices) 

Original 

(Colour Index) 

Compressed 

(Colour Index) 

Very Small 100.3kb 15.1kb   (6.6× smaller) 131kb 1.2kb  - (109.2× smaller) 

Small 788.9kb 129.6kb (6.1× smaller) 131kb 1.1kb  - (119.1× smaller) 

Medium 1589.7kb 288.6kb (5.5× smaller) 131kb 3.1kb  - (42.3× smaller) 

Large 6357kb 1200kb  (5.3× smaller) 131kb  3.2kb  - (40.9× smaller) 

The colorIndex method has significantly higher compression rates compared with 

unindexed vertices because the data stream only contains “0” and “1” and is highly 

repetitive - duplicate string elimination leads to higher compression rates. The unindexed 

vertices approach has a significantly lower repetition rate and takes less advantage of 

HTTP compression, making the data size and network delay differences between the two 

approaches even greater. 

However, the OA+X3D approach has not been compared with the fragment identifiers 

proposed within other 3D annotation services (e.g., Arrigo [106], Tagg3D [73], 3D-

COFORM [229]). Hence, the OA+X3D approach is considered a viable approach enabling 

OA to support annotations attached to 3D media in a fast/efficient way, but further 

evaluation is required in order to determine how this approach compares with approaches 

adopted by other Web-based semantic annotation services for 3D objects. 
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4.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter describes the GVO ontology, an essential component that underpins the 

semantic tagging, inferencing and searching of 3D Greek vases. It also introduces the 

ARO, which contains a list of common but useful relationships that can be used to 

annotate relationships between artefacts or between features on the artefact. Unlike GVO, 

the scope of the ARO is targeted for the general museum artefact domain, it is not 

restricted to any specific types of museum collections, but it has been evaluated in the 

context of the Greek Vase domain.  

In terms of the data modelling of 3D annotations, existing OA selectors only support 

fragment identifiers for image, audio, video and textual resources. The OA data model is 

extended with a new “oax3d:X3DSelector” class and a unique X3D fragment identifier to 

underpin 3D annotations. The experiments have demonstrated that OA+X3D can 

significantly improve the speed and efficiency of uploading and retrieving annotations.  

Future plans include investigating how the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [170] can be 

incorporated into GVO to support the capture of detailed provenance information for  

Greek vases. Aspects of CIDOC/CRM need to be investigated more extensively in order to 

increase the scope of GVO (e.g., the restoration process, materials used, and 

manufacturing method), so that other vocabularies can be mapped into the ontology.  

To date, only manual analysis of textual descriptions and manual mappings to GVO and 

ARO have been performed. Automatic text analysis and Named-Entity Recognition (NER) 

[175] on the textual descriptions to identify and extract both new and existing entities in the 

GVO and ARO and to extract structured data, would be a worthwhile and potentially fruitful 

but highly challenging exercise [8].  

The ARO could be improved by identifying relevant “spatial relationships” that are typically 

used in describing and analysing 3D cultural heritage artefacts. Another task is to resolve 

the ambiguity issue (digital object verses real object) of “isDerivedFrom” relationship in 

ARO, as suggested by experts, by taking example from the CIDOC/CRM to distinguish 

between the digital object and the real object.  
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In addition, the OA+X3D needs to be compared with other approaches to creating 3D 

fragment identifiers for 3D annotation (e.g., Arrigo [106], Tagg3D [73], 3D-COFORM’s IVB 

[229]). 

Given well-structured, evaluated ontologies to formally represent the Greek pottery 

domain, relationships between artefacts and/or their features and an efficient, 

interoperable 3D annotation data model, the next step is to design, develop, evaluate and 

optimize an open semantic annotation service for 3D cultural heritage artefacts. The next 

chapter, Chapter 5 describes the overall 3DSA system architecture and its technical 

components. 
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Chapter 5  Architectural Design and 

Technical Components 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the architectural design and technical components of the 3DSA 

platform that underpins the services described in Chapters 6-9. The technical platform 

consists of four main components:  

 3DSA Web Portal – a browser-based user interface to a gallery of 3D objects; a 3D 

object repository, the 3DSA Portal backend and the 3DSA-Link module; 

 3DSA Annotation Client – two versions of the annotation client have been 

developed: an O3D version (Google’s browser plug-in for 3D graphics [189]), which 

was then superseded by a Web Graphics Library (WebGL [147]) version. The 

WebGL standard was not available when the O3D version was first developed. 

 3DSA Knowledge Base – which stores the annotations, museum metadata and 

ontologies; 

 3DSA Reasoning Services - enables the 3DSA annotation system to perform 

semantic reasoning on the annotations using rules. 

Figure 5-1 depicts a high-level architectural overview of the system: 

 

Figure 5-1: Overview of the 3DSA system architecture 
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5.2 3DSA Web Portal 

The 3DSA Web portal is a browser-based interface for searching and browsing the 3D 

digital collections. It is based on Drupal 7 Content Management System (CMS) [259], 

which is a PHP-based content management system that facilitates: metadata 

management, user account registration, interface customisation and system 

administration. The underlying database for storing and indexing the metadata describing 

the 3D objects is MySQL [184]. The semantic annotations and ontologies are not stored in 

the MySQL database, but rather in a separate knowledge base, an Sesame RDF triple 

store [41], that specialises in managing RDF triples.  

Regarding the 3D support, although Drupal 7 has versatile content management and 

access control capabilities, it does not support the uploading and management of 3D 

content. The technical challenge is to enable Drupal to upload, manage and provide 

access to the 3D content via the Web portal, and to enable communication and data 

exchange between Drupal and the Sesame [41] knowledge base to enable the semantic 

search. As Drupal itself is open-source and is extensible through modules, a 3DSA-Link 

module is built to support the uploading of, management of and access to 3D digital 

objects. The 3DSA-Link module generates hyperlinks that enable the 3D annotation client 

to access, retrieve and display 3D cultural heritage artefacts and attach, store, retrieve and 

display annotations attached to those objects. The 3DSA Link module also provides the 

communication channel between the Drupal CMS and the Sesame knowledge base, which 

is necessary for implementing semantic searches (see Chapter 9 for more details). In 

addition, the 3DSA-Link module enables Drupal to provide an administrative interface for 

managing the 3D collection and associated user accounts. 

The 3DSA-Link module adopts the Drupal 7 “hook” approach, which is the standard way to 

extend the Drupal functionality (hooks enable new modules to interact with core code of 

Drupal). The result is that 3D objects can be searched through the 3DSA Web portal via 

two different methods: 1) a full-text search that allows users to input simple free-text 

keywords; and 2) a semantic search which enables a more advanced search interface that 

uses SPARQL. The implementation details and the evaluation of the search functionality 

are provided in Chapter 9. Figure 5-2 shows a screenshot of the 3DSA portal. 
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Figure 5-2: Gallery search interface of the 3DSA portal 

5.3 3DSA Annotation Client 

The 3DSA annotation client is the frontend Web interface that enables users to attach 

semantic annotations to a 3D object and browse existing annotations that are attached to 

the object. Two versions of the 3DSA annotation client were implemented in this project:  

an O3D version, which was superseded by a WebGL version. This section discusses the 

two versions of the annotation client in terms of their implementation, features and the 

relationships between them. 

5.3.1 O3D Version 

The first implementation of the 3DSA annotation service was based on Web 2.0 

technologies and Google’s O3D [96] which is a browser plug-in that supports shader-

based, low-level graphics API for creating interactive 3D applications in Web browsers 
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[189]. As WebGL was not available at the time of this development, the only way to 

investigate the 3D annotation capability in the browser was to use a plug-in such as O3D. 

Figure 5-3 shows a screenshot of the O3D version of the annotation client, with annotation 

labels attached to a 3D wooden bird carving from the UQ Anthropology Museum. As well 

as 3D objects, the O3D version also supports the attachment of annotations to 2.5D VR 

representations of objects (comprising a rotatable sequence of JPEG images).  

 

Figure 5-3: Annotations displayed on 3D objects in O3D version of the 3DSA annotation client 

The O3D version supports free-text annotation for user-defined points on the 3D object 

and 2.5D VR representation. Annotations can automatically migrate and are interoperable 

between high resolution 3D, low resolution 3D and 2.5D VR representations (see Chapter 

6 for more details). The prototype adopts the Annotea Protocol [243], which is based on 

RDF/XML and HTTP to bridge the communication between the knowledge base and the 

annotation client for saving and retrieving annotations.  

However, the O3D version prototype is superseded by the WebGL version since the 

decision made by Google to discontinue its plug-in and embrace the new WebGL 
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standard. Nevertheless, the approaches used in the O3D version create the foundation for 

the WebGL version. 

5.3.2 WebGL Version 

As the O3D plug-in was discontinued by Google, the annotation client had to be rewritten. 

The decision was made to use WebGL (Web Graphics Library), which is a cross-platform, 

royalty-free Web standard for a low-level 3D graphics API. WebGL is based on OpenGL 

ES 2.0, exposed through the HTML5 Canvas element as DOM interfaces [147]. The 

advantage of building the 3DSA annotation service on WebGL is that the API is natively 

supported in most of the major browsers including Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera and the 

latest Internet Explorer (IE11). Hence, Web applications that are developed using WebGL 

do not require any plug-ins or external software to enable 3D graphics. This does not, 

however, apply to the older versions of Internet Explorer which still require a Chrome-

frame plug-in, due to the lack of WebGL support.  

Nonetheless, programming in WebGL is significantly more difficult because it is a lower-

level API than O3D. WebGL was also a new emerging standard at the time of this 

research, so there are few examples of annotating 3D objects on the Web. Furthermore, 

the immaturity and instability of the WebGL support in most browsers increases the 

implementation difficulty, although this situation is expected to improve over time.  

The WebGL version of the 3DSA annotation client is more sophisticated than the O3D 

version. The WebGL version enables users to interactively specify points, surface regions 

or volumetric segments of 3D objects and attach annotations that comprise either free text 

or tags drawn from an ontology (shown in Figure 5-4, and see Chapter 6 for more details). 

It also provides other advanced annotation capabilities, for example: the ability to display 

and annotate more than one 3D object, which enables users to document comparisons 

between multiple artefacts (see Chapter 7 for more details). It also enables rule-based 

reasoning across annotations to infer higher level labels that help streamline the 

classification of 3D museum artefacts (see Chapter 8 for more details). These features 

were not supported in the O3D version of the 3DSA annotation client.  
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Figure 5-4: WebGL-based 3DSA annotation tool v2.0 

However, support for rendering and annotating 2.5D VR representations of artefacts is not 

included in the WebGL version. This is because WebGL’s native support (no need for a 

plug-in) for 3D graphics in most Web browsers has been significantly improved, and given 

that graphics hardware is faster and more affordable, having a pseudo-3D (2.5D VR) 

representation is no longer considered necessary.  

Despite the significant technological differences between the two versions, the O3D 

version is still relevant. For example, the point-based annotation capability of the WebGL 

version is based on the implementation in the O3D version.  The algorithm in the O3D 

version that enables annotation interoperability between 2.5D and 3D representations is 

re-used in the WebGL version to enable part-based annotation and spatial alignment 

between the 2D annotation labels and 3D objects (e.g., a 2D label serialized in standard 

HTML moves correctly when the 3D object is rotated, panned or zoomed). A detailed 

explanation is provided in Chapter 6. 
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5.4 Knowledge Base 

The knowledge base underlying the 3DSA system is the Sesame RDF triple-store [41]. It is 

used for storing RDF representations of the domain-specific ontologies and semantic 

annotations. Although Drupal’s MySQL database is used for storing and indexing the 

museum metadata for each object (such as title, source, date_of_acquisition, description, 

creator), a triple-store database is required to store, manage, reason over and query the 

semantic data (e.g., semantic annotations and ontologies expressed in RDF). Sesame 

supports reasoning and querying using the SPARQL RDF Query Language. For example, 

the 3DSA Portal converts a search query into SPARQL and submits it to the Sesame 

knowledge base which queries the semantic data using the SPARQL query, retrieves 

matching results and triggers Drupal (the underlying CMS of the 3DSA portal) to refresh 

the page to display the search results. This process is enabled by the 3DSA-Link module 

(see Figure 5-1 above). 

The 3DSA knowledge base communicates with the annotation client and the Web portal 

using the Sesame HTTP communication protocol. To create a new annotation for a 3D 

object, the client provides the annotation with a URI that is the Web address for the 3D 

object and issues a HTTP POST request to send the annotation to the knowledge base. In 

terms of retrieving annotations, the annotation client automatically issues a HTTP GET 

request to the knowledge base to retrieve all of the annotations related to the currently 

selected and displayed object.  

Another advantage of using the Sesame triple store is that it provides a basic inferencing 

capability to derive new RDF triplets. For example: if “Medusa” rdfs:type “Gorgon” and 

“Gorgon” rdfs:subClassOf “Mythological-Creature” then “Medusa” rdfs:type “Mythological-

Creature”. Sesame does not provide native support for OWL reasoning, but this can be 

solved by integrating OWLIM [140] into the knowledge base. To enable more sophisticated 

inferencing using experts’ rules, it is necessary to link the knowledge base with a third 

party reasoner/rule engine to reason across the data.  

5.5 Reasoning Service 

One objective of this thesis is to define semantic rules to infer high-level semantic labels 

from combinations of low-level features. To enable reasoning across the annotations, the 
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Euler Yet-Another-Prolog/YAP Engine (EYE) [211] has been integrated into the 3DSA 

platform. The EYE reasoner has been chosen because it is a high performance semi-

backward-chaining inference engine enhanced with Euler path detection [211]. The rules 

used for inferencing are formatted in N3Logic [29], which is an extension of RDF that 

enables the usage of the same language for both logic and data. According to the deep 

taxonomy benchmark [210], EYE is the most efficient of the existing popular semantic 

reasoners such as Jena [48], Pellet [236] and Closed World Machine (CWM) [30]. Figure 

5-5 illustrates the data flow of 3DSA reasoning capability: 

 

Figure 5-5: Data flow of 3DSA system reasoning capability 

In a Web environment, EYE has two components: the EYE client widget, and the EYE 

HTTP server [267]. The former is a JavaScript client extension that provides the 

communication channel for the EYE server, while the latter is a HTTP interface for the 

EYE reasoning engine. At the backend, the EYE reasoner has direct access to the data 

stored in the knowledge base. When the user invokes an inference, the knowledge base 

sends the latest set of rules to the EYE reasoner, while the 3DSA annotation client invokes 

the EYE client widget. This communicates with the EYE reasoner, retrieves the results and 

provides them back to the annotation client, which presents them to the user. For example, 

if an object is annotated with wide mouth, small deep body, vertical handle and horizontal 

handle, the reasoner can infer with a certain level of precision that the object is a Skyphos 

Type B (Glaux Skyphos). Figure 5-6 shows a screenshot of the 3DSA performing 

probabilistic reasoning (using rules) across annotations to infer the type of a cup. The 

implementation details and the evaluation of the reasoning capability are provided in 

Chapter 8. 
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Figure 5-6: The 3DSA annotation client's probabilistic reasoning capability using EYE reasoner 

5.6 Conclusion 

This chapter provides an overview of the system architecture of the 3DSA system and 

describes its four main technical components: the 3DSA Web portal; two versions of the 

3DSA annotation client; the 3DSA Knowledge Base; and the 3DSA Reasoning services. 

The 3DSA Web portal provides a user interface to an online collection of 3D museum 

artefacts – without the need to install any additional 3D rendering software or browser 

plug-in. The 3DSA open annotation client enables users to quickly and easily create and 

attach free-text annotations, ontology-based tags and semantic annotations to 3D cultural 

heritage artefacts, making the collections easily searchable from the 3DSA Web portal – 

through full-text searches and semantic searches. The backend consists of the 3DSA Link 

Module, Drupal 7 CMS, MySQL, a 3D repository, the Sesame RDF triple store and the 

EYE reasoner. Drupal 7 CMS and MySQL provide the back-end support for the 3DSA 

Web Portal. The knowledge base is used to store and maintain the crowd-sourced 

annotations and the ontologies, and supports the semantic search capabilities. The 3DSA 

Link Module extends Drupal CMS to communicate with the 3D repository and the 

knowledge base, hence enabling Drupal to manage the 3D collections and their 

associated machine-processable semantics. In addition, the EYE reasoner enables rule-

based reasoning over the annotations and metadata to infer high-level labels. The next 

chapter, Chapter 6, describes, analyses and evaluates the 3DSA semantic annotation 

services in comparison with existing research in 3D semantic annotation services
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Chapter 6  Point, Surface Region and 

Segment Annotation 

6.1  Introduction 

This chapter analyses existing approaches to support the creation of point-based and 

fragment-based (surface-region and volumetric segment) annotations on 3D digital 

artefacts via a Web interface.  More specifically, it describes the innovative aspects 

associated with the design, implementation, user interface and evaluation of the following 

features: 

 Creation, attachment and storage of annotations associated with user-defined 

points, surface regions and segments of 3D objects; 

 Free-text and ontology-based annotations; 

 Annotation search, retrieval, interactivity and rendering. 

The fundamental requirements for discoverable, high-quality, re-usable annotations on 3D 

digital objects are: they should be machine-processable, ontology-based and 

interoperable; be persistent and able to be attached to either the complete object and/or to 

specific segments or features via hyperlinks/URIs. Such annotations, when combined with 

institutional and inferred metadata have the potential to improve the precision and recall of 

search results, when searching across large collections of 3D artefacts. 

The experiments conducted in this chapter evaluate the 3DSA system’s capabilities with 

regards to the performance and usability of the annotation services. This chapter primarily 

focuses on the annotation services from an end user perspective. Detailed descriptions of 

the technical design and evaluation of the search functionality are presented in Chapter 9. 

The 3D models displayed in the figures within this chapter are digitized from the collections 

provided by The University of Queensland RD Milns Antiquities Museum. 

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 6.2 describes the point-based annotation service that enables users to  

create and attach a user-defined label to a single point-of-interest on a 3D object;  
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 Section 6.3 describes the annotation functionality that enables users to attach an 

annotation to a volumetric segment  of a 3D object (e.g., a base, handle) (that is 

interactively defined using a drawing tool); 

 Section 6.4 describes the annotation functionality that enables users to attach an 

annotation to a surface region of a 3D object (e.g., surface decoration, patterns, 

cracks) (that is interactively defined using a drawing tool); 

 Section 6.5 discusses the details of the annotation labels including the user 

interface, data model, tag recommender capability and spatial alignment with 3D 

objects; 

 Section 6.6 presents the user interface for browsing, searching and retrieving 

annotations in the 3DSA annotation service; 

 Section 6.7 presents the evaluation of the point-based annotation service, part-

based annotation service and the semantic annotation service with regard to 

performance and usability; 

 Section 6.8 summarizes the outcomes described in this Chapter and outlines 

potential future research directions. 

6.2 3D Point-based Annotations 

Point-based annotation on 3D objects is supported by the majority of 3D annotation 

services - both through Web-based plug-in approaches [4, 122, 129] and desktop 

applications [7, 59]. However, none of these existing applications comply with WebGL - the 

recently emerged Web 3D standard. Applications based on WebGL are relatively scarce, 

because WebGL is a new standard that brings hardware-accelerated 3D graphics to the 

browser without installing additional software or plugins (its initial release is at 2011 [147, 

282]). One existing WebGL-based 3D annotation service is the V-MusT solution for 

annotating online 3D objects using X3DOM [85] - an X3D library implemented in WebGL 

[75]. The V-MusT tool only supports point-based annotations and annotations on whole 3D 

objects. It does not support part-based annotations (surface region and volumetric 

segment) on one or multiple 3D objects. It also does not support interoperable and 

migrate-able annotations as described in this thesis. 
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6.2.1 Annotation Workflow 

Figure 6-1 shows the creation workflow for the point-based annotation:  

 

Figure 6-1: Creation workflow of point-based annotation in 3DSA 

First, the user sets the annotation viewpoint by rotating the 3D object or zooming and 

panning the 3D scene. These actions are done by dragging the mouse cursor (left mouse 

button to rotate, middle mouse button to zoom, and right mouse button to pan). When the 

user clicks on the 3D object, the system first generates a pointer that is attached to the 3D 

object on the mouse-clicked position (as shown in Figure 6-2). An annotation label is 

displayed at the end of the pointer. The user can interact with, select and edit the 

annotation label positioning by selecting and moving the attachment point. Before saving 

the annotation, if the user is dissatisfied with the result, the annotation’s viewpoint and 

position can be easily modified.  

 

Figure 6-2: Point-based annotation in 3DSA annotation client 
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6.2.2 Methodology 

Mouse-clicks can only determine the position on the 2D screen. Hence, the challenge is to 

identify coordinates in 3D space that corresponded to the mouse-clicking position on the 

2D screen. The solution is to use ray-casting [92] to identify the 3D coordinate from mouse 

clicks on the 3D object. Ray-casting assumes that the surface of the computer screen is 

the starting plane of the ray which is projected into the screen towards a virtual 3D object 

that is located behind it. The screen detects the mouse position         and projects a ray 

from that point directly along the z axis into the screen. If the ray intersects with the 

polygon of the 3D object, the system uses the ray-triangle intersection approach [64] to 

calculate a value of         in the virtual environment. The ray-triangle intersection test 

[64] determines whether the point of intersection is located inside or outside the triangular 

polygon - by using the following testing conditions shown in Eq. 6-1 [64] (assuming the 

triangle has vertices    , normal is   and the intersection point is  ):  

(Eq. 6-1) 

[                ] 

[                ] 

[                ] 

When all of the above conditions are met simultaneously, it means   is located within the 

triangle, which means the ray intersects with the 3D object. Often a ray may intersect with 

more than one polygon of the 3D object (e.g., the front and the back of an object). The 

intersected coordinate that is closest to the screen is chosen as the most appropriate 

position for attaching the annotation.  

The viewpoint of the annotation is defined by extracting the camera’s position in real-time. 

The resulting values are then stored into the “Position” attribute of the X3D’s “Viewpoint” 

node – as described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2). The system does not capture the 

orientation of the viewpoint because, implicitly, this is facing towards the 3D object. The 

rotation of the 3D world is specified by extracting the first three values from the 

WorldMatrix (i.e., the world transform represented in a single matrix [168]) in real time, 

subsequently stored into the “Rotation” attribute of the X3D’s “Transform” node - as 

described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2). Upon saving the annotation, the annotation 

position, the viewpoint and the 3D world’s rotation are recorded within the X3D fragment 

identifier. 
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6.3 3D Segment-based Annotations 

The majority of 3D annotation applications only support annotations to whole objects, 

points [44, 65, 123], pre-defined segments (not freely defined by users) [20] and simple 

primitive shapes (e.g., boxes, ellipsoids and planes with sketches) [106, 131, 130]. These 

solutions do not support the ability to attach annotations to interactively-defined sub parts 

of 3D museum objects. Most of them are also not Web-based applications – users are 

required to download and install the software and the annotations are not easily shared, 

re-used or migrated across multiple versions of the one artefact.  

This section describes how an annotation can be attached to a volumetric segment of a 3D 

object using the 3DSA system.  

6.3.1 Annotation Workflow 

Figure 6-3 illustrates the workflow for creating segment-based annotations. 

 

Figure 6-3: Creation workflow of part-based annotation in 3DSA 
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To annotate a segment of a 3D object, the user uses the drawing tools available in 3DSA 

to draw polygonal shapes overlaid on the displayed object to select the part or parts of the 

3D artefact to be annotated (e.g., handles of a Greek vase - see Figure 6-4).  

    

Figure 6-4: User interactively specifies a polygonal region to highlight the handle of a 3D object 

The 3DSA system first projects the 2D boundary along the z-axis, converting it into a 3D 

boundary. The system then identifies and highlights all polygons that fall within this 3D 

boundary. This task can be performed relatively rapidly but coarsely, as all polygons that 

fall (even partially) within the boundary are highlighted. Cleaning up the selection 

(deselecting unwanted polygons or adding missed polygons to the selected region) is 

supported by the system (see Figure 6-15).  After defining a 3D fragment, the user can 

attach an annotation by left clicking on the currently highlighted/selected area.  

 

Figure 6-5: Cleaning up the selection by defining a region (left) interactively, clicking on "Deselecting 
polygons” button (middle), and the unwanted polygons are deselected (right) 

6.3.2 Methodology 

The method adopted for selecting a 3D volumetric segment in 3DSA is to overlay an 

Canvas 2D [46] object on top of the WebGL 3D viewer, so that a 2D polygonal region can 

be drawn on top of the 3D viewer to select the sub-part of the 3D object. Canvas 2D is a 
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standard Web element for real-time drawing of 2D graphics via JavaScript. As both 

Canvas 2D and WebGL are components of HTML5, the Canvas 2D object can be easily 

overlaid on top of the 3D viewer, so that the polygonal shape can be specified using a 

Canvas 2D object to select the 3D polygons rendered in WebGL. This cannot be done 

when the 3D viewer is provided by a third-party plug-in.  

The next step is to convert 3D vertices           to 2D positions          , so that the 

system can identify which vertices (in WebGL) fall within the 2D user-defined region (in 

Canvas 2D). This is achieved using 3D projection [279] to map the vertices of the 3D 

polygons to a 2D plane. 3D projection is a widely used process for rendering 3D graphics 

on a computer monitor, but has not been previously explored for annotation purposes in 

WebGL. The formula is shown in Eq. 6-2 [141]: 

(Eq. 6-2) 
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Transforming the point vector         using the world-view-projection 44 matrix   (a 

multiplication of world, view and projection 44 matrices              projects a 3D 

coordinate onto a 2D screen, from which its corresponding 2D coordinate can be derived. 

The world matrix represents the object’s transformation in the 3D world space. The view 

matrix defines where the viewport is positioned and faced, and transforms the world space 

to its local coordinate system. The projection matrix defines the viewing distance, screen 

proportion and field of vision. The result is a vector           , in which the    and    values 

become the surface of the computer display, and the    value is the size of the object 

[141]. However, the projected    and    values still require resizing in order to fit within the 

screen resolution. The projected values           are derived by recalculating         with 

the screen width   and height  . This is done by using this formula shown in Eq. 6-3: 

(Eq. 6-3) [
  

  
]  [

              

              
] 
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Once all of the vertices on the 3D object are converted into 2D coordinates, the system 

creates a JSON object to contain the converted coordinates and their corresponding 

polygon indexes (a unique ID number that identifies the polygon). The system then 

identifies the 2D coordinates that fall within the user-defined region and returns their 

corresponding polygon indexes. The polygon indexes are used to determine which 

polygons should be highlighted/selected for the users’ annotation. 

6.4 3D Surface Region-based Annotations 

In the cultural heritage domain, users often want to annotate surface regions on a 3D 

object e.g., decorations (engravings, decorative patterns, inscriptions and illustrations) or 

surface damage (cracking, peeling and erosions). This section discusses the workflow and 

methodology for enabling annotations to be attached to 3D surface regions. 

6.4.1 Annotation Workflow 

The workflow for annotating a 3D surface region is similar to the workflow for annotating a 

3D segment because both of them involve a 3D polygonal mesh. The difference, however, 

is that for surface-region annotations, the system must filter out any polygons that are 

hidden away from the viewpoint. Figure 6-6 demonstrates how the suggested filter solution 

affects the selection of the 3D part.  

Before filtering After filtering 

  
Figure 6-6: Selection results before filtering and after filtering the hidden polygons (object has been 

purposely rotated to reveal the selection result) 
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6.4.2 Methodology 

Annotating a 3D surface region uses a similar approach to the method described in the 

previous section. Hence, this section only explains the additional filtering process that is 

essential for selecting a 3D surface region.  

The method to filter the polygons is done programmatically using JavaScript, because this 

cannot be done directly using WebGL. The adopted method is inspired by the image 

space approach [25] that is used for removing hidden surfaces. Image space algorithm 

checks for every pixel on the screen in all the objects whose projected images cover the 

pixel. The polygon that is displayed on the screen is detected by the algorithm [25]; vice 

versa, the hidden polygons are ignored by the algorithm. In order to achieve this, each 

polygon is rendered with a unique colour (in RGB format) that is converted from its index 

number     (a unique ID number that identifies the polygon), using the equation shown in 

Eq. 6-4: 

(Eq. 6-4)                                      

Table 6-1 shows three examples of the polygon index    converted into an 

           colour code: 

Table 6-1: Polygon indexes are converted into colour code using the equation Eq. 6-4 

Polygon Index Conversion Algorithm RGB Colour Code 

                                      

                                            

                                                

The application then reads the screen pixel by pixel using the JavaScript’s getImageData. 

This identifies the colours that are rendered on the screen and the system then converts 

them back to polygon indexes, which identifies the visible/surface polygons. Using this 

filtering process, only the surface polygons are selected and the hidden polygons (that are 

undetected by the system) are filtered out.  
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6.5 Annotation Labels 

This section describes the data model and process for creating the annotation labels that 

contain the body of the annotations. It also describes the OA data model that underpins 

the labels. More specifically it describes free-text based content; ontology-based content 

and finally an approach to spatially align the 2D annotation label with its attached 3D 

object, so that the 2D label can move correctly when the 3D object is rotated, moved or 

panned. 

6.5.1 Free-Text Annotations 

The 3DSA annotation service supports three forms of free text-based annotations, namely, 

1) free text descriptions (unstructured text e.g., a few sentences or paragraph entered by 

the user), 2) free text tags (set of keywords entered by the user) and 3) text fragments 

identified by URI links to external Web pages and PDF documents.  

Free-text description: Within free-text descriptions, the label contains an HTML text-area 

element, which enables the user to input free-text content. Figure 6-7 shows an example 

of an annotation label that is a free-text description attached to a decorative painting of a 

Greek drinking cup.  

 

Figure 6-7: User interface for annotating a free-text description 

For the data model, a simple OA approach is adopted for embedding textual bodies in the 

annotation. Figure 6-8 illustrates an OA model for attaching a free-text annotation to a 

surface region on a 3D object.   
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Figure 6-8: OA data model for annotating a free-text description 

Free-text tagging: The difference between free-text tagging and a free-text description is 

that the user enters a set of user-defined keywords within one annotation. The label 

provides a text box to input a tag/keyword. After entering each individual tag, it is displayed 

below the input area. Tags can also be removed from the annotation label.  Figure 6-9 

shows an example of an annotation label that contains multiple free-text tags: “kantharos” 

and “drinking cup” have been saved. The user is currently entering the tag “Dionysus’s 

cup”. 

 

Figure 6-9: User interface for free-text tagging 

Assigning multiple tags to a single annotation is achieved through the OA multiple bodies 

feature. For example, the example in Figure 6-10 specifies that there are two tags 

associated with a surface region on a 3D object, and the tags are contained in separate 

bodies but are linked within the same annotation.  
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Figure 6-10: OA data model for a free-text tagging annotation 

Linking text from an external source: The 3DSA annotation service also supports the 

annotation of 3D objects with text fragments extracted from external Web sites and PDF 

documents. This is especially useful for cultural heritage scholars to annotate the 3D 

museum artefact with text from existing online resources including articles, books, reviews 

and online journals. The user first has to input the URL of the Web site containing the 

relevant text. The Web site is displayed in a separate panel and the user selects the text 

from the Web site to be used as the annotation. This is achieved by using PHP Client URL 

Library (cURL) [254] to Web scrape the external Web content and embed it within the 

3DSA annotation. Figure 6-11 illustrates an example of annotating a 3D object with text 

from a Wikipedia page. 

 

Figure 6-11: Annotating a 3D object with text from a Website 
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Figure 6-12 illustrates the OA model for annotating a point on a 3D object with a text 

fragment extracted from a Web site.  The annotation body contains the URL of the Web 

site and a fragment selector - using XPointer [77] as the fragment identifiers. The URI of 

the XML Media Types [172] specification is linked with the selector using the 

dcterms:conformsTo property. 

 

Figure 6-12: OA data model for annotating with a text fragment from a Web site 

To annotate 3D objects with text from a PDF document, the user inputs a URL to retrieve 

the PDF document and then selects the relevant text to be used in the annotation (shown 

in Figure 6-13). This capability is achieved by integrating the PDF.js client [5] into the 

3DSA annotation client, which is a client-side PDF renderer using HTML5 standard.  

 

Figure 6-13: Annotating a 3D object with text from a PDF document 
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Figure 6-14 illustrates the OA model for an annotation on a target using text extracted from 

a PDF document. The URI of the application/PDF Media Type [245] fragment specification 

is linked with the selector using the dcterms:conformsTo property. 

 

Figure 6-14: OA data model for annotating an object with a text fragment from a PDF document 

6.5.2 Ontology-based Annotation 

The 3DSA annotation client enables users to annotate a 3D object with terms drawn from 

the Greek Vase Ontology (GVO), described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. The ontology is 

used to recommend tags via auto-completion textboxes. Such ontology-based tags are 

valuable because they are machine-processable by Semantic Web services such as 

reasoning engines [30, 211, 236] and triple store [41, 48, 140]. Figure 6-15 depicts an 

example of creating a semantic annotation and attaching it to the handle of a 3D Greek 

vase. A left click action on the handle generates the annotation label. At the same time, 

the system performs a topological analysis of the handle’s geometry. Using this, the 

system determines the type of the annotation target is a segment and infers the type of the 

3D fragment (i.e., a vase part) is annotated, instead of a surface decoration. Consequently, 

the system provides the corresponding interface for describing the vase part – enabling 

users to specify the name, type (e.g., handle, mouth, body), shape (e.g., cylindrical, bell-

shaped, round), size (e.g., big, small), dimension (e.g., narrow, wide, thick), curvature (e.g., 

curvy, flat) and colour (e.g., black, red, white).  
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Figure 6-15: An ontology-based annotation attached to the handle of a Greek vase 

Furthermore, a list of terms suitable for tagging the target is recommended via the auto-

complete text-box at the top of the label (e.g., cylindrical handle, strap handle, flat handle, 

tubular handle). The auto-completion box guides the user in choosing ontological tags 

predefined in GVO – for example, “Black cylindrical handle”. Based on the selected 

concept, and its ontological definition, the system is able to infer the type of part being 

annotated – i.e., a “handle” (see the bottom-right box) – and its associated properties, 

such as the colour “black” and the “cylindrical” shape. 

The interface supports also the input of terms/phrases that has not been previously 

defined in GVO. In this case, the annotated target’s associated properties can be added 

from the buttons provided in the bottom-left area of the interface. The resulting annotation 

is transformed by the system into a semantic tag, which is then stored into the underlying 

annotation knowledge base – maintained by the Sesame triple store. Consequently, other 

users can reuse it for tagging, while the system can use it for inferring new knowledge (see 

Chapter 8), and for searching for 3D objects (see Chapter 9). It is, however, worth 

mentioning that the semantic tag is not added to GVO until it has been reviewed and 

accepted by experts. 

Figure 6-16 describes the workflow for attaching an ontology-based annotation to a 3D 

object in 3DSA.  
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Figure 6-16: Workflow for attaching semantic annotations to 3D Objects 

The data model for semantic annotations on 3D parts/surface regions is shown in Figure 

6-17. The motivation for the annotation is “tagging” and the body of the annotation is an 

instance drawn from the GVO. 

 

Figure 6-17: Data model for semantic annotation of a digital object based on OA 
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The annotation client recommends specific terms from the ontology, depending on 

whether the chosen target is a 3D volumetric segment (Greek Vase part) or a 3D surface 

region (decoration). This capability is achieved by adopting the Algorithm 6-1: 

Algorithm 6-1: 3D fragment identification algorithm  

Get all the vertices of the 3D object as V; 

for i = 1 to V.length do 

Derive vertex colour from the vertices as C; 

if C is highlighted do 

Derive normal vector from the vertices as N; 

Separate the normal into (a, b, c); 

if a is a positive value do a_positive+1 else a_negative+1; 

if b is a positive value do b_positive+1 else b_negative+1; 

if c is a positive value do c_positive+1 else c_negative+1; 

end if 

end for 

Calculate the percentage of a_positive; 

Calculate the percentage of b_positive; 

Calculate the percentage of c_positive; 

if all percentages of a_positive, b_positive and c_positive is between 0.22-0.77 do 

return Part; 

else 

return Decoration; 

This algorithm analyses the normal vector (facing direction) of each polygon of the 3D 

fragment.  If the percentage of positive values of the normal vector is over 77% or under 

22%, it is most likely a surface region and thus, terms related to Greek vase decorations 

are recommended. However, if the percentage of positive values is between 22 and 77%, 

it is most likely a segment (see Figure 6-18) and hence, terms related to the parts of a 

Greek vase are listed. This is because a 3D surface region is formed from polygons facing 

in similar directions. For surface regions, the percentage of positive values (from normal) 

(bigger than 0), varies significantly from the percentage of negative values (e.g., 80% 

positive and 20% negative / 10% positive and 90% negative). On the other hand, a 3D 

segment is formed from polygons facing many different directions, thus segments have a 

more average percentage of positive and negative values (e.g., 54% positive and 46% 

negative).  
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a_positive and 

b_positive and 

c_positive and 

value within 22-77%  

= segment  

= Physical part 

 

a_positive or 

b_positive or 

c_positive or 

value outside 22-77% 

= surface region 

= Decoration 

 
Figure 6-18: Method for distinguishing a part from a decoration – if the amount of positive values is 

between 22-77%, it is a part of the vase (top); otherwise it is a surface decoration (bottom) 

When a 3D fragment is identified as a volumetric segment (automatically or manually), the 

annotation label provides auto-complete text-boxes for selecting attributes related to the 

corresponding part of the vessel. For example, users can specify the name and the type of 

the part (e.g., handle, body, rim), as well as its shape (e.g., cylindrical, bell-shaped, round), 

size (e.g., big, small), dimension (e.g., narrow, wide, thick), curvature (e.g., curvy, flat), 

colour (e.g., black, red, white). The attributes populated by users will act as instances 

associated with the “gvo:Pottery Part” class of GVO (refer to Chapter 4; Section 4.2.3) 

On the other hand, if a fragment is identified as a surface region, the annotation label 

provides auto-complete text-boxes for selecting the depictions of the decoration (e.g., 

Zeus, chariot, meander) and its corresponding type (e.g., character, object, pattern) and 

colour. Similar to the attributes of the volumetric segment, these attributes will act as 

instances of the “gvo:Decoration” class of GVO (refer to Chapter 4; Section 4.2.3).   
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6.5.3 Spatial Alignment between 2D Labels and 3D Objects 

Within the 3DSA system, there are a number of challenges associated with displaying the 

relevant annotation labels correctly as the 3D object is rotated, panned or zoomed. The 

interface needs to detect those annotations that are attached to the parts that are currently 

visible, in order to provide users with the most realistic exploration experience. More 

concretely, it needs to ensure that annotation labels are displayed as if they were 

physically attached to the 3D object. If an existing annotation is displayed and the 3D 

object is moved (rotated, panned, zoomed), the annotation label should move accordingly 

with the 3D object’s movement. The main challenge here is that annotation labels have a 

2D representation, which makes the direct mapping of their position into the 3D space 

impossible. Furthermore, a 2D label does not have a volume, and the system cannot 

easily identify whether the label is in the particular view of a 3D object, or it is hidden 

behind the object. 

In order to address this challenge, the 3DSA performs 3D projection (previously described 

in Section 6.3.2) to derive a 2D coordinate       from a 3D coordinate        , whenever 

the 3D object is moved. However, converting a 3D coordinate to a 2D coordinate loses the 

z-axis, which is required for the system to determine whether the annotation label should 

be placed in front of the 3D object or at the back of the 3D object.  

In order to display the annotation labels placed in the currently visible view of an object, 

3DSA uses back-face culling, which determines whether a point on a 3D object is facing 

towards or away from the camera [150]. This requires a comparison of the normal vector 

(the direction that the 3D vertex is facing) vectors            of each polygon vertex with 

the vector of the current viewing direction           . The normal vectors first have to be 

converted into radian   before performing the back-face culling using the formula shown in 

Eq. 6-5: 

(Eq. 6-5) 
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The CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) z-index property [204] is then used to position the 

annotation label to be the front or back of the 3D object. If the radian   of the surface-

normal vector is smaller or equal to 1.5, it means the point is facing towards the camera, 

thus setting the z-index value of the annotation label to place it at the front of the 3D 

object. Vice versa, if   is bigger than 1.5, the z-index is set to place the annotation label at 

the back of the 3D object (see the example in Figure 6-19). 

Radian ≥ 1.5 Radian < 1.5 

  
Figure 6-19: Using radian to determine the CSS z-index value of the label and whether it should be 

rendered at the front (left) or back (right) of the 3D object 

As a result, by combining the 3D projection and back-face culling techniques, the 

annotation client can spatially align the 2D annotation labels’ position accurately with the 

3D object whenever the object has been rotated panned or zoomed. This approach can 

also be used to determine which annotations are active (or relevant) for any particular 

viewpoint of the 3D object. It can be used to automatically render/hide annotation labels as 

an object is rotated. 

6.6 Saving Annotations  

Once the user is satisfied with the content in the annotation fields, they can save the 

annotation by left-clicking on the “Save” hyperlink displayed at the bottom of the label. On 

triggering this action, the 3DSA system serializes the annotation as the OA-compliant RDF 

format. While the resulting annotation documents and reflects the current resolution of the 

3D object, since OA allows for annotations to attach multiple targets (see Chapter 4; 

Section 4.3.1), during serialization, the created annotation is linked to high and low 

resolutions of the object.  Figure 6-20 illustrates the OA model for a point-based annotation 
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saved for both the high and low resolutions of the 3D object. The annotation model is 

linked to two independent targets, with both targets being connected with the same 

selector – which is then used to attach the annotation label onto both versions of the 

object. The same approach is adopted for saving surface-based and segment-based 

annotations. Despite that the migration process is straightforward from a data modelling 

perspective, the challenging task is, however, displaying the migrated annotations (as 

discussed in Section 6.7). 

 

Figure 6-20: OA data model for a point-based annotation migrated across high and low resolution 3D 
models  

Once the annotation has been serialized into OA-compliant RDF, it is then stored in the 

Sesame RDF triple store, which is used as an annotation repository and knowledge base 

for 3DSA. Sesame API supports HTTP communication, which enables the 3DSA 

annotation service to POST a request in order to send the annotation to the triple store. 

Each annotation is stored as an independent context - Sesame’s construct for 

implementing RDF Named Graphs [49], which enables the grouping of data into separately 

addressable graphs [183]. The context is also given a unique URI to enable a quick 

retrieval of the annotations. All annotations stored in Sesame are then used for 

subsequent reasoning (by a semantic reasoner) and searching (by a SPARQL endpoint). 

The 3D fragments (X3D fragment identifiers – see Section 4.4.2) are stored as individual 

.x3d files on the local file system. Due to their specific characteristics, these cannot be 

stored in Sesame, however, their URLs are referenced by the annotations stored in 

Sesame.  
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6.7 Annotation Browsing, Search and Retrieval 

This section describes the annotation search services provided by the 3DSA annotation 

service from an end-users’ perspective. A detailed analysis and evaluation of the technical 

design of the search services is provided in Chapter 9. 

6.7.1 Annotation Browsing and Retrieval  

The 3DSA annotation service enables the browsing, searching and retrieval of annotations 

by users. Regarding the browsing of annotations, the Annotation List panel (on the right of 

Figure 6-21) enables browsing of the annotations that are associated with the 3D object 

currently displayed in the viewer. Upon launching the 3DSA annotation service, the system 

sends a HTTP GET request to the Sesame triple store (that stores the annotations), 

retrieves all annotations associated with the current object and lists them in the Annotation 

List panel. Since annotations are linked to different resolutions of the same object using 

multiple “oa:hasTarget”, annotations that are attached to these versions are also retrieved.  

When an annotation is selected from the Annotation List panel, the 3D fragment is 

highlighted (only for surface-region-based or segment-based annotation) and the 

associated annotation label is displayed. The current implementation only allows the 

display of a single annotation label at a time. This has been an intentional design decision, 

in order to allow labels to have a reasonable size – proportional with their informativeness. 

Rendering several such labels at a time would lead to a cluttered and unusable screen.  

Figure 6-21 depicts an annotation label attached to a region on the surface of the 3D 

object. The label includes the time of creation, resolutions of the annotated target 

(low/high), the author’s name and the annotation body. In addition, it also lists other 

annotations that might be related to the 3D fragment (drop-down menu at the bottom-left) 

– a feature related to the spatial search implemented in 3DSA (its technical details will be 

discussed in Section 9.4).  
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Figure 6-21: Browsing and retrieving annotations 

As mentioned above, the annotations associated with the different resolutions of a 3D 

model are retrieved and are accessible from the Annotation List panel. Displaying a 

migrated point-based annotation is straightforward, as they are stored independently and 

linked via URIs to the 3D model. The system can easily retrieve the selector from the file 

system using HTTP GET. It then processes the X3D fragment identifier and generates the 

annotation label with high accuracy.    

The process is, however, slightly different for segment-based and surface region-based 

annotations, because displaying them requires the loading of the X3D version of the 3D 

model referenced by the X3D fragment identifiers – the 3D fragment is defined/bound by 

the polygonal structure of the source 3D object. This may raise technical issues for users, 

whose processors have limited graphical power and/or limited Internet bandwidth, they 

cannot easily retrieve and render high-resolution 3D objects.  

Currently, the adopted solution is to generate a transparent low quality 3D object overlay 

on top of the high quality 3D object and to base all selected and highlighted segments on 

the single low resolution polygonal structure. Although this approach, combined with the 

OA+X3D will enable annotation interoperability across different resolution formats of the 

same 3D model, the quality and precision of segment selection are sacrificed to support 

interoperability. The future challenge is to find a way to precisely define the segment of 
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interest on a 3D artefact that is not bound by the polygonal structure and that will persist 

across diverse resolutions and formats. 

6.7.2 Annotation Search  

3DSA supports three types of search: keyword, semantic and spatial search. The user 

interface encompassing all these types is shown in Figure 6-22. This search interface is 

triggered when clicking on the “Search” button at the bottom of the ”Annotation List” panel 

(shown in Figure 6-21). 

 

Figure 6-22: Search interface of the 3DSA annotation client 
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Keyword search iterates through the retrieved list of annotations and performs text-

matching between the annotation body (in free text) and the keywords entered by the user. 

The search is processed using JavaScript’s string matching function and regular 

expression processor, which differs from the 3DSA Web portal full-text search capability 

that uses the underlying MySQL index (see Chapter 9; Section 9.2).   

The user inputs search terms in the text-box (see Figure 6-23) and the system finds the 

annotations that contain these terms. The search results are then highlighted in the 

Annotation List panel. Keyword search limits the search operation only to annotations 

present in free text. 

 

 

Figure 6-23: (Left) A keyword - i.e.  “olympian” - is inputted in the text-box for searching; (right) 
search results are highlighted in the Annotation List panel  

The semantic search is enabled by executing SPARQL queries over the Sesame triple 

store where the annotations are stored. Such queries are specified via intuitive user 

interfaces and then programmatically translated into SPARQL queries – technical details 

will be described in Chapter 9 (Section 9.3).  

As illustrated in Figure 6-22, the search interface provides drop-down menus listing GVO 

classes and instances related to the parts (e.g., body, neck, mouth), attributes (e.g., 

dimensions, colours, curvatures) and the decorations (e.g., figures, creatures, objects, 

patterns) that can be used to find annotations. Figure 6-22 also shows an example of 

building a query that looks for annotations describing a “tall cylindrical body” using the 

drop-down selections. Selecting the “New query” button converts the selections into 

human-readable queries and replaces any existing queries that are shown on the right-

hand panel. Selecting the “Add attributes to query” option adds the selections into the 

existing query. Once the desired query has been finalized, users can select the “Search 

annotation (part)” or ”Search Annotation (decoration)” button to serialize the queries into 

SPARQL and, subsequently, invoke the search. The search results are always displayed 
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in the same style – independently of the actual mechanism (e.g., semantic or keyword), in 

order to maintain a uniform and consistent interface. Figure 6-24 illustrates the search 

result of finding annotations related to “tall cylindrical body” – a query from the example in 

Figure 6-22. Not only it identifies the “Tall cylindrical body” label, but also the “Tubular 

body” label despite syntactical difference.   

 

Figure 6-24: The search result of finding "Tall cylindrical body" using the semantic search in 3DSA 

As opposed to the plain keyword search, the semantic search considers the meaning of 

terms into the search context. For example, as shown in Figure 6-25, a search for 

annotations associated with “gvo:Olympians_Deity” will result in all members of Olympians 

deities (e.g., “Zeus”, “Dionysus”, “Apollo”) – while keyword search would return only 

annotations comprising the “Olympians” and “Deity” terms. 

 

 

Figure 6-25: (Left) A GVO class – i.e. gvo:Olympian_Deity -  is entered for searching annotations; 
(right) search results are highlighted in the Annotation List panel  
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The spatial search capability enables users to employ a drawing tool to interactively define 

the part of the object of interest; the system then retrieves all annotations that are attached 

to fragments that overlap with the user-defined fragment. The drawing tool is enabled by 

clicking on the “Initiate” button under the “Spatial search” field (Figure 6-26).  

 

 

Figure 6-26: (Left) Clicking on the “Initiate” button under the “Spatial search” field (right)  to employ 
a  tool to interactively define the part of the object of interest  

The selected 3D part is used to search for annotations, as shown in Figure 6-27. The 

system then identifies the 4 annotations associated with the selected 3D fragment (a 

handle part) and highlights them in the Annotation List panel.  

 

Figure 6-27: Results of spatial search are highlighted in the Annotation List panel 
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The spatial search can be a valuable tool, in particular, for museum novices because it 

allows them to search for annotations based on their visual perception rather than relying 

on their background knowledge about the object. For example, the users are able to find 

the information about an unusual figure drawn on a Greek vase (e.g., The Nymphai 

Hyperboreioi) simply by cropping the surface region that contains the drawing, without 

knowing the name of the character. The technical detail of the spatial search is discussed 

in Chapter 9 (Section 9.4). 

6.8 Evaluation 

The evaluation performed in this chapter involved performing usability studies and 

analysing feedback from test users from The University of Queensland Classics, 

Archaeology, Anthropology and ITEE Departments. Two types of the evaluation were 

carried out: 

 Evaluation of point-based, part-based and surface-region-based annotation 

functionalities in 3DSA;  

 Usability evaluation of semantic annotation capability in 3DSA. 

6.8.1 Evaluation of Point-Based, Surface-Region-Based and Segment-

Based Annotation in 3DSA 

Objectives 

This evaluation involved evaluating the user performance in operating an earlier WebGL 

version of the 3DSA annotation client compared with other systems. The tests were 

carried out with the assistance of eight test users (comprising museum staff and research 

higher degree students). Two primary goals were associated with the evaluation:  

 Comparing the performance and usability of the 3DSA annotation client with the 

Adobe Reader X [7] 3D tool, in the context of attaching an annotation to a point on a 

given 3D object, and storing and retrieving it;  

 Comparing the performance and usability of the 3DSA system with the 

ShapeAnnotator [19], in the context of attaching an annotation to a surface region 

or segment on a given 3D object, and storing and retrieving it. 
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Procedure 

The testing system was equipped with Windows XP, with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66GHz 

CPU, 1.96GB of RAM and ATI Radeon HD 2400 Pro low-end graphic card. The browser 

used in this evaluation was Firefox 4.  

For evaluating the point-based annotation functionality of 3DSA, each pair of test users 

was first given a short tutorial showing them how to attach an annotation to a point on a 3D 

object using the 3DSA annotation client and the Adobe Reader X. They were then given a 

task sheet explaining the set of tasks they needed to complete. These tasks involved 

tagging the “left eye”, “right ear”, “nose”, “mouth”, “chin” and “hair” on a stone head from 

Palmyra (approx 200AD) provided by the RD Milns Antiquities Museum. They then had to 

save their annotations and share them with their colleague who was doing the same tasks 

using the alternative tool. They then had to download and display their colleague’s 

annotations. Two pairs of users performed this task for a high resolution 3D object and two 

pairs for a low resolution 3D object. 

For evaluating the surface region and segment-based annotation functionality of 3DSA, 

each pair of test users was given a short tutorial showing them how to attach an 

annotation to a segment on a 3D object using both 3DSA and the ShapeAnnotator. They 

were then given a task sheet explaining the set of tasks they needed to complete. They 

had to tag the “left arm”, “face”, “left lower leg” and “right lower leg” for two different objects 

- a Roman statuette of Apollo (2nd century AD) provided by the RD Milns Antiquities 

Museum and a female model provided as a sample by ShapeAnnotator. Users then had to 

save their annotations and share them with their colleague who was doing the same tasks 

using the alternative tool. They then had to download and display their colleague’s 

annotations 

Each test user was observed, timed and their keyboard and mouse actions were captured 

using the Freez screen capture software. At the end of the evaluation, the test users were 

asked to complete a survey/questionnaire designed to acquire their feedback on the 

usability of the three applications.  

Evaluation Results: Comparison with Adobe Reader X 

The experimental results indicated that the majority of test users 3DSA’s point based 

annotation functionality was efficient and simple to use. Figure 6-28 compares the 
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performance of the 3DSA and Adobe Reader X systems for carrying out point-based 

annotations. It shows that there was very little difference in performance times. 

Surprisingly, tagging the low quality object using the 3DSA appeared to be slower than 

tagging the high quality version of the same object. Reviewing the corresponding video 

showed that this lag was due to the time taken by the test users to correct their typing 

errors, rather than additional time associated with loading or attaching tags. 

 

Figure 6-28: Comparison of times taken to perform point-based annotations 

Figure 6-29 illustrates the total time taken to attach the point-based annotations and then 

retrieve the annotations shared by the other test users. It was apparent that although both 

systems enabled the test users to quickly create and attach tags, the retrieval of 

annotations was much slower using Adobe Reader X than the 3DSA. This is because the 

3DSA stores the annotations as Web resources on an annotation server separate from the 

3D objects, but related via hyperlinks. When the user refreshes the Annotation List panel, 

the new annotations are listed and can be retrieved and displayed without downloading 

and re-rendering the 3D object.  

Adobe Reader X, on the other hand, embeds the annotations in the same PDF file that 

contains the 3D object. To display new annotations, Adobe Reader X needs to download 

and re-render the whole PDF file and the contained 3D object again. In addition, some 

tests took longer than 8 minutes to complete due to system crashes. This occurred if the 

users interrupted Adobe Reader X when it was in the process of loading the large files 

associated with the 3D objects.  
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Figure 6-29: Comparison of total time to complete point-based annotation and retrieval tests 

An analysis of the user feedback in the questionnaires revealed that the majority of test 

users found the 3DSA application easier to learn and easier to use and that it had a more 

intuitive user interface than the Adobe Reader X 3D tool. None of the test users needed to 

use the instruction manual for the 3DSA during the user tests. They did use the manual for 

Adobe because of the system crashes.  

Evaluation Results: Comparison with ShapeAnnotator 

The second set of tests involved comparing 3DSA with the ShapeAnnotator tool in the 

context of attaching tags to surface regions and segments. The results, presented in 

Figure 6-30, show that the interactive, manual selection of the region or segment to be 

annotated in 3DSA was significantly faster than the ShapeAnnotator automated 

segmentation in terms of user performance in annotating 3D objects. It was also more 

accurate than automated segmentation.  

 

Figure 6-30: Comparison of time taken to generate segments in the 3DSA and ShapeAnnotator 
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Feedback from the questionnaires showed that the users overwhelmingly preferred to 

specify regions and segments (to be annotated) interactively using the 3DSA solution, 

rather than relying on an automated process (ShapeAnnotator) over which they had no 

control. The feedback also revealed that novices were capable of performing manual 

segmentation more efficiently and accurately than they were able to perform the automatic 

segmentation. The users felt that automatic segmentation (prior to annotation) would be 

useful if the algorithms were more accurate and the users were able to quickly and easily 

edit or refine the results manually.  

Evaluation Results: Evaluation of 3DSA after Feedback 

The round of evaluation presented above (i.e., the comparison against Adobe Reader X & 

ShapeAnnotator) has resulted in a series of suggested improvements to 3DSA, such as: 

providing default values in the text boxes when creating a new annotation, rather than 

leaving the text boxes blank; including the annotation provenance (e.g., the author) by 

default, without requiring the user to specify it manually; enabling the user to right click to 

undo the process of defining region for selecting volumetric segments or surface region of 

a 3D object.  

In order to evaluate the improved annotation functionalities, another usability evaluation 

was performed solely on the improved 3DSA annotation service. Another usability 

evaluation was performed solely on the updated 3DSA annotation service. The test users 

were requested to create 3 point annotations, 3 segment annotations and 3 surface region 

annotations onto 3D objects of their own choice using 3DSA. A short tutorial was given to 

each test user before the test. Each test user was observed and timed during the 

experiment. At the end of the evaluation, the test users were asked to complete a survey 

designed to derive a user satisfaction score (on a Likert scale of 1-5) on various aspects of 

the point-based and part-based annotation capability of the 3DSA. 

In Figure 6-31 and Figure 6-32, the results show that majority of the test users were 

satisfied with the workflow and speed of annotating 3D objects in the 3DSA annotation 

service. All of the test users were comfortable with creating part-based annotations using 

the solution offered by the 3DSA annotation client. Although initially the users had some 

hesitations when creating annotations, they gradually became more comfortable with the 

workflow after a few attempts. It was also identified that there is a need to allow users to 

manipulate the polygonal region during part selection (e.g., enable them to change the 
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region by dragging a line or a point), which would make the suggested part-based 

annotation solution more intuitive and flexible.  

Point annotation Segment annotation Surface region annotation 

   

 
Figure 6-31: Workflow for attaching annotations and defining parts 

Figure 6-32: Speed performance for various annotation aspects 

6.8.2 Usability Evaluation of Semantic Annotation in 3DSA 

Objectives 

As described in Section 6.5.2, the 3DSA annotation service enables users to create 

annotations based on pre-defined GVO concepts or via free text input. Furthermore, it also 

provides interfaces to support users in enriching free text labels with ontological concepts 

(e.g., assigning “gvo:Greek_Deity” to the term “Zeus”). Ontology-based annotations 

(semantic annotations) are valuable because, in addition to validation and quality control, 

they enable reasoning, interoperability and linking (semantically annotated 3D objects 

become part of the larger Linked Data Web, via their underlying ontological associations). 

Hence, the primary goal of this experiment was to evaluate the usability of the two 

methods of creating semantic annotations in 3DSA.  

The evaluation involved 18 users (postgraduate researchers, museum curators and 

educators) from a range of disciplines (Anthropology, Archaeology and Classics and 

Information Technology) at The University of Queensland. Within the 18 test users, pilot 

experiments were carried out on 8 users to evaluate the feasibility and the time required of 
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the usability evaluation. 10 test users were involved with the actual usability evaluation. 

However, in order to make the evaluation fair and unbiased, results from 2 users were 

eliminated from the set because their operation of the tasks did not match with the overly 

positive opinions expressed in the survey. 

Procedure 

The test users were trained in the 3DSA annotation client via a short tutorial. Each test 

user was then requested to perform two types of semantic annotations: 

 Annotate with pre-defined terms drawn from GVO;  

 Annotate with free-text labels (not from GVO), followed by manually matching the 

composing terms / phrases to existing ontology concepts (semantic tags). 

The first task performed by the test users were tagging pre-defined labels from the GVO 

(selected from the auto-complete text-box) to 2 volumetric segments and 2 surface regions 

of a 3D object. The test users were then requested to create free-text labels that are not 

from the GVO and manually match the composing terms to existing GVO concepts, also to 

2 volumetric segments and 2 surface regions of a 3D object. Their behaviour were 

observed while they completed the set tasks and also asked them to complete a survey at 

the completion of the tasks.   

Because this evaluation required field research, a laptop was employed for this study. The 

testing laptop was equipped with Windows XP, with an Intel Core i5-2520M CPU at 

2.5GHz, 3.23GB of RAM, NVIDIA Quadro 2000M graphical processor and an Intel 

PROSet Wireless Wifi. The browser used in this evaluation was Google Chrome 25.  

Evaluation Results 

A user satisfaction score was given by users (on a Likert scale of 1-5) on various aspects 

of the semantic annotation capability of the 3DSA. The results were overall positive, 

although the participants found the second task (i.e., enriching their own free text tags with 

ontology concepts) more tedious than the first task – i.e., reusing existing GVO concepts 

for tagging.  Figure 6-33 shows that a large proportion of users agreed that tagging with 

pre-defined terms/phrases from a given ontology was straightforward, but only half of the 

users felt it was simple to manually match the ontology elements to their own unique 

terms/phrases. On the positive note, Figure 6-34 demonstrates that the 3DSA semantic 

annotation interface was generally clean, simple and sensible for cultural heritage users. 
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Figure 6-33: Workflow for assigning tags and semantics to annotation 

Neat, clean and uncluttered Simple to operate Support workflow well 

   

 
Figure 6-34: Test users’ opinions on the semantic annotation user interface in the 3DSA 

Feedback from the questionnaires showed that the majority of test users found the user 

interface for semantic annotation intuitive; however, it was still more complex than the user 

interface given for free-text annotation. Nevertheless, they anticipated that they would 

become quicker and more proficient once they became used to the workflow. Furthermore, 

the experiment revealed the need to prompt the users with descriptions about the 

ontological concepts to assist them in enriching their annotations with well-defined 

semantics. This can be achieved by taking the description recorded in rdf:comment in the 

GVO and displaying the description using a HTML tooltip element when the mouse cursor 

is pointing to the ontological concepts and instances in the annotation label. 

One feature that has not been evaluated is the ability to annotate 3D objects with text 

segments extracted from Web pages or PDF documents to a 3D object. This feature was 

implemented after the evaluations, following a suggestion received from a curator – the 

curator saw this functionality to be potentially convenient and useful as it enables the 

association of text present in existing documentation with a 3D museum artefact or its sub-

part. A future development direction for this feature is to associate it with semantic 

annotations to enhance knowledge sharing and accessibility of 3D collections (e.g., upload 

a PDF document to find its related 3D object).  
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The evaluation of the search capabilities is presented, in context, in Chapter 9, following 

their technical descriptions. 

6.9 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter investigates Web-based solutions to support annotations to a point-of-interest 

on the 3D object, as well as precise, complex 3D surface regions and segments that are 

interactively defined by users. It investigated the suitability of the OA data model, extended 

using X3D to identify 3D fragment. The case studies presented in this chapter 

demonstrates that the proposed framework (i.e., OA+X3D+GVO) is a viable approach of 

enabling semantic annotations to 3D representations of Greek vases. Enabling such 

annotation capabilities allows crowd-sourcing the annotation acquisition of 3D Greek 

vases, and museums can collect these socially generated tags to enhance the discovery 

of their 3D Greek vase collections.  

Future work will focus on four particular challenges:  

Firstly, this chapter identifies the difficulties of making 3D surface-region-based and 

segment-based annotations persistent - across different resolutions of a single 3D object. 

The future challenge is to discover ways to define 3D surface regions and segments that 

are independent of the resolution and file format.  

Secondly, manual segmentation, selection and cleaning of 3D fragment can be time 

consuming. Therefore, the future work is to enable semi-automated segmentation of 3D 

object [20, 84, 230] such as pre-segmentation of the vases into parts (e.g., mouth, neck, 

body, base) prior to annotation, which could potentially improve the efficiency of 

performing surface-region-based and segment-based annotation.  

Thirdly, it is also important to investigate novels ways of encouraging lay users to take part 

in the collective annotation of 3D cultural heritage artefacts. At the same time, active 

learning techniques [102] will be incorporated in the 3DSA annotation service to detect and 

improve the correctness of the crowd-sourced annotations.  

Finally, the capability of annotating 3D objects with text segments extracted from online 

documents (see Chapter 6; Section 6.5.1) will be combined with semantic annotations. In 

other words, the text segments extracted from museum documentations are to be enriched 
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with semantic labels, which make them machine processable. Annotating such 

semantically enriched textual information to 3D museum artefacts or their sub-parts has 

the potential to improve the discovery of those objects. 

The 3DSA annotation service differs from other existing annotation services [73, 106, 229], 

because it was developed based on emerging Web standards. Thus, users are able to use 

3DSA through a Web browser without downloading and installing any browser plug-ins 

and software. Although some projects have been developing Web-based annotation 

services or adopting Adobe’s 3D PDF solutions [44, 65, 100, 122, 158], they are required 

to download and install a browser plug-in and are also not as advanced as the 3DSA. 

These services only support tagging of whole objects, points, pre-defined segments (not 

freely or interactively defined by users) or simple primitive shapes, such as boxes and 

ellipsoids. None of these existing approaches enable the user to interactively select 

precise, complex 3D segments and attach annotations to them. These services also do not 

support annotations to be attached to 3D objects in different resolutions and automatically 

migrated between them. Apart from that, none of these existing services use the OA data 

model to facilitate the sharing and interoperability of 3D annotations. 3DSA is the first 

Web-based annotation service for 3D museum collections that employs the OA data model 

to maximize discovery and interoperability in the context of 3D annotations. 

The next chapter, Chapter 7 describes the more advanced capabilities in 3DSA - the 

measurement, inference and annotation of complex relationships across multiple 3D 

cultural heritage artefacts. 
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Chapter 7  Annotation of Relationships 

between Multiple 3D Artefacts 

7.1 Introduction 

One of the most common and critical activities that cultural heritage researchers, 

anthropologists and museum curators perform is to carry out comparisons of artefacts 

within and across collections and institutions. Comparative analysis is a core step in the 

methodology for classifying and curating museum artefacts. Scholars compare objects in 

order to ascertain the period, culture or community from which the objects originate. 

Comparison also enables historians to track changes in beliefs, techniques, tools or 

materials that were associated with the production, decoration or usage of an artefact or 

set of artefacts.  

Comparing cultural objects provides information, not only about the provenance of the 

object but also about the differences between the societies, groups or individuals that 

produced those objects. Moreover, by comparing objects stored under different conditions 

or treated using different preservation methods, comparative analyses can provide 

valuable information about the best way to preserve these artefacts.  

The ability for serious scholars to study, analyse and compare 3D representations of 

museum artefacts online has led to an increase in the use of 3D digital models as the 

support medium for recording the knowledge acquired from studying and analysing 

museum artefacts.  

The previous chapter, Chapter 6, presented the functionality that enables users to attach 

interpretative information (in the form of annotations) to the points, surface regions or parts 

of 3D objects via a Web interface. However, there is also a growing demand to support the 

annotation of associations between multiple high resolution 3D objects or between specific 

features on those objects [223, 224, 229]. For example, given two related objects, scholars 

may want to highlight and annotate the similarities and differences between the two 

objects, in order to support or dispute hypotheses regarding provenance, attribution or 

authentication. The solutions discussed in Chapter 6 are insufficient for this use case.  
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This chapter proposes a set of methods for annotating relationships between 3D artefacts 

in the Web environment, which are more advanced than those presented in Chapter 6. It 

focuses on the following three aspects: 

 Annotating relationships between multiple features on a single 3D object; 

 Annotating relationships between multiple 3D objects (whole objects) or 

features/parts of those 3D objects; 

 Inferring relationships by measuring and comparing dimensions of object 

features/parts. 

The relationship annotations are stored on a server in an interoperable format that can be 

shared, discovered, browsed and retrieved through a Web browser interface. This 

approach not only improves scholar’s capabilities to undertake cultural heritage research 

but it enables researchers to document, share, discuss and compare alternative 

hypotheses about the relationships between artefacts. 

The evaluation presented in this chapter focuses on two aspects. Firstly it evaluates 

usability and user performance, to determine whether the cultural heritage community can 

readily adapt to advanced semantic annotation services applied to multiple 3D cultural 

heritage artefacts. The second evaluation involves a comparison of the system’s 

performance when querying semantic relationships (e.g., A  isBiggerThan  B) versus 

its performance when querying using numeric values (e.g., A  hasVolume  5mm3 and 

B  hasVolume  3mm3).  

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 7.2 describes how the 3DSA service supports the annotation of 

relationships between features on a single 3D object; 

 Section 7.3 describes how the 3DSA service supports the annotation of 

relationships between multiple 3D objects (or surface regions/parts of those objects); 

 Section 7.4 presents approaches for measuring 3D objects digitally via Web 

interfaces and describes how relationships between 3D objects are inferred from 

measurements of specific dimensions; 

 Section 7.5 presents the results of the usability evaluations of the relationship 

annotation capabilities of 3DSA, and also describes the results of an experiment 

that compares the retrieval performance when using semantic terms and attribute 

values; 
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 Section 7.6 summarizes the relationship annotation and inferencing capabilities 

described in this chapter and identifies future research directions. 

7.2 Annotation of Relationships between Multiple 

Features on a single 3D Object 

The 3DSA annotation service supports the capture, storage and discovery of annotations 

that relate different features on a single 3D object.  The workflow for specifying a 

relationship annotation between different parts of the same 3D object in 3DSA is similar to 

defining a triple – the 3DSA’s “Target 1  Relation  Target 2” layout (see Figure 7-1). 

The “Targets” comprise parts or surface regions of a single 3D object. The “Relation” term 

can either be extracted from the ARO (Annotation Relationship Ontology) described in 

Chapter 4 or it can be a new tag assigned by the user.  

 

Figure 7-1: Defining a relationship annotation “isHolding” between “Dionysus” and “kantharos” 

For example, imagine a scenario where a user wants to define a relationship between two 

surface decorations on a single vase, as shown in Figure 7-1. The user selects the 

particular object from the online collection and renders the 3D representation in the main 

panel. The related “Targets” have to be defined and annotated prior to the creation of 

relationship annotation. Therefore, the user selects the “3D Annotation” tool from the menu 

bar (the first button shown in Figure 7-1), which triggers the “3D Annotation” panel and the 
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drawing tools. This enables the user to specify segment/surface-region and attach 

annotations to it (see Chapter 6). 

Using the surface region annotation service and drawing tools described in Section 6.4, 

the user specifies the first surface region (“Target 1”) and assigns the tag “Dionysus” to 

“Target 1”. The annotation procedure is then repeated for the second surface (“Target 2”) 

to assign the tag “Kantharos” to “Target 2”. Finally, the “Relationship Annotation” can be 

created using the corresponding tool from the menu bar (second button), which triggers 

the “Link Relationship” panel, as displayed in Figure 7-1. The panel contains three fields: 

Target 1 field, Relation field and Target 2 field, each of which consists of a pull-down menu 

that enables the user to select and highlight the previously created 3D surfaces “Target 1 

(Dionysus)” and “Target 2 (Kantharos)”. As a remark, “Target 1” is highlighted in red and 

“Target 2” in blue upon user selection – see Figure 7-1. The user then chooses from the 

pull-down menu beside the Relation field the desired relation type (in this example 

“isHolding”), followed by the selection of the “Create annotation label” button. The resulting 

annotation (“Dionysus” is holding “Kantharos”) is shown in see Figure 7-2 

 

Figure 7-2: The resulted relationship annotation defining “Dionysus  isHolding  Kantharos” 

Figure 7-3 illustrates an OA representation [218] that describes the scenario given above. 

The oa:hasTarget is connected with an OA list, which bridges the relationship annotation 

between the two Targets. The rdf:first defines the relationship order, indicating which 

Target comes first. By specifying the relationship annotation between the two Targets and 

given that the order of Targets has also been defined, this allows the expression of 

“Dionysus  isHolding  Kantharos” (as displayed in Figure 7-2). 
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Figure 7-3: OA Data model for annotating a relationship between surface regions on a single 3D 
object 

7.3 Annotation of Relationships between Multiple 
3D Objects 

The 3DSA annotation client also enables the users to open and display multiple 3D objects 

(or versions of objects) simultaneously. Users can then attach relationship labels 

(extracted from the ARO) to label relationships between artefacts. This is especially useful 

for scholars to document the changes that an artefact undergoes over time, for grouping 

similar 3D objects, or for labelling their differences (shown in Figure 7-4).  

 

Figure 7-4: Defining a dimensional relationship annotation “isBiggerThan” between two vases 
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Alternatively, users can specify segments on multiple objects and annotate relationships 

between those segments. Figure 7-5 shows an example of annotating and defining 

relationships between the mouths of three alabastrons. Each mouth is annotated with 

“thick black rim”, but the top left one “isThickerThan” the top right one. This feature 

enables scholars to group 3D objects with similar features and to document any 

differences between the features that are significant.  

 

Figure 7-5: Annotating and defining relationships between multiple 3D fragments from 3 different 
objects 

Figure 7-6 illustrates the use of the OA data model to capture an annotation that describes 

a symmetric bi-directional relationship (aro:isSimilarTo) between surface illustrations on 

two different vases. Both vases are decorated with similar images of “Dionysus”. 

An annotator “David” created the annotation on the “27th Aug 2012” at “9:00am”. The 

annotation is attached to the surface regions on two different 3D vases using X3D 

fragment Selectors and SpTargets. The annotation Target is a oa:Composite of these two 

SpTargets. The annotation has two bodies, namely, the tag gvo:Dionysus (an instance of 

gvo:MythologicalDeity) and the ARO relation aro:isSimilarTo. In this case, these tags apply 

equally to all of the objects that are contained within the oa:Composite. 
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Figure 7-6: Using the OA data model to annotate similar surface regions on two different Attica 
amphoras with the tags “Dionysus” and “isSimilarTo” 

Figure 7-7 shows an example of using the oa:List to describe a uni-directional relationship 

between two vases. The annotation comprises a link to the ARO relation aro:isBiggerThan. 

rdf:first is used to specify the first resource in the uni-directional relationship. 

 

Figure 7-7: Using the OA data model to assign a uni-directional relationship “isBiggerThan” between 
surface regions on two Attica amphoras 

However, there are a number of challenges when using oa:Composite and oa:List to 

describe the complex relationships between multiple artefacts:  
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Firstly, bi-directional relationships and uni-directional relationships cannot co-exist in a 

single annotation. For instance, the standard oa:List model cannot describe two objects 

having both “isDifferentFrom (bi-directional)” and “isTallerThan (uni-directional)” 

relationships. This is because bi-directional relationship uses oa:Composite and the uni-

directional relationship uses oa:List. In this example, the constraint of oa:List cannot 

describe the inverse aspect of the “isDifferentFrom” relation, despite it being a bi-

directional relationship.  

Secondly, when annotating uni-directional relationships between more than two objects, 

the oa:List approach specified in the OA Data Model Module: Multiplicity Constraints [216] 

needs to be used. This approach uses rdf:first to point to the first Target, and rdf:rest to 

point to a blank node that represents the remainder of the list [216].  The blank node then 

uses rdf:first to point to the second Target and so on until all of the 3D objects have been 

referenced. Figure 7-8 illustrates an example from the OA specification [216], showing how 

oa:List provides an order to its constituent resources in the context of the annotation. 

 

Figure 7-8: oa:List provides an order to the constituent resources in the context of annotation – 
figure taken from the OA Data Model Module: Multiplicity Constraints [216]   

Thirdly, applying multiple uni-directional relationships between multiple objects is 

problematic when different orderings are applied to the relationships. For example, the 
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example illustrated in Figure 7-7 cannot express “object A  isTallerThan  object B“ 

together with  “object B  isThickerThan  object A”. This limitation is caused by the 

inherent problem of ordering in the oa:List, which only allows one ordering expression. In 

this case, two separate annotations need to be recorded. 

A more efficient approach to supporting complex relationship annotations in OA is to 

embed RDF graphs in the annotation to model complex relationships. The approach is 

specified in OA Data Model Module: Publishing [217].  Figure 7-9 shows an example for 

this case study – a complex annotation that contains a GVO instance, an ARO bi-

directional relationship and multiple uni-directional relationships from the ARO with 

different ordering.  

 

Figure 7-9: Using OA’s approach of embedding RDF graphs and the oa:Composite to attach multiple 
tags, uni- directional and bi-directional relationship annotations to two amphoras 

The annotation targets are grouped using the standard oa:Composite, which 

accommodates the assignment of bi-directional relationships. Multiple uni-directional 

relationships between targets can now be contained in a trig:Graph, which inherently 

solves the ordering issue. This approach is more efficient, expressive, flexible than using 

oa:List and oa:Composite alone, because it allows multiple semantic tags, bi-directional 

relationships and uni-directional relationships (in different ordering) to co-exist in one 
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unified annotation – making the annotation highly expressive and easier to maintain (e.g., 

selecting, editing, deleting annotations). 

7.4 Inferring Relationships by Measuring and 
Comparing Dimensions 

Artefact measurement is important for scholars in order for them to compare the 

dimensional differences between different artefacts or different versions of artefacts (e.g., 

distinguishing the replica from the original based on slight shape differences [212]).  

Dimensional differences of artefacts are also related to the identification of the object’s 

type and provenance. For example, belly amphora type A usually has height above 60cm, 

type B has height between 20-50 cm and type C is usually below 40cm [115]. Another 

example is that of a Calyx krater. If the Calyx krater has a height of 40-50 cm, it has most 

likely been made during the red-figure period, but if the height is over 60 cm, it was most 

likely made in the late red-figure period [115]. 

The 3DSA annotation service is able to automatically generate annotations that specify 

dimensional relationships (e.g., isThickerThan, isLongerThan, isBiggerThan, isTallerThan) 

- based on the dimensions of the two vases. For example, by comparing the volumes of 

the two vases, the system automatically generates the “aro:isBiggerThan” relationship tag 

(as shown in Figure 7-10) with the creator defined as “3DSA”. 

 

Figure 7-10: Modelling the automatically extracted "aro:isBiggerThan" relationship by comparing 
vase volumes 

The automatic/semi-automatic inferencing of such dimensional relationships is based on a 

comparison of measurements of specific dimensions associated with the 3D artefacts. The 
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3DSA system can measure specified linear distances (e.g., thickness, height, width or 

length), surface areas and volumes. The linear distance is calculated using Euclidean 

distance between two user-defined points. The distances between   point and   point are 

calculated using the following formula shown in Eq. 7-1: 

(Eq. 7-1)         √∑        
 

 

   

 

In terms of workflow, the user defines two points on the 3D object by clicking on the object. 

The interface displays a line between the two user-defined points and the length value 

appears in a textbox displayed in the centre of the line.  Figure 7-11 shows a workflow for 

measuring the linear distance between two user-defined points on a 3D artefact. 

 

Figure 7-11: Estimating the height of a 3D fragment in the 3DSA system 

The 3DSA system estimates the area of an irregular surface region by calculating and 

aggregating the area of each triangular polygon that falls within the specified boundary.  

The area of the triangular polygon is determined by the cross product of vector d (defined 

by the first two vertices) and vector p (defined by the last two vertices) and divided by 2. 

The mathematical formula is demonstrated in shown in Eq. 7-2: 
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The volume is estimated based on the contours of the vessel’s 3D mesh across multiple 

slices. Slice thickness and the slicing axis (e.g., X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z planes) can be adjusted 

to balance accuracy and performance. The volume for each slice is calculated using the 

cross-sectional area (estimated via pixilation) and slice thickness, and aggregated across 

all slices to calculate the total volume [237]. This method allows volume calculations to be 

performed on 3D fragments that are not a closed manifold shape. The algorithm for 

estimating the volume of a segment is expressed as follows: 

Algorithm 7-1: The volume estimation algorithm 

Input the 3D fragment as F; 

Input the gap as G – preferably 1 mm; 

Input the axis as A – XY, XZ or YZ; 

Compute the number of slices based on F, A and G as S; 

for i = 1 to S do 

Compute the contour on F by performing plane-triangle intersection as C; 

Fill colour C; 

Compute the bounding box of C as B; 

Compute the amount of 1×1 mm2 squares of B as P; 

Set volume as V = 0; 

for i = 0 to P do 

     if(square > 50% filled) V = V + 1;  

end for 

end for 

Output V × G 

In terms of the workflow, the part is interactively specified by the user; then the user 

determines what is to be measured – either surface area or volume; finally then the 3DSA 

system measures the user-defined part and displays the results. Figure 7-12 shows the 

procedure for estimating the volume of a 3D fragment.  

 

Figure 7-12: Procedure for estimating the volume of a 3D fragment in the 3DSA system 
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By combining these measuring capabilities with simple rules, the 3DSA system is able to 

infer simple dimensional relationships between artefacts automatically. For example, in 

Figure 7-13, object A has height “77.887mm” and object B has height “75.18mm”; 

therefore, the application automatically infers that object A “isTallerThan” object B and, 

inversely, that object B “isShorterThan” object A.  

 

Figure 7-13: Inferring the “isTallerThan” relation based on the extraction and comparison of heights 

Users are able to generate these relationships through measurement and comparison of 

dimensions on selected 3D objects – such annotations are saved within the Sesame RDF 

triple store, displayed in the Annotation list when the objects are retrieved and rendered, 

and are available as enhanced metadata when searching across the collection. For 

example: give me all objects that are “BiggerThan” object A. Section 7.5.2 describes and 

evaluates the search capabilities that exploit these automatically inferred dimensional 

relationships. 

7.5 Evaluation 

7.5.1 Comprehensive System Testing and Usability Evaluation 

Objectives 

Evaluation presented in this chapter involved performing comprehensive system testing, 

usability studies and analysing feedback from test users from The University of 

Queensland disciplines, Classics, Archaeology, Anthropology and from the School of 

ITEE. The usability studies involved 18 users (postgraduate researchers, museum 

curators and educators) from a range of disciplines (Anthropology, Archaeology and 

Classics and Information Technology) within The University of Queensland. As mentioned 
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in Chapter 6, only results from 8 users are regarded – the other 8 users were for pilot 

studies and the results from the other 2 users were eliminated due to their overly positive 

opinions expressed in the survey did not match with their operation of the tasks. 

Procedure 

Each test user was first given a short tutorial explaining the 3DSA system functionality 

associated with relationship annotations. They were then requested to go through a set of 

tasks: 

1. They had to assign a semantic relationship between the two surface decorations on 

a single 3D vase;  

2. They had to select three 3D Greek vases, select the body part for each vase and 

assign a set of semantic tags “Tall Cylindrical Body” that are linked to all three 

object bodies;  

3. They had to measure the volume of the bodies of three artefacts and assign 

dimensional relationships “isBiggerThan” between the bodies of those objects 

manually;  

4. They had to invoke the automatic inference that can automatically measures 

multiple 3D objects and automatically infer and assign dimensional relationships 

“isBiggerThan” between the bodies of those objects.  

For each task above, the users were asked to give a user satisfaction score (on a Likert 

scale of 1-5) on various aspects of the relationship annotation and comparative analysis 

capabilities of the 3DSA system.  

Evaluation Results: Task 1. Annotating Relationships between Two Surface Regions 

on a Single Object 

The results and feedback on this functionality were overall very positive. Figure 7-14 

presents a summary of the reactions from the test users to the user interface for 

annotating a relationship between two surface regions on a single 3D object (offered by 

the 3DSA annotation client). 87% of the users agreed that the system was neat, clean and 

uncluttered and simple to operate. All of the test users thought the workflow for attaching a 

relationship to two surface regions worked well. They also claimed that the ability of the 

annotation label to visualise a more complete picture of the relationships of motifs was 

useful. The majority of the test users (87% “yes” and 13% “maybe”) saw the benefits of 

having such functionality to express a relationship between different 3D fragments on a 
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single 3D object (see Figure 7-15). Nevertheless, the users from the anthropology field 

also suggested that the ARO should include relationships for comparing the artefact’s 

designs and materials (e.g., hasSimilarDesignTo, UsesSameMaterialAs). 

Neat, clean and uncluttered Simple to operate Supports workflow well 

   

 
Figure 7-14: Test users’ opinions on the relationship annotation to single 3D object user interface in 

the 3DSA system 

Did the test users saw the benefits of attaching relationships between different 3D 
fragments on a single 3D object?  

 
Figure 7-15: The majority of test users saw the benefits of attaching relationships between different 

3D fragments on a single 3D object  

Evaluation Results: Tasks 2 and 3. Annotating Tags and Relationships across 

Multiple Objects 

62% of the test users found the process of attaching tags and annotating relationships to 

parts of multiple 3D objects to be simple (see Figure 7-16). The user interface was 

supported by most of the users (see Figure 7-17). The users were generally satisfied with 

the speed/performance of the 3DSA application. 62% of the test users considered that the 

loading of the multiple 3D objects was fast, and 87% of the users considered that the 

process of annotating those objects was fast (see Figure 7-18).  

The process of attaching tags and relationships to parts of multiple 3D objects 

 
Figure 7-16: Test users’ opinions on the process of attaching tags and relationships to parts of 

multiple 3D objects 
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Neat, clean and uncluttered Simple to operate Supports workflow well 

   

 

Figure 7-17: Test users’ opinions on the relationship annotation to multiple 3D objects user interface 
in the 3DSA system 

Loading multiple 3D objects  Annotating multiple 3D objects 

  

 
Figure 7-18: Speed performance of loading and annotating multiple 3D objects in 3DSA 

Evaluation Results: Task 4. Inferring Spatial Relationships using Measurement 

As illustrated in Figure 7-19, all of the test users agreed that the 3DSA capability of 

measuring, comparing, inferring and annotating spatial relationships between multiple 3D 

objects would reduce the workload for conducting comparative analyses on multiple 

museum artefacts and that the processes were fast and efficient. Feedback from the users 

included the suggestion that the measurement capabilities might also be potentially very 

useful for storage evaluation, exhibition design and transport logistics activities.  

Reduce the workload  Efficient performance 

  

 

Figure 7-19: Test users' opinions on automatic inference of spatial relationship using shape 
measurement capability in the 3DSA system 
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Discussion 

In general, all of the test users considered that selecting, annotating and measuring 3D 

objects and defining relationships between those objects were useful tools for the cultural 

heritage community. One of the key advantages identified by the test users was that the 

3DSA annotation client allows researchers, students and the general public to quickly, 

easily and intuitively view and compare 3D digital replicas at high resolution - eliminating 

the need to physically handle the fragile, valuable and unique artefacts. They felt that the 

ability to display related objects side-by-side for comparison and to computationally 

generate precise measurements enabled a new level of analysis that was not previously 

available. However, they also requested a number of additional functions including:  

 The ability to set the same viewpoint and magnification for all currently displayed 3D 

objects. This feature would enable the normalisation of the pose for a set of vases 

and synchronized movement of a set of objects as the user interacts with a single 

one (e.g., zooms and rotates). Such geometric registration is not currently 

supported but is planned for the future; 

 The ability to overlay 3D objects within a single panel and to modify the level of 

transparency for the overlaid objects. This provides a more intuitive approach for 

the users to view and compare two similar 3D artefacts; 

 The ability to perform more advanced statistical analyses over a set of 3D objects or 

their parts (e.g., “give me the average and standard deviation of the mouth 

diameters for this set of vases”). 

7.5.2 Performance Evaluation of Relationship Querying 

Objectives 

This evaluation involved comparing the performance of a two searches that aimed to 

identify all vases in a large collection that were “smallerThan” a given Vase A (by 

comparing volumes). Two methods were compared: 

1. Executing queries across semantic relationships (e.g., Give me all vases with the 

relationship Vase X aro:isSmallerThan Vase A),  

2. Executing queries on the vases’ volume values (e.g., Give me all vases with 

gvo:hasVolume value less than gvo:hasVolume value of Vase A). 
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The goal was to determine whether querying across the semantic relationships or querying 

and comparing property values is the most efficient way of answering such dimensional 

queries in a triple store. OWL reasoning capability is required to support type 1 queries 

that involve transitive relationships. For example: if “A  aro:isBiggerThan  B” and “B  

aro:isBiggerThan  C”, it can automatically be inferred that “A  aro:isBiggerThan  C”.  

Procedure 

However, the 3DSA knowledge base was built on the Sesame RDF triple store which does 

not support OWL reasoning. The solution was to migrate the semantic annotations, ARO 

and GVO from the Sesame RDF triple store into OWLIM [140]. OWLIM allows the 

inferencing inverse relations if there is an owl:inverseOf construct defined for the semantic 

relationship. For example, if the property “aro:isBiggerThan” is assigned an inverse 

property “aro:isSmallerThan”, the system can assert that if “A  aro:isBiggerThan  B” 

then “B  aro:isSmallerThan  A”.  

OWLIM also supports transitive relationships when the owl:TransitiveProperty construct is 

defined. For instance, having the same property “aro:isBiggerThan” as being transitive, if 

“A  aro:isBiggerThan  B” and “B   aro:isBiggerThan  C”, the system can assert “A 

 aro:isBiggerThan  C”. Such reasoning capabilities were necessary for this evaluation. 

Another reason that OWLIM was chosen was because its software architecture is based 

on Sesame. Hence, the RDF data was easily migrated from Sesame to OWLIM. In 

addition, it also provides the HTTP interface and Web interface enabling SPARQL 

querying over OWLIM to be easily implemented.  

The evaluation required a significantly large collection of 3D vases to demonstrate a 

difference in query performance. However, it was impractical to scan 1000 museum 

artefacts and generate high resolution 3D surrogates for the purposes of this study (in 

terms of time, labour and cost). Therefore, the first step was to programmatically generate 

an artificial collection of one thousand proxies of 3D Greek vases (e.g., ObjectA  

rdf:subclassOf  gvo:Greek_Pottery), which enabled the test bed to be generated. Each 

of the proxies was associated with a pot’s volume value (e.g., ObjectA  gvo:hasVolume 

 30 mm3) represented as an attribute  property, and a dimensional relationship based on 

comparing its volume with the specific pot of interest ObjectX (e.g., ObjectA  

aro:isSmallerThan  ObjectX) represented as an object property.  
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The artificially generated dataset, as well as the ARO and GVO ontologies were uploaded 

into OWLIM. The OWLIM inference capability automatically inferred all of the inverse 

properties and transitive properties. The inferred results were also saved in OWLIM. 

OWLIM was first queried to find the pots that were smaller than the selected pot based on 

the object property. The SPARQL example is shown in Listing 7-1: 

Listing 7-1: Find all pots that were smaller than the chosen pot using an object property 

SELECT DISTINCT ?PotA 

WHERE{ 

?PotA aro:isSmallerThan ?PotX. 

} 

Then the OWLIM was queried a second time, but this time based on the data-type 

property. The SPARQL example is shown in Listing 7-2:  

Listing 7-2: Find all pots that were smaller than the chosen pot using data-type properties 

SELECT DISTINCT ?PotA 

WHERE{ 

?PotA gvo:hasVolume ?VolA. 

  ?PotX gvo:hasVolume ?VolX. 

  FILTER(?VolA < ?VolX) 

} 

 

The evaluation process involved comparing both types of SPARQL queries and 

determining which was more efficient. A Web interface was developed to input the 

SPARQL queries and send them to OWLIM. The program was also designed to display 

the search results and record the processing time in OWLIM. The test was conducted 

multiple times, retrieving a range from 99 to 999 pots (e.g., Pot1, 2, 3…99 were all smaller 

than Pot100).  

Evaluation Results 

Figure 7-20 shows that querying over the object properties (relationships) was more 

efficient than querying over data-type properties (volumes), assuming that the inference 

was performed and the inferred relationships were recorded beforehand. The average time 

was reduced by 42.78% when the object/relationship property was queried instead of the 

data type/volume property. Querying across the object property (relationship) was quicker 

because the comparisons were done beforehand (during inferencing), while using data-

type (volume) properties involved comparing float numbers whilst searching. Because 

OWLIM stores the inference results in its repository in advance, the retrieval process was 
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accelerated. If more objects were incrementally being added to the OWLIM repository over 

time, query efficiency may be adversely impacted whilst additional inferencing associated 

with new objects is occurring.  

 

Figure 7-20: Comparing the pot size with semantic relationships is more efficient than comparing 
with numeric values (lower the better) 

On the other hand, comparison of objects using the data-type property (volume values) did 

not require OWL inferencing, but it did require real-time comparison of numerical float 

values, which slowed down the execution of queries. Hence, using the data-type property 

performed less efficiently than using the object property because of the extra step of 

comparing the numerical values. The assertion is therefore made that, in order to achieve 

the optimum efficiency for comparing sizes between cultural heritage artefacts, it is more 

efficient to query across inferred relationships than compare attribute values on the fly. 

Discussion: Finding Vases with Same Volume Using OWLIM 

The experiments discussed above did not consider the query “ObjectA  

aro:sameVolumeAs  ObjectX” because it is highly unlikely for two museum artefacts 

(including copies and forgeries) to have the exact same size. Nevertheless, if such a case 

would occur, the result would be extremely similar with the one depicted in Figure 7-21, 

since the underlying SPARQL queries are almost identical (see Table 7-1).  
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Table 7-1: Comparison of SPARQL queries between “isSmallerThan” and “sameVolumeAs” 

 isSmallerThan sameVolumeAs 

Relationship 
(Object Property) 

SELECT DISTINCT ?PotA 

WHERE{ 

?PotA aro:isSmallerThan ?PotX. 

} 

SELECT DISTINCT ?PotA 

WHERE{ 

?PotA aro:sameVolumeAs ?PotX. 

} 

Volume values 
(Data-type property) 

SELECT DISTINCT ?PotA 

WHERE{ 

?PotA gvo:hasVolume ?VolA. 

?PotX gvo:hasVolume ?VolX. 

FILTER(?VolA < ?VolX) 

} 

SELECT DISTINCT ?PotA 

WHERE{ 

?PotA gvo:hasVolume ?VolA. 

?PotX gvo:hasVolume ?VolX. 

FILTER(?VolA = ?VolX) 

} 

Discussion: OWLIM inference 

Existing benchmarks on OWLIM [140, 242] demonstrate its high-performance storage and 

reasoning capabilities, including for large knowledge base, i.e., a context similar to our 

use-case of large-scale cultural artefact collections. One of the reasons behind this 

efficiency is the use of forward-chaining inferencing – i.e., inferencing executed after each 

update on the knowledge base, followed by a materialization of the inference results for 

subsequent query and retrieval [140]. Hence, this approach makes the query and retrieval 

process highly efficient [242] (as shown also in the above experiments – see Figure 7-20). 

The opposite of forward-chaining inferencing is backward-chaining reasoning, where the 

inferencing process is performed every time a query is received – which can be 

computationally expensive and slow [242]. The drawback of forward-chaining, on the other 

hand, is the greater initialisation cost and decreased scalability [242], the reasoning 

process being finalized only when all facts have been inferred and the results have been 

stored [233]. 

The scalability issue introduced by forward-chaining inference has a negative impact on 

the current use-case when the underlying collection is constantly expanding – despite 

OWLIM’s efficient query and retrieval. As mentioned above, inference is performed 

whenever a new proxy of a 3D object is inserted, which leads to long-term sustainability 

issues for a backend built on OWLIM. For example, if a newly added 3D artefact has a 

size larger than the rest of 100,000 objects already stored in the knowledge base, OWLIM 

will infer 100,000 “isLargerThan” properties for the new artefact and will materialize them. 

Similarly, the 100,000 objects will have inferred the inverse relationship “isSmallerThan” – 

materialized as well in the knowledge base. Hence, while semantic repositories using 
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forward-chaining reasoning such as OWLIM may be highly efficient for querying and 

retrieving annotations in large-scale 3D collections, they are also a sub-optimal choice if 

these collections are constantly expanding. 

As a final remark, in order to address this issue, 3DSA’s reasoning capabilities described 

in Chapter 8 have been developed using a semi-backward-chaining reasoner (EYE [211]), 

on top of a Sesame RDF triple store.  

7.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter describes a set of services and associated data models implemented within 

the 3DSA system to support the comparative analyses of 3D cultural heritage artefacts. It 

describes tools to display and compare multiple 3D objects, measure dimensions and 

annotate and infer relationships between multiple 3D artefacts and/or the features of those 

artefacts. It also discusses how the OA+X3D data model can be used to support such 

advanced annotation use-cases.  

The usability study indicated that test users were highly supportive of the user interface, 

functionality and workflows because they enable fast, efficient and intuitive documentation 

of quite complex comparative analyses of cultural heritage artefacts – that involve 

comparing surface features, object parts, and/or the dimensions of such features.  

Furthermore, it was determined that querying semantic relationships (object properties) 

when searching/filtering on dimensional differences (e.g., size, width, height, length) 

between museum artefacts or their parts was more efficient than comparing the numeric 

values (data-type properties) in the OWLIM repository (assuming that the OWL inferencing 

is performed beforehand and the results are stored in the repository). This approach 

provides to a more efficient retrieval of 3D collections based on queries that involve size 

comparisons. 

The evaluation also revealed a number of directions for future work: 

Firstly, as mentioned in the previous section (Section 7.5.2), no evaluation was carried out 

comparing OWLIM with other semantic repositories in terms of querying relationships. 

Hence, future work should be undertaken to evaluate the querying performance with 

another semantic repository that supports the reasoning capability using OWL constructs 
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other than OWLIM, such as Jena [48] (incorporating Pellet [236] for complete OWL DL 

reasoning [14]), DLEJena [163] or Oracle’s Database Semantic Store [284].  

Secondly, future work should be undertaken to experiment with a more advanced user 

interface for viewing and comparing multiple objects, such as geometric registration to 

normalise the pose for a set of vases and to move them in synchronization as the user 

interacts with a single vase, and the ability to overlay 3D objects within a single panel and 

modify the level of transparency for the overlaid objects, so that users can easily view and 

compare two similar artefacts.  

Thirdly, future research could extend the measurement and dimensional comparison 

capability (e.g., including length, diameter, area) to provide a wider range of dimensional 

relationships that can be auto-tagged to the 3D artefacts. For example, users could 

measure the length/diameter of a set of 3D objects, while the relationships would be 

automatically determined and attached to the compared set of objects.  

Finally, the evaluation indicated that it would be beneficial for future work to investigate the 

implementation of advanced statistical analyses over a set of 3D objects or their parts e.g., 

give me the average height of a given set of vases. 

Given the existing annotation capabilities that combine manual tagging of segments with 

automatic extraction of dimensions and relationships, the next phase is to implement 

sophisticated reasoning rules. For example: if a 3D object ObjectA is tagged with: “disk-

shaped mouth”, “round body”, “broad handle” and is painted with decorations of “black-

figured palaestra scene”, then it can be inferred with a certain level of precision, that the 

object is a “Corinthian aryballos”. Moreover, if “ObjectB  isSimilarTo  ObjectA” then it 

might be inferred that ObjectB is also a “Corinthian aryballos” [115]. Hence, the next 

chapter, Chapter 8 discusses how additional high-level labels can be acquired by 

reasoning across annotations using such machine-processable rules. 
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Chapter 8  Rule-Based Reasoning for the 

Classification of Museum Collections 

8.1 Introduction 

Traditionally, the curation and classification of museum artefacts is carried out by museum 

experts using a process that involves provenance research, literature searches and 

comparisons with similar related artefacts that have previously been authenticated and 

classified. This process is laborious and time consuming. However, certain classes of 

cultural heritage artefacts (e.g., Greek vases) are governed by well-defined rules and 

guidelines. Some of the attributes used in these rules and guidelines can be automatically 

acquired (e.g., the spatial dimensions and shapes of artefacts), while others require 

human interpretation (e.g., the characters depicted in illustrations on the surface of the 

artefacts). Hence, the hypothesis is that, given a set of domain-specific rules (documented 

by the domain experts) for classifying an artefact, together with a set of artefact 

properties/attributes that have been either manually or automatically acquired, the (high-

level semantic) classification task can be automated by performing rule-based reasoning.  

For example, a specific type of Greek cup “Skyphos Type B” is described as having the 

following properties: “small deep bowl-shaped body”, “vertical handle”, “horizontal handle”, 

“wide mouth” and “thin foot”. Our hypothesis is that assuming that curatorial experts define 

the rules, and cultural heritage scholars, students and enthusiasts semantically annotate 

the components of the artefacts, then the system can combine these manual tags with 

automatically extracted size and shape attributes, to automatically infer the most likely 

classification for a given 3D object or set of 3D objects. 

This chapter presents two reasoning approaches for inferring high-level classifications for 

3D Greek vases:  

 Classical reasoning using rules formatted in N3Logic; 

 Probabilistic reasoning using rules formatted in N3Logic – method inspired by 

Markov Logic Network (MLN) [71, 72, 87]. 
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The evaluations presented in this chapter compare the efficiency, accuracy and flexibility 

of the two approaches (classical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning). In addition, a 

usability study is conducted to evaluate the 3DSA capabilities of classifying 3D objects – 

comparing the manual approach with the semi-automatic approach that exploits rule-

based reasoning.  The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 8.2 describes a use case that benefits from 3DSA’s reasoning capability in 

the context of cataloguing 3D museum artefacts; 

 Section 8.3 presents classical reasoning rules for cataloguing 3D artefacts in a 

horn-like format and a N3Logic format;  

 Section 8.4 describes reasoning rules for probabilistic reasoning in N3Logic format, 

approach inspired by MLN; 

 Section 8.5 presents the evaluation results that compare the classical method with 

the proposed probabilistic method in terms of their performance and accuracy, as 

well as the usability evaluation result of the 3DSA’s reasoning capability; 

 Section 8.6 concludes this chapter and outlines potential future research directions. 

8.2 Reasoning Use Case in 3DSA 

As described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5), the EYE reasoner has been integrated into the 

3DSA system to enable semantic reasoning to assist with the cataloguing of Greek vase 

collection. The EYE reasoner performs inferencing on the ontology-based annotations 

using well-defined rules specified by Greek vase experts, which enables the 3DSA system 

to provide the most likely classification for a given 3D object. A practical scenario is 

presented below: 

A university educator creates an interactive assessment for his students. They are 

required to identify the components of a 3D scan of a Greek container and to provide 

specific descriptions of its parts. Each student is able to create his/her own annotations on 

parts of the object. For example, the first student specifies the following attributes of the 

body, e.g., small and deep, the second student describes the handles, e.g., vertical 

handle for one and horizontal handle for the other, while a third one defines the mouth as 

being wide.  
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The museum curator uses the 3DSA system to catalogue the newly scanned object. She 

clicks on the fourth button in the “Utilities” panel on the left, which opens the “Classifying 

3D Object” panel. This panel provides the curator two options for classifying the given 3D 

object (see Figure 8-1) – “Manual classification” and “Classification assisted by inference”.  

 

Figure 8-1: The main user interface for classifying 3D objects in 3DSA 

The first option - “Manual classification” - (bottom left menu item in panel; see Figure 8-1) 

allows the curator to manually select the closest matching shape (e.g., Amphora type A, 

Alabastron, Glaux Skyphos)  from a reference set of images (see Figure 8-2) – images are 

from Horikoshi Y.’s Greek Art and Archaeology Website [115]. However, this manual 

workflow is inefficient because the curator has to identify the shape that is the best match, 

from a large list of 116 shapes.  

 

Figure 8-2: The user interface for manual classification of 3D Greek vase in 3DSA 
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The second option - “Classification assisted by inference” - (the bottom-right menu item in 

the panel; see Figure 8-1) allows the curator to utilise the 3DSA’s semantic inferencing 

capability to assist with the identification of the best matching shape.  Using the 3DSA’s 

inferencing capability, a ranked list of candidates, together with their probability is retrieved 

and displayed for the curator to choose (see Figure 8-3). The curator observes that the top 

result (83.33% probability) is a “Skyphos Type B" shape, due to its “small deep bowl-

shaped body", “vertical handle", “horizontal handle" and “wide mouth". In this case, the 

curator would select “Skyphos Type B" shape and the system would tag the given 3D 

object with the selected shape/type. Additionally, based on the underlying GVO (Greek 

Vase Ontology) - the object is also automatically tagged with the synonyms (“Glaux 

Skyphos") and parent classes (“Skyphos" and “Drinking cup") - as illustrated in Figure 8-1.  

 

Figure 8-3: Ranking of probable shapes/types for the given 3D object, based on the 3DSA 
probabilistic reasoning capability 

The following set of requirements is necessary in order to achieve this scenario: 

 Crowd-sourced semantic annotations – One of the aims of this research is to 

exploit the power of collective intelligence to enable collaborative semantic 

annotation of points, surface regions and segments of 3D artefacts. This aspect 

was discussed in Chapter 6; 

 Flexible classification of artefacts – The system needs to take advantage of the 

crowd-sourced annotations, but the system needs to be flexible and take into 

account missing, ambiguous or incorrect semantic annotations. Hence, this leads to 

a soft classification (based on probability e.g., “90% probability that this is a 
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chalice”), as opposed to a hard (binary) classification (e.g., “this is a chalice” versus 

“this is not a chalice”); 

 Defining experts rules – The Greek pottery domain is governed by a fairly well-

established set of cataloguing guidelines based on the size and shape of an objects’ 

parts [115]. The adopted approach requires experts to encode these guidelines into 

rules, which will then drive the inferencing step. Consequently, the rule definition 

process should be simple and oriented towards non-technical users (as depicted in 

Figure 8-4). 

 

Figure 8-4: Example of a simple rule defining “Skyphos Type B” 

8.3 Classical Reasoning Rules for Cataloguing 3D 

Greek Vase  

A reasoning rule is usually expressed in first-order logic (FOL) [113] so that it can be 

interpreted by a semantic reasoner [113]. The FOL expresses the conditions which things 

can satisfy or not satisfy [113]. In the context of Greek vases, such conditions would 

express the shape of a vase, for example “Skyphos Type B”, or some of its characteristic 

properties, like “small deep bowl-shaped body”, a “vertical handle”, a “horizontal handle”, a 

“wide mouth”, a “thin foot” and “height is less than 300mm”. Listing 8-1 shows a FOL 

representation of a rule that is converted from the example rule in Figure 8-4, serialized in 

the horn-like format:  

Listing 8-1: Example of FOL rule serialized in the horn-like format 
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There are several serialization formats available for FOL [34, 113, 171]. In the present 

study, the FOL rules are serialized in N3Logic [29] format, which is an extended version of 

N3 syntax (an alternative format to RDF/XML) with additional vocabulary and predicates to 

enable logical expressions [29]. N3Logic is chosen mainly because the EYE reasoner, that 

provides the rule-based reasoning in 3DSA, is only able to process rules in N3Logic format. 

The fundamental structure of N3Logic is expressed as shown in Listing 8-2: 

Listing 8-2: Fundamental structure of N3Logic syntax 

          {                   }            {     } 

The fundamental structure of N3Logic is a simple triple format - “:Antecedent :implies 

:Consequent”. The Antecedent is a series of conditions which may have contributed to the 

Consequence. To re-format the horn-FOL example of Figure 8-4 into N3Logic format, the 

features of a Greek vase (i.e., small deep bowl, vertical handle, horizontal handle, thin 

mouth, pottery height) are placed in the Antecedent, and the shape type (i.e., Skyphos 

Type B) is placed in the Consequence, as shown in Listing 8-3: 

Listing 8-3: Fundamental structure of N3Logic syntax 

{ 

?Greek_Pottery a gvo:Greek_Pottery; 

  gvo:hasPart ?b, ?h1, ?h2, ?m, ?f; 

gvo:hasMeasurement [gvo:has_height_value[math:lessThan 300]]. 

 ?b a gvo:Body; 

  gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:small, gvo:deep, gvo:bowl. 

?h1 a gvo:Handle; 

  gvo:attachedAlong  gvo:vertical.  

?h2 a gvo:Handle; 

  gvo:attachedAlong  gvo:horizontal. 

 ?Mouth1 a gvo:Mouth; 

  gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:wide. 

?Foot1 a gvo:Foot; 

  gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:thin. 

} => {?Greek_Pottery gvo:hasShape gvo:Skyphos_Type_B.} 

 

The EYE reasoner compares the given dataset with the conditions listed in the 

Antecedent; if all the conditions are matched, it returns the Consequence – 

“?Greek_Pottery gvo:hasShape gvo:Skyphos_Type_B”. Otherwise, if any of the conditions 

are violated, nothing will be returned. Therefore, given that the descriptions of the Greek 

vase shape are serialized into the N3Logic format, providing that the 3D object is 

annotated with a sufficient amount of correct semantic annotations, the EYE reasoner can 
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correctly identify the shape and type of the 3D object, which will with assist the 

classification of 3D museum collections.  

8.4 Probabilistic Reasoning Rules for Cataloguing 

3D Greek Vase  

The goal of this study is not only to infer the shape/class of a given 3D object based on the 

crowd-sourced annotations, but also to present the user with a ranked list of candidates, 

each of which has an associated probability, instead of a binary classification result - 

typical of conventional reasoning. A probabilistic approach is critical in the context of this 

research application, since it relies on crowd-sourced semantic annotations, which may be 

ambiguous, incomplete or incorrect. In such a context, conventional reasoning will be 

highly error prone and likely to produce unreliable results. For instance, the system 

excludes the possibility that a 3D cup can be a chalice because its handle part has not 

been annotated, despite the fact that the other parts were annotated correctly; or, the 

system excludes the possibility that a 3D vessel can be a lekythos because the shape 

attribute of its mouth has not been specified. Therefore, as mentioned in Section 8.2 the 

3DSA system needs to be flexible and take into account missing, incorrect or ambiguous 

semantic annotations, for example, despite an object’s handle not being defined, the 

system can still determine that there is 90% chance this object could be a chalice, instead 

of excluding this possibility entirely. 

8.4.1 Markov Logic Network 

In order to generate a ranked list of candidates, the solution is to combine first-order logic 

with probabilities. More specifically, the solution adopted is based on the concept of the 

Markov Logic Network (MLN). Markov Logic [71, 72, 87] is a representation formalism that 

generalises FOL by assigning a real number which represents the weight of the FOL 

statements. It defines all unsatisfiable statements as having a probability of zero and all 

universally true statements as having a probability of one. The fewer statements in a rule 

violated, the more probable it is that the fact is true. The associated weight associated with 

each statement reflects how strong a constraint it is: the higher the weight, the greater 

difference in probability between a world that satisfies the condition [72]. A collection of 

such weighted statements forms a MLN. The following features mark the differences 

between inference using classical FOL and Markov logic networking: 
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 First-order logic (FOL) 

o All the grounding features are assigned to the antecedent of a single rule. 

o If a world violates even one statement, it has a probability of zero. 

 Markov logic network (MLN) 

o The grounding features are separately stored in the antecedent of a set of 

elementary rules. 

o If a world violates one statement, it simply returns as less probable rather 

than impossible.  

8.4.2 Methodology 

The adopted approach uses the same concepts as MLN to soften the constraints of FOL, 

that is: if an entity definition does not satisfy one statement, it is simply returned as less 

probable rather than impossible. However the proposed approach differs from the classical 

MLN approach in the weight distribution. Instead of using the typical probability distribution 

as part of a log-linear model, the final probability of a candidate is computed by 

normalizing its sum of weights with the total weight provided by a rule, as expressed in Eq. 

8-2:  

(Eq. 8-2) 

        
 

∑        

( ∑   ∏      

      
     

)    

  
 

∑        

( ∑     
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The probability   of a 3D artefact   having shape   , is the sum all the weights    

associated with each feature    , within the set of clauses    applied on the shape   , 

multiplied by the grounding    of the corresponding feature   , normalised by the sum of all 

weights    of shape   . The grounding variable takes a binary value,      {   } , 

corresponding to a match (1) or not (0) of    with the feature   .  

This approach does not restrict the description of a grounding feature to an atomic 

element. A grounding feature may very well be expressed via the multiple conditions 

assigned to the antecedent in a rule. The grounding       of each corresponding condition 

   within the set    
  belongs to a feature    that should be considered. The grounding of 

each condition is expressed, again by a binary variable        {   } , with      =  if 
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condition    is matched and   otherwise. The product of the grounding values for all 

conditions ∏            
 forms the grounding for the specific feature   , which has a value of 

0 or 1.  

Below is an example of a complex rule in N3Logic that uses the classical FOL approach 

presented in Listing 8-3; The rule is broken down into separate elementary rules as listed 

in Listing 8-4: 

Listing 8-3: General rule expressed in typical N3Logic format 

          {                  }            {     } 

Listing 8-4: Rule expressed using the proposed N3Logic format inspired by MLN 

                                 

          {                  }            {                   } 

          {                  }            {                   } 

          {                  }            {                   } 

Each grounding feature is separately assigned to the Antecedent of an individual rule and 

each rule had a Consequent associated with a Greek pottery shape, a unique ID and a 

weight value. When an Antecedent is matched, the Consequent that contained the 

corresponding shape and weight is inferred into the dataset. The reasoner then iterates 

these inferred Consequents and sums the weights, which computes the probability of each 

Greek pottery shape. Finally, the results are ranked and presented to the user. An 

example of applying this approach to Greek vases is presented in Table 8-1. In this 

example, a Skyphos Type B (a Greek drinking cup) is inferred based on 7 annotations and 

measurement results (height of the object). The weightings for the small body (0.3), deep 

body (0.7), horizontal handle (0.5) and vertical handle (0.5) are assigned by the domain 

experts who have an understanding of how often these features are likely to occur within 

the specific class of object. 

Table 8-1: Classical FOL rule broken down into elementary rules and extended with a weight value  

Grounding features   – Elementary rules describing grounding features   - weight 

Small body 
                                      

                             
0.3 

Deep body 
                                      

                            
0.7 

Bowl-shaped body 
                                      

                                  
1.0 

Horizontal handle                                           0.5 
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Vertical handle 
                                          

                          
0.5 

Wide mouth 
                                       

                            
1.0 

Thin foot 
                                      

                            
1.0 

Height less than 

300mm 
                                                1.0 

To achieve the above using the EYE reasoner, the N3Logic rules for each Greek pottery 

shape must be formatted as shown in Listing 8-5 (the rule below corresponds to Table 

8-1): 

Listing 8-5: Example of a N3Logic rule for a Greek pottery shape, formatted using the proposed 

approach  

gvo:Skyphos_Type_B a gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Body; gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:small].}  

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule1”) ex:giveWeight 0.3}. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Body; gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:deep].} 

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule2”) ex:giveWeight 0.7}. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Body; gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:bowl-shape].} 

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule3”) ex:giveWeight 1.0}. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Handle; gvo:attachedAlong gvo:horizontal].}  

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule4”) ex:giveWeight 0.5}. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Handle; gvo:attachedAlong gvo:vertical].}  

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule5”) ex:giveWeight 0.5}. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Mouth; gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:wide].}  

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule6”) ex:giveWeight 1.0}. 

{?g gvo:hasPart [a gvo:Foot; gvo:hasCharacteristic gvo:thin].} 

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule7”) ex:giveWeight 1.0}. 

{?g gvo:hasMeasurement [gvo:hasHeightValue[math:lessThan 300]].}  

=> {(?g gvo:Skyphos_Type_B “rule8”) ex:giveWeight 1.0}. 

 

In addition to the specific rules, another rule is specified for the way in which the sum of 

the weights should be calculated for all Greek pottery shapes, as well as the 

corresponding probability (see Listing 8-6):  
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Listing 8-6: Final rule that calculates the probability of all Greek pottery shapes 

{ 

 ?TARGET a :Greek_Pottery. 

?SHAPE a :Greek_Pottery_Shape.  

 

 (?SCOPE ?SPAN) e:findall  

(?WEIGHT {(?TARGET ?SHAPE ?RULE) ex:giveWeight ?WEIGHT} 

[math:sum ?PASS_WEIGHT]).   

 

 (?SCOPE ?SPAN) e:findall  

(?WEIGHT {?P => {(?TARGET ?SHAPE ?RULE) ex:giveWeight 

?WEIGHT}} [math:sum ?TOTAL_WEIGHT]). 

 

 (?PASS_WEIGHT ?TOTAL_WEIGHT) math:quotient ?PROBABILITY. 

  

}=> ?TARGET :has_shape (?PROBABILITY ?SHAPE)}. 

 

This probabilistic reasoning solution is materialized in the 3DSA application for practical 

use, namely, to recommend classifications for the targeted 3D objects based on crowd-

sourced semantic annotations. For example, to determine whether a pot has the shape 

“Skyphos Type B” based on the annotations provided by the students in the scenario 

introduced in Section 8.2, i.e. “small deep body”, “horizontal handle”, “vertical handle”, 

“wide mouth” and the height is around “250mm” (the pot’s foot has not been annotated by 

the student), the reasoner sums the weights of the matched statements using the rule 

given above                           and then divides them by the total 

weight                             . This results in a final probability of 

83.33% (5 ÷ 6 × 100 = 83.33) for the given pot to have the shape/class Skyphos Type B.  

8.5 Evaluation 

The chapter presents the results of several experiments designed to evaluate the 

efficiency, scalability and precision of the two reasoning approaches – classical reasoning 

verses probabilistic reasoning. In addition, this chapter describes the usability study of the 

adopted cataloguing approach. The system used throughout the performance tests was 

equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66GHz CPU, 1.96GB of RAM running on Windows 

XP. In the case of the usability study, the test users were able to use their own desktop 

computers. 
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8.5.1 Performance Evaluation 

Objectives and Procedure 

Two experiments were run comparing the MLN-inspired probabilistic approach to classical 

FOL reasoning, using EYE as the underlying technology in both experiments. Firstly, 

reasoning was performed on 50 Greek vases objects of different shapes and with different 

sized annotation sets (ranging from 10k to 100k triples). Secondly, the experiment fixed 

the number of triples to 1 million and generated a diverse range of Greek vase shape 

types (1 to 10).  

Evaluation Results 

Figure 8-5 depicts the results of the first experiment and Figure 8-6 depicts the results of 

the second experiment. 

 

Figure 8-5: Speed performance comparing the MLN-inspired probabilistic approach with classical 
reasoning in FOL (reasoning with 50 types of objects) 

 

Figure 8-6: Speed performance comparing the MLN-inspired probabilistic approach with classical 
reasoning in FOL (reasoning with one million triples) 
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As can be observed from the results, the MLN-inspired probabilistic approach 

outperformed the FOL reasoning, despite both approaches producing the same reasoning 

results. In the first experiment, there was a linear dependency between the size of the 

annotation set for the 3D object and the time required to complete the reasoning. 

Unfortunately, neither approach achieved tolerable performance; this was because the 

machine used for this evaluation was slow. However, the MLN inspired approach was 

faster on average by 49%. In the second experiment, the difference between the two 

methods was much clearer and ranged from double the speed to an improvement of up to 

two orders of magnitude. 

Discussion: Ordering of the Statements Impacts the Reasoning Performance 

An interesting discovery made during the experiment was that the classical FOL reasoning 

is sensitive to the ordering of the statements of a rule. This aspect was identified by 

arbitrarily switching two statements in a rule that corresponded with each Greek pottery 

shape (see Table 8-2). The time required for the FOL inference increased dramatically, 

even for a small dataset of 500 triples. This is due to EYE’s backward chaining, which is a 

goal-driven method and therefore sensitive to goal ordering. If a sub-goal in violation does 

not fail early, it backtracks to all previous sub-goals, which prolongs the time of inference. 

On the other hand, the MLN-inspired probabilistic approach is not affected by ordering of 

rule statements since the complex rules are divided into a set of elementary units, and the 

amount of backtracking is greatly reduced. This issue will have a significant impact on rule 

creation if an FOL approach is employed. Museum experts would have to take extra care 

when ordering the statements that define the rules. 

Table 8-2: Experimental results achieved by arbitrarily switching statements in the domain rules 

 Original rules Altered rules 

Object/rule-set FOL MLN inspired  FOL MLN inspired  

1  0.078 sec 0.000 sec 2.344 sec 0.000 sec 

10  0.078 sec 0.015 sec 18.422 sec 0.000 sec 

20  0.125 sec 0.016 sec 27.657 sec 0.016 sec 

30  0.172 sec 0.016 sec 28.813 sec 0.015 sec 

40  0.172 sec 0.016 sec 28.578 sec 0.015 sec 

50  0.172 sec 0.016 sec 28.828 sec 0.015 sec 
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8.5.2 Precision Evaluation 

The third experiment evaluated the precision of the two approaches by randomly removing 

annotations attached to different parts of 100 Greek pottery objects and running the 

inference on the incomplete dataset. The results were remarkable (partial results are 

shown in Table 8-3). The FOL achieved a precision of merely 19%, while the MLN-inspired 

probabilistic approach, at K=1 (i.e., top result) achieved a precision of 97%, thus proving 

both the superiority and versatility of the probabilistic reasoning approach.  

Table 8-3: Precision evaluation between classical FOL and the MLN-inspired probabilistic approach 
(correct results are shown in shaded columns) 

 
Object Inferred result (FOL) Inferred result (MLN inspired) 

1 Neck amphora   Neck amphora 

2 Nolan amphora   Nolan amphora 

3 Panathenaic amphora   Panathenaic amphora 

4 Pointed amphora   Pointed amphora 

5 Nikosthenic amphora   Nikosthenic amphora 

6 Belly amphora   Belly amphora 

7 Pelike Pelike Pelike 

8 Stamnos   Stamnos 

9 Transport amphora   Transport amphora 

10 Volute krater   Volute krater 

11 Column krater   Column krater 

12 Calyx krater   Calyx krater 

13 Bell krater   Bell krater 

14 Skyphoid krater Skyphoid krater Skyphoid krater 

15 Lebes dinos   Lebes dinos 

16 Hydria Hydria Hydria 

17 Kalpis   Kalpis 

18 Deianira lekythos   Deianira lekythos 

19 Standard lekythos   Standard lekythos 

20 Secondary lekythos   Secondary lekythos 

21 Squat lekythos Squat lekythos Squat lekythos 

22 Acorn lekythos   Acorn lekythos 

23 Aryballos Aryballos Aryballos 

24 Alabastron   Alabastron 

25 Askos Askos Askos 

26 Kothon   Kothon 

27 Plemochoe   Plemochoe 

28 Lydion   Aryballos 

29 Komast cup   Komast cup 

30 Siana cup   Siana cup 

The reason behind the poor results generated from the FOL reasoning approach lies in the 

rigidity of its constraints. FOL produces no results at all, even if only a single statement in 

a rule is violated. The correct results are generated only when the corresponding matching 

rules are not affected by the missing triples that were removed during the experiment. The 

MLN-inspired probabilistic approach, on the other hand, is able to deal successfully with 
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missing information, as each triple removed makes the possible candidates less likely, 

instead of marking them as false negatives. The main drawback of using probabilistic 

inferencing is that it may produce false positives in the case of two object classes with 

closely related rules or when too many annotations are missing or when too many 

incorrect annotations are provided.  

8.5.3 Usability Evaluation 

Objectives and Procedure 

A usability study was performed with 18 users (postgraduate researchers, museum 

curators and educators) from a range of disciplines (Anthropology, Archaeology and 

Classics) at The University of Queensland. The test users were given a set of six 3D 

objects and asked to manually identify the closest matching shape/vase by comparing the 

object with a reference set of images (refer back to Figure 8-2). They were then requested 

to use the probabilistic reasoning capability and select the most suitable shape from the 

ranked list of reasoning results (refer back to Figure 8-3). At the completion of those two 

tasks, the test users were requested to complete a survey and were also encouraged to 

provide verbal feedback. 

Evaluation Results 

The survey results indicated that 38% of the users found the manual cataloguing of the 3D 

objects to be cumbersome, and 12% of users were neutral. All the users agreed that the 

process became very simple once reasoning had been applied (see Figure 8-7).  

Manual cataloguing  Cataloguing assisted by inferencing 

  

 
Figure 8-7: Workflow for cataloguing the given 3D object - manual cataloguing verses cataloguing 

assisted by inferencing 

All the test users found the reasoning capability of the 3DSA to be efficient; 63% found it 

very fast and 37% found it fast (see Figure 8-8). Most of the test users reported it was 
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helpful to use the 3DSA semantic reasoning to assist with the cataloguing of the Greek 

vase 3D objects; with 87% agreeing that it was useful and 13% neutral (see Figure 8-9). 

How efficient was 3DSA’s reasoning capability?  

 
Figure 8-8: Test users’ opinions on the efficiency of the MLN-inspired probabilistic reasoning 

adopted in 3DSA  

How helpful was 3DSA’s reasoning capability in cataloguing 3D objects  

 
Figure 8-9: Test users' opinions on how helpful was the 3DSA’s probabilistic reasoning capability in 

cataloguing 3D objects 

The feedback from the test users was highly encouraging. They found the 3DSA’s 

reasoning capability to be extremely useful in classifying the Greek vases; this was 

especially the case for the museum curators without expertise in Greek pottery. In 

particular, they appreciated the ranked results which, combined with their personal 

knowledge and expertise, enabled them to catalogue an item very quickly. On a less 

positive note, the 3DSA application was less appealing to the anthropologists, as they had 

doubts about the usefulness of crowd-sourced semantic annotations in classifying 

ethnographic collections. This is mainly due to the nature of their studies, which do not 

focus on the individual interpretation of the features and decorations of artefacts, but rather 

on the method of creation, provenance and past use of such objects. 

8.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter described how the semantic reasoning objective as described in Chapter 1 

(Section 1.4.2) was achieved. Performing rule-based reasoning on the crowd-sourced 

semantic annotations using a probabilistic, MLN-inspired approach makes it more effective 
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for deriving high-level classifications of 3D cultural heritage artefacts from crowd-sourced 

annotations. This ultimately fulfilled the reasoning scenario presented in Chapter 1 

(Section 1.3). The experimental results of our classification mechanism are particularly 

encouraging and demonstrate the increased efficiency and accuracy of our approach 

compared to classical rule-based (FOL) reasoning. 

Future work will focus on two particular challenges. Firstly, the 3DSA system should be 

deployed into other domains and its inference capabilities should be evaluated in contexts 

that are not as well defined as the current application use-case. For example, wooden 

carvings created by Australian Indigenous tribes are ideal candidates, because they often 

have a more complex abstract designs and less-established cataloguing rules compared 

to Greek vases.  Secondly, the proposed probabilistic reasoning approach should be 

evaluated with other common semantic reasoners such as Pellet [236], HermiT [93] and 

OWLIM [140]. Because these semantic reasoners do not support N3Logic format, the 

challenge is to investigate whether the proposed approach is applicable to other rule 

formats, such as Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [116],  Rule Mark-up Language 

(RuleML) [35, 36] and Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [274].  

Many existing cultural projects [43, 67, 134, 137, 221, 277] use reasoning to enhance 

content retrieval (see Chapter 2; Section 2.4.2). The 3DSA system, on the other hand, 

investigates how cultural heritage artefacts can be enriched through crowd-sourced 

semantic annotations, in addition to using a completely different approach to conduct 

reasoning on the resulting data. Furthermore, since the adopted approach relies on 

collective knowledge acquisition, it was required to deliver a versatile solution capable of 

dealing with noisy, ambiguous and incomplete annotation - issues usually disregarded by 

previous approaches. Thus, this chapter proposed a probabilistic reasoning approach to 

enable efficient and effective soft classification of 3D museum collections. In addition, the 

proposed approach enables experts to define inference rules in a very simple and 

straightforward manner, abstracting completely from the underlying reasoning framework.  

The next chapter, chapter 9 describes and evaluates a set of enhanced and innovative 

search capabilities that are only possible, by exploiting the annotations captured or derived 

in Chapters 6-8. 
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Chapter 9  Search and Retrieval of 3D 
Artefacts and Associated Annotations 

9.1 Introduction 

Museums are increasingly making their virtual collections accessible to scholars, 

traditional owners and the general public, via online search interfaces. Typically, museum 

institutions often incorporate two types of search into the user interfaces to their online 

galleries:  

 Full-text search – facilitates free-text search using the objects’ metadata (e.g., title, 

description, source) plus associated documentation and/or bibliographical 

references; 

 Advanced search on specific metadata fields – users select values from drop-down 

boxes (that display hierarchical controlled vocabularies) and the search retrieves 

objects whose metadata matches the entered values for the selected fields.  

Although these search methods are commonly used in online museum galleries, they are 

sub-optimal because the data/metadata is generally driven by curatorial or institutional 

needs and hence does not cater to the search needs or terminology of the general public 

or museum novices. Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 1 (Section 1.1), museums are 

finding the cost of providing metadata and rich contextual information for describing their 

collections prohibitive. They are keen to explore how they might exploit social tagging and 

annotation services to further enhance their existing search services [52].  

Existing projects such as the Powerhouse Museum’s OPAC2.0 [51] and Steve.Museum 

[52, 261],  have improved the accessibility of museum collections by incorporating 

folksonomy (social tags, user-defined keywords) into traditional search interfaces. 

However, these projects only focus on 2D images, not 3D digital objects. In addition, plain 

keyword searches often produce ambiguous results, because the semantics of search 

queries are not being considered. For example: if a user enters the search term “crane”, 

the system cannot determine whether the user is referring to a “machine used in 

construction” or a type of “bird”. Similarly, if a user searches for “Olympian Deity”, objects 

decorated with an image of “Zeus” won’t be retrieved (even though Zeus is a sub-class of 

Olympian Deity). Finally, the system cannot accurately identify that an object that is tagged 
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with “Herakles/Hercules”, “fightsWith” and “Kerberos/Cerberus” depicts the “Twelfth 

Labour of Hercules” [278]. 

This chapter explores how ontology-based annotations acquired via both crowdsourcing 

(see Chapter 6 and 7) and inferencing (see Chapter 8) can be used for enabling advanced 

searches, with the goal of improving the discovery of 3D museum collections. More 

specifically, this chapter describes and evaluates three search mechanisms implemented 

within the 3DSA system, that leverage the annotations and ontologies generated from the 

work described in Chapters 4-8: 

 Full-text search; 

 Semantic search of 3D Greek vases: 

o General semantic search (based on Greek vases’ shape or class); 

o Annotations on Parts or Surface Regions; 

o Relationships; 

 Spatial search of annotations attached to the 3D objects. 

Full-text search and semantic search capabilities are available through the 3DSA front-end 

Web Portal, enabling searching over the entire collection. All three search types are also 

accessible via the annotation client when viewing one or more 3D objects.  

The evaluations conducted in this chapter assess the usability and relevance of the 

3DSA’s full-text search and semantic search as well as the performance of the spatial 

search. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 9.2 describes a full-text search that supports searching on keywords, 

annotations and museum documentation;  

 Section 9.3 presents a semantic search that is inspired by the work of Razdan et al. 

[203]; 

 Section 9.4 describes an innovative spatial search approach that uses the X3D 

fragment identifier (described in Chapter 4) and Run Length Encoding (RLE) [11, 

173]; 

 Section 9.5 presents the results of evaluating the search interfaces. 

 Section 9.6 summarizes the search functionalities described in this Chapter and 

identifies future research directions. 
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9.2 Full-Text Search 

9.2.1 Search Workflow 

Full-text search is available through the menu panel on the left of the 3DSA Web Portal 

interface (the left-hand section in Figure 9-1). The user interface provides an auto-

complete text-box that enables users to enter search terms for searching across the 

underlying 3D collection. The system identifies matching free-text in the objects’ metadata, 

museum documentation, and annotations, and retrieves matching 3D museum artefacts. 

The institutional metadata acquired via the RD Milns Antiquities Museum associated with 

each Greek vases includes: InventoryNumber, Provenance, Date, Height, Diameter, 

Function, Manufacture, Decoration, Painter, Bibliography and Comparanda. The 

institutional metadata acquired via the Anthropology Museum associated with other 

objects includes: RegistrationNumber, FunctionCategory, ArtefactType, AcquisitionDate, 

AcquistionMethod, CulturalBloc, Collector, Donor and Place. Figure 9-1 shows the results 

from a full-text search for the term “lekythos”. 

 

Figure 9-1: Using 3DSA’s full-text search to find "lekythos" 

The search results are presented in a tiled layout, with a thumbnail image displayed for 

each matching 3D model. Hovering the cursor over a thumbnail, displays a list of the 

matching text occurrences (highlighted in orange) enabling users to easily view the search 
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results (see the list below the object in the centre of Figure 9-1). Left-clicking on a 

thumbnail launches the annotation client, which then displays the entire 3D object and 

associated metadata and annotations, with any matching text highlighted.  

9.2.2 Methodology 

The 3DSA’s full-text search was implemented using a combination of Drupal 7 modules - 

the Views 3 module [97], the Search API module [226] and the 3DSA-Link module 

(developed within this project). The Views 3 module defines the criteria by which to select 

the content and to process, manipulate and format the selection content for presentation 

[97]. The Search API module provides a framework for creating searches on any entity 

known to Drupal, and is able to be used in conjunction with the Views 3 module for 

displaying and filtering search results [225]. Displaying text occurrences that match the 

query string, is not supported within these or other Drupal modules. Hence, the 3DSA-Link 

module described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2) was developed to display the matching text 

occurrences, for a given query string, within the 3DSA Web portal. 

9.3 Semantic Search 

Razdan et al. previously developed a semantic search for finding objects in an osteology 

3D digital library using semantic descriptions of features and attributes (e.g., terms such as 

deep, shallow, robust or gracile) associated with objects in the collection [203]. They 

argued that the lack of semantic search capabilities in museum institutions hindered data 

sharing and hence they focussed on the development of semantic search services based 

on the features of their bone collection [203]. The aim of this research is to apply a similar 

approach to the domain of Greek vases, to build a more intelligent search service for 3D 

objects. By incorporating the ontologies described in Chapter 4 (e.g., GVO and ARO), the 

3DSA’s semantic search interface enables users to perform three different kinds of 

semantic search:  

 General semantic search. This capability enables users to search and retrieve 

objects based on their shape or class. This search capability exploits the 

automatically inferred classification tags generated from the rule-based reasoning 

described in Chapter 8. Moreover, the incorporation of the Greek Vase Ontology 

(GVO) combined with ontology-based query expansion ensures that if a user 
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searches for objects of type “water jug” from the “Attica” region, an object of type 

“Hydria” from “Athens” is also retrieved.  

 Annotations on Parts or Surface Regions. This capability enables users to 

search for vases with specific parts, attributes and decorations by searching on the 

annotations associated with object parts or surface regions (e.g., find vases having 

a “tall oval body” decorated with a “painting” of “Dionysus”). 

 Relationships: This capability enables users to search for vases based on their 

relationships e.g., give me “all vases that are derivedFrom this vase” or “all vases 

that are tallerThan this vase”. 

9.3.1 Search Workflow 

Search on General Metadata and Annotations 

Figure 9-2 shows the overall semantic search interface in the 3DSA Web portal. The 

semantic search panel is located under the full-text search panel.  

 

Figure 9-2: The 3DSA’s Web portal’s semantic search interface is located at the bottom-left panel 

The top menu item under “Semantic Search” title on the left hand panel (see Figure 9-2) is 

“General Metadata”. Clicking on this enables the user to select from pull-down menus for 

general metadata fields such as pottery type and shape/class (see Figure 9-3).  
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Figure 9-3: "General Metadata" tab provides the pull-down menus for pottery shape and type 

Once the user has selected the search terms, they click on “Input Query”. This 

automatically generates a SPARQL query which is displayed in the SPARQL query section 

at the bottom of the panel on the left hand side of Figure 9-4. This SPARQL query field can 

also be used for direct input of SPARQL queries if the user is familiar with SPARQL. 

Clicking on the Search button then executes the SPARQL search (see Figure 9-4). 

 

Figure 9-4: Using semantic search to find Greek oil flasks 
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Users can also search across “Annotations on Pottery Parts” or “Annotations on Pottery 

Decorations”. Drop-down boxes that list terms from the GVO (see Figure 9-5) enable users 

unfamiliar with SPARQL, to easily build SPARQL queries. Users can either select 

ontological labels from the drop-down boxes (e.g., selecting “body”, “cylindrical” and “tall” 

from drop-down menus), or search for labels by typing into an auto-complete text-box (e.g. 

entering “tall” to find a pre-defined label “Tall cylindrical body”). Clicking on the “Input 

Query” button adds each selection to the current search query displayed in the SPARQL 

panel. Multiple selections can be included into a search query to narrow down the search 

(e.g., find an object with “tall cylindrical body” and “vertical handle”). Once a user has 

completed the creation of a search query, he/she can then click on the “Search” button to 

invoke the SPARQL search. 

 

Figure 9-5: Constructing a SPARQL query to search for Greek vases with “tall cylindrical body” 
using the pull-down menus  
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The system then encodes the SPARQL query as a URL query string, which is then used to 

search the Sesame RDF triple store. The object IDs of the matching objects are then 

encoded in another URL query string which is submitted to Drupal to generate a search 

results page that is displayed to users. Similar to the full-text search, the search results are 

displayed in a tiled layout, displaying a thumbnail image of each retrieved 3D model (see 

Figure 9-6). Hovering the cursor over a thumbnail displays the source of the matching 

annotations for that object. Left-clicking on the thumbnail or one of the highlighted 

matching annotations launches the annotation service that displays the complete 3D 

object and associated annotations (with matching text highlighted) (e.g. the annotation 

“Tall cylindrical body”). 

 

Figure 9-6: Search results show the retrieved Greek vases and their matching annotations   
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The semantic search, uses the incorporated ontologies to take the semantic meaning of 

the search terms into account, thus enabling a more powerful search than simple full-text 

search. In the example shown in Figure 9-6, “Tubular body” is listed in the matching 

search text occurrences, because “Tubular” is defined as a synonym for “Cylindrical”. 

Likewise if a user performs a search on “Annotations on Pottery Decorations” and enters 

the term “Olympian”, 3DSA retrieves vases decorated with “Zeus”, “Apollo” or “Dionysus”, 

because these characters are defined as instances of “Olympian” (as specified in the 

Greek Vase Ontology). 

However, searching across Greek pottery decorations is more complex than searching 

across parts, due to the long list of sub-classes. The use of drop-down boxes is impractical 

for listing the GVO terms related to Greek vase decorations. Consequently, a tree-view 

interface, inspired by the Protégé software [88] was developed (shown in Figure 9-7).  This 

interface is provided by clicking on the “Select Decorations” button in the “Annotations on 

Pottery-Decoration” tab (see Figure 9-7). Figure 9-7 depicts an example of using the tree-

view interface to create a query for searching vases that depicts a “Character” named 

“Helios”.  

 

Figure 9-7: Tree-like semantic search interface for pottery decorations inspired by Protégé software 
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The tree-view interface is more advanced and better suited for large complex lists, than 

drop-down boxes. The panel on the left lists the classes of objects present in painted 

decorations on Greek vases. Users can find a specific class by browsing from the panel or 

by typing into a text-box on the top-left corner. A specific class can then be selected from 

the list, while its related instances can be browsed / searched for via the auto-complete 

text-box in the top-right hand corner. Both classes and instances can be selected for 

searching 3D Greek vases. If a class is used for searching, the system retrieves sets of 3D 

objects related to the class, and its sub-classes and instances. On the other hand, if an 

instance is selected for searching, the system only retrieves a set of 3D objects related to 

the instance. 

Similarly to the drop-down boxes interface for searching across “Annotations on Pottery 

Parts”, once a class/instance is selected for searching, the user clicks on the “Input Query” 

button (at the bottom of Figure 9-7) to add the selection to the current SPARQL query, 

which is displayed in the SPARQL query panel at the bottom of the search panel on the 

left hand side of the Web Portal. When the user has completed the creation of a search 

query, he/she can then click on the “Search” button to invoke the SPARQL search. 

Search on Relationships 

Searching on relationships has associated a different workflow in comparison to the other 

types of search operations. Prior to performing a search on relationships, the users have 

to conduct a semantic search to find a specific set of Greek vases based on their general 

metadata (pottery class/shape and type) and/or annotations (on parts or decorations). 

They can then hover the cursor over the retrieved objects (to select an object to be 

compared), for which the system displays a list of matching annotations, as well as 

relationships that are related to it. This enables users to search, for example, for other pots 

related to the currently selected pot. Assuming that the relationship list comprises 

“tallThan” and “derivedFrom”, users are able to find all Pots “tallerThan” Pot A, or all Pots 

derivedFrom Pot A). Users can also hover over one of the matching annotations (that 

describes the part) to explore the list of relationships attached to their parts (e.g., find all 

pots with tall body “smallerThan” the tall body” of Pot A – see Figure 9-8). Hovering over 

such a relationship invokes the search operation and highlights the search results, as 

shown in Figure 9-8.  Left-clicking on the relationship also invokes the search, but it leads 

only to retrieving the objects that are associated via the selected relationship – see Figure 

9-9. 
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Figure 9-8: Semantic relationship is identified and related objects are highlighted – by hovering the 
cursor onto a relationship 

 

Figure 9-9: Search results generated after clicking on a relationship  

9.3.2 Methodology 

The 3DSA’s semantic search is underpinned by the Sesame RDF triple store, which is a 

separate service from Drupal 7 (the technology behind the Web portal). Therefore, the 

3DSA-Link module was developed to bridge communications and data exchange between 
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Drupal and Sesame. However, Sesame is a Java application which needs to be run on the 

Apache Tomcat [249] Web server, and Drupal is a PHP-based system which runs on the 

Apache HTTP [248] Web server. The two different servers need to coexist under the same 

domain, so that the 3DSA-Link module can serve its purpose. The solution was to use a 

reverse proxy [247] to run the two servers concurrently.  

On the 3DSA front-end, each of the drop-down selections contains a SPARQL syntax. 

This enables the system to easily translate the user’s selections into a complex SPARQL 

query. Figure 9-10 illustrates an example of a complex SPARQL query generated from the 

drop-down selections – a single SPARQL query that will retrieve 3D objects with a part 

“Body” that has a “Cylindrical” shape and “Tall” dimensions. The system then converts the 

SPARQL query to a URL query string, which is used for searching the Sesame RDF triple 

store. Sesame API supports HTTP communication, which enables the 3DSA-Link module 

to pass a POST request to send the query (from Drupal) to the Sesame triple store. Upon 

receiving the query, Sesame then conducts a search and sends a response back to 3DSA 

to display the search results.  

 

Figure 9-10: Semantic search interface that incorporates SPARQL syntaxes 
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Incorporating ontologies into a search system enables semantic query expansion, or more 

concretely, a more meaning way of retrieving objects based on the taxonomical 

relationships defined by the ontology. For example, if a user searches for Greek vases 

decorated with illustrative figures of “Olympian”, objects annotated with “Zeus”, “Hera”, 

“Apollo”, “Dionysus” and “Poseidon” are retrieved because of their relationship with Mount 

Olympus. Similarly, searching for objects with “Tall cylindrical body” will lead to the 

retrieval of objects with a “Tubular Profile”, because they are subclasses of “Body” and 

they share the same instances “Tall” (from a class e.g., “Dimension”) and “Cylindrical” 

(from a class e.g., “Shape”). Such a query expansion increases the overall recall by 

returning semantically relevant results without relying on syntax matching and ranking. The 

trade-off is that the ontology creation and population requires human input, which can be 

laborious and time-consuming. 

9.4 Spatial Search and Retrieval of Annotations 

The spatial search is only accessible via the 3DSA annotation client interface as it is only 

applicable to a single 3D object, and is not applicable across the whole collection of 3D 

objects. The spatial search functionality enables users to retrieve annotations that fall 

within a spatial region interactively defined by the user. For example, the user selects a 2D 

surface region on an object or a 3D volumetric part of an object and the system finds all of 

the annotations that are attached to fragments that overlap with the selected region. The 

advantage of such a spatial search is that the annotations are retrieved via the user’s 

visual perspective on an object (e.g., selecting a handle of a pot for searching) rather than 

via the user’s knowledge about the object (e.g., using the technical name of a handle for 

searching). This allows museum novices to easily find annotations associated with the 

features of a cultural heritage artefact that are of most interest or significance.  

In addition, because the annotations are retrieved based on topology or spatial co-location, 

different perspectives can be retrieved simultaneously even when there is little similarity in 

the textual content. Consequently, users are able to view multiple perspectives of an 

artefact’s features or decorations simultaneously. For example, a decorative scene on a 

Greek vase, may be described by an art historian, an archaeologist, a school student and 

an anthropologist. Users are able to quickly and easily retrieve and view different and 

possibly conflicting perspectives provided by multiple domain experts on a single 
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decoration on a pot. This comparative analysis is difficult to achieve if the annotations are 

retrieved solely via text matching. 

9.4.1 Search Workflow 

The spatial search capability is used in the 3DSA annotation client in two different contexts. 

Firstly, this capability is used when an annotation is selected to automatically identify a list 

of other spatially-related annotations (see Figure 9-11). The system compares a 3D 

fragment of the selected annotation with the 3D fragments of other part-based annotations 

and calculates their topological similarities. The results are listed in a drop-down box on 

the annotation label, which can be clicked to show the spatially-co-located  annotations.  

 

Figure 9-11: Spatial search automatically triggered upon annotation selection, with results shown in 
a drop-down box 

Secondly, as described in Chapter 6 (section 6.7.2), users can employ a drawing tool to 

interactively define the part of the object of interest; the system takes the user-defined part 

and retrieves all annotations that are attached to fragments that overlap with the user-

defined fragment. Figure 9-12 shows an example where a pot’s handle is selected and its 

related annotations are then highlighted – the annotations that match the spatial search 

are highlighted in yellow. 
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Figure 9-12: Spatial search using a user-defined selection – (left) user interactively defines a 
polygonal region to select the handle part of 3D object, (right) the spatial search finds three related 

annotations that overlap the selected part  

9.4.2 Methodology 

Processing the X3D fragment identifier  

The 3DSA’s spatial search uses the X3D fragment identifier described in Chapter 4 

(Section 4.2). It traverses through the sequence of “0” and “1” values (“0” means the 

polygon is not selected and “1” means the polygon is selected) and calculates the 

percentage of polygon overlap between the two 3D fragments. Table 9-1 presents an 

example of how the values of “0” and “1” are processed to determine the topological 

similarity between two part-based annotations. 

Table 9-1: Method of comparing the overlaps of two 3D fragments 

3D fragment 1 (  ) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1….. 

3D fragment 2 (  ) 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1….. 

Overlaps 

 

1 

1 
 

5 

Non-overlaps 

 

1 

0 
Or 

 

0 

1 
 

4 

Discarded 
0 

0 
 

 

2 

Total polygons count (    ) 5 + 4 + 2 = 11 
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In this example, two 3D fragments from the same 3D object are being compared. As 

described in Chapter 4, the value “1” represents a selected polygon and “0” represents an 

unselected polygon. Typically an object will comprise 50-100,000 polygons. In the example 

above, for simplicity sake, only 11 polygons are considered. The number of overlapping 

polygons contained in both fragments is 5.  The number of polygons contained in one 

fragment and not in the other is 4. The number of polygons not contained in either 

fragment is 2 (these polygons are excluded from the calculation). The final similarity value 

between the two 3D fragments shown Table 9-1 is 55.6% 

The mathematic representation of Table 9-1 is presented as follows: 

(Eq. 9-1) 
∑         

 
   

∑         
 
     ∑         

 
   

 

The above formula can be more easily understood if interpreted in conjunction with the 

truth table (a mathematical table used in logic [76]) and by replacing the   key (true) with a 

value of 1 and the   key (false) with a value of 0. The elements of equation 1 are 

described as follows: 

   is the total pairs of polygons to be compared – the example shown in Table 9-1 

uses     ; 

 ∑         
 
    (  denotes “logical conjunction”/AND) represents the amount of 

polygons contained in both fragments – the value resulting in the given example is 5; 

 ∑         
 
    (  denotes “exclusive or”/XOR) represents the amount of polygons 

contained in one fragment and not for the other – in the example a value of 4. 

This approach requires brute-force processing [281] or proof by exhaustion – every 

polygon in one fragment must be compared with every polygon in the other fragment. 

Because this approach compares all of the individual polygon values of the fragments 

corresponding to two annotations, the speed/performance is not optimal. In addition, large 

quantities of 0 and 1 values are cached in the memory for processing, which means the 

memory consumption of the system is large.  

Chapter 4 (Section 4.5.3) describes how the data size of the X3D fragment identifier can 

be minimized using HTTP compression. However, the X3D fragment identifier’s data must 

be decompressed before it can be processed by the spatial search. Therefore, the next 

section describes a method to reduce the size of X3D fragment identifiers, in order to 
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optimize the spatial search’s processing performance and memory consumption, without 

the use of HTTP compression.  

Processing the X3D fragment identifier with Run-Length Encoding (RLE) 

The solution is to use Run-Length Encoding (RLE) [11, 173] to encode the colorIndex data 

in the X3D fragment identifier. RLE represents the data in a way that effectively eliminates 

repeated values, making the data more concise. Rather than storing the selection as a 

series of “0” and “1”, these consecutive repeated values are converted into a token - 

consisting a value and a count of the number of consecutive occurrences (the length of the 

run) [11], for example: 

(Eq. 9-2) “0 0 0 0 0 0”  “6A” and “1 1 1 1 1 1 1”  “7B 

In Eq. 9-2, “0” is replaced with “A” (meaning unselected) and “1” with “B” (meaning 

selected). The numeric value now represents the frequency of the colorIndex - “6A” is 

equivalent to “0 0 0 0 0 0”, meaning 6 consecutive of unselected polygon, and “7B” is 

equivalent to “1 1 1 1 1 1 1”, meaning 7 consecutive of selected polygon. Thus, RLE can 

eliminate a large amount of repetitive values to generate more concise data. The 

compression rate becomes more significant when a large amount of repetition occurs in 

the data; an example is shown as follows: 

(Eq. 9-3) 

                                                                                        

                                                          

                    

The next step is to find a method to process the data and format it in RLE format. String 

data is split into an array of pair values of frequency (number of consecutive tokens) and 

token (values of A and B), using the tokens as separators. For example, the second 

annotation in Table 9-1 can be serialized into a string “1B1A3B2A4B”, and this string can 

be split into an array of sub-strings (as tokens) (e.g., [“1B”, “1A”, “3B”, “2A”, “4B”]). When 

comparing the two 3D fragments, the two arrays of pair values are processed using the 

method illustrated in Figure 9-13.  
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Figure 9-13: Proposed approach for processing run-length encoded colorIndex data in the X3D 
fragment identifier to calculate polygon overlaps between two 3D fragments 

Figure 9-13 can be explained by the following steps: 

1) The system processes the 3D fragments in a reverse order, because it is more 

efficient for JavaScript to iterate through an array backwards [205]; 

2) The system selects the last token of the first fragment – i.e. “2B”, meaning 2 

consecutive selected polygons; 

3) The system breaks down the second fragment’s “4B” into “2B+2B”, so that the later 

“2B” matches with the first fragment’s “2B”; 

4) The system records adds the amount of overlapping polygons by 2, because 2 of 

the polygons contained in both fragments are identified; 

5) The system selects the second token of the first fragment – i.e. “5A”, meaning 5 

consecutive unselected polygons; 

6) The system identifies that the last token of the remaining second fragment is “2B”. 

In order to match with the “5A” of the first fragment, it takes the next token of the 

second fragment – i.e. “2A”. However, “2A, 2B” is still insufficient. Consequently, it 

breaks the other token of the second fragment – i.e. “3B” -,  into “2B+1B”, so that 

“1B” is combined with “2A, 2B” to form “1B, 2A, 2B”, which matches with the first 

fragment’s “5A”; 

7) The system compares the second fragment’s “1B, 2A, 2B” with the first fragment’s 

“5A”. The system then adds the amount of non-overlapping polygons by 3 because 

of 1B+2B – meaning polygons contained in one fragment and not for the other. The 
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system also ignores the “2A”, which it represents polygons that are not contained in 

both fragments; 

8) The system selects the final token of the first fragment is “4B”, meaning 4 

consecutive selected polygons; 

9) The system matches the second fragment’s “1B 1A 2B” with the first fragment’s 

“4B”. The system identifies 3 overlapping polygons (because of 1B+2B) and 1 non-

overlapping polygon (because of “1A”).  The system then sums the results and 

counts the amount of overlapping polygons is 5 and non-overlapping polygons is 4 

between both fragments. 

10) The system determines the final similarity value between the two 3D fragments is 

55.6%. 

This is more efficient than the original process approach described in Table 9-1, because 

the data are processed in chunks rather than iterating through all of the individual values 

(typical in brute-force method). Hence, the approach described in Figure 9-13 should be 

significantly more efficient than the original approach. 

9.5 Evaluation 

Evaluating the performance of the search services based on typical criteria such as speed 

of retrieval or precision and recall was not meaningful because we only had 31 3D objects 

in the collection. Generating a large enough corpus of 3D museum objects, to evaluate 

and compare time of performance or precision and recall was not feasible because of the 

time and effort involved in generating high quality 3D representations (see Chapter 3). 

Instead, user evaluations were carried out on the full-text, semantic search and 

relationship search capabilities to acquire feedback from the users. In addition, 

performance evaluations were carried out on the spatial search to demonstrate the 

improvement in query speed achieved through the use of Run Length-Encoded X3D 

fragment identifiers. 

9.5.1 Evaluation of Full-Text and Semantic Searches 

Usability tests were carried out with the participation of 18 test users (postgraduate 

researchers, museum curators and educators) from a range of disciplines (Anthropology, 

Archaeology and Classics, and Information Technology) at The University of Queensland. 
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Each test user was firstly given a short tutorial explaining how the full-text search and 

semantic search user interface and functionality works. The test users were then 

requested to perform the following tasks: 

 They had to retrieve all of the “lekythos” using full-text search and semantic 

search’s drop-down boxes; 

 They had to retrieve pots that have a “tall cylindrical body” using full-text search and 

semantic search’s drop-down boxes; 

 They had to retrieve pots that depict “a deity from the Twelve Olympians” using full-

text search and semantic search’s tree-view interface; 

 They had to find all of the pots that have a body “smaller than” a specific pot– a 

small alabastron decorated with a painting of a swan (as shown in Figure 9-8).  

A user satisfaction score was given by the participants (on a Likert scale of 1 to 5) on a 

range of aspects of the search capabilities. The computer used in this evaluation was 

equipped with Windows XP, with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66GHz CPU, 1.96GB of ram and 

ATI Radeon HD 2400 Pro low-end graphic card. The browser used in this evaluation was 

Google Chrome 25.  

Evaluation Results: Tasks 1-3. (Part-1) Full-text search verses semantic search 

All of the test users found that both the full-text and semantic searches were capable of 

producing relevant results (see Figure 9-14). However, they also found that the semantic 

search produced more relevant results than the full-text search.  

Full-text search  Semantic search 

  

 

Figure 9-14: Test users’ opinion on the search relevance of the full-text and semantic searches 

In terms of speed, the test users found the performance of both the full-text search and the 

semantic search to be efficient but 87% found the semantic search to be fast or very fast, 

while only 75% found the full-text search to be fast or very fast. The semantic search was 

considered faster overall. The results are shown in Figure 9-15. 
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Full-text search  Semantic search 

  

 

Figure 9-15: Test users' opinions on the speed performance of the full-text and semantic searches 

The high relevance and efficiency of both search functionalities was due to the relatively 

small size of the 3D test-bed (31 objects). 

Additional feedback from the test users included the following comments and suggestions: 

 Currently users have to perform two steps to execute a query – InputQuery (which 

generates the SPARQL query) and Search (which executes the SPARQL query). 

Most users don’t want to see the SPARQL query or edit it. One suggestion is that 

the default simple search interface should hide the SPARQL query tab and 

automatically execute the Search. 

 Currently it is not obvious how to clear existing/past queries. There needs to be a 

“Clear” button at the bottom of the SPARQL query panel. 

Evaluation Results: Task 1-3. (Part-2) Usability of semantic search interface  

The usability of the full-text search interface was not evaluated because it only consisted 

of an auto-complete text-box, which was familiar to the test users. However the semantic 

search interface was evaluated. 37% of the test users reported that the semantic search 

interface was simple. 13% of the test users stated explicitly that it was difficult. The results 

are shown in Figure 9-16. 

How difficult is to operate semantic search in 3DSA?  

 
Figure 9-16: Test users' opinions on operating the semantic search interface in 3DSA 
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Feedback from the test users indicated that the tree-view interface (inspired by Protégé 

software) was the main cause of the problem. The test users (who came from a cultural 

heritage/humanities/social sciences background) could not adapt quickly to the tree-view 

interface, even when a tutorial and detailed placeholder text were provided. They found 

the tree-view interface confusing, which affected the usability score for the semantic 

search interface. Among the test users, 88% preferred the conventional drop-down box 

interface over the tree-view interface (see Figure 9-17).  

Which interface is preferable by the test users? 

 
Figure 9-17: Majority of test users preferred the drop-down box interface over the tree-view interface 

Figure 9-18 shows the comparison between the two different interfaces. Only 25% of test 

users found the tree-view interface simple and uncluttered, compared with 37% who found 

the drop-down boxes clean and uncluttered. 62% of users found the drop-down boxes 

simple to operate, while only 50% found the tree-view interface simple to operate. 63% 

found the drop-down boxes supported the workflow well, while only 50% found the tree-

view supported the workflow well. 13% of test users found the tree-view interface difficult 

to operate and did not support the workflow well. 

Neat, clean and uncluttered Simple to operate Supports workflow well 

User interface with multiple drop-down boxes 

   
Tree-view user interface inspired by Protégé software 

   

 

Figure 9-18: Test users' opinions on two different semantic search user interfaces – drop-down 
boxes and tree-view inspired by Protégé software 
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Evaluation Results: Task 4. Searching 3D objects using relationships 

In this task, test users had to find a specific pot (a small alabastron decorated with a 

painting of a swan) and then find all of the pots that have a body “smaller than” this pot’s 

body. More specifically, the test users were requested to conduct a semantic search to 

retrieve all of object that have a “Tall body” – i.e., all alabastrons and their matching 

annotations (presented in a list). Relationships were then identified by hovering over a 

matching annotation – i.e., “Tall body”. Finally, the users had to select the relationship that 

retrieves the 2 pots having a body “smaller than” the selected alabastron’s profile. 

75% of the test users reported that performing such a complex task is simple, and 25% of 

the test users thought it was of average complexity (see Figure 9-19). Although the test 

users were hesitant at the beginning of the task, they managed to complete this activity in 

a timely manner when they hovered the cursor onto the thumbnails displayed in the 

gallery, which displays the matching annotations and relationships that could be further 

searched.  

Searching on relationship  

 

Figure 9-19: Test users' opinions on searching on relationship 

Feedback from the test users indicated that the capability of searching on relationship 

should be included as a specific menu item in the semantic search interface, so that it is 

more obvious to the users. Furthermore, they have also suggested that the displayed 

search results need to be meaningful. For example, the search result should show the 

retrieved results as well as the compared object. Retrieved results should also display their 

property values (e.g., height, volume, thickness) and they should to be sorted accordingly 

to them. 

9.5.2 Performance Evaluation of the Spatial Search 

The goal is to compare the speed of performance between the brute-force (exhaustive 

one-by-one polygon comparison) approach and the proposed RLE approach, when 
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performing spatial search. A segment-based annotation was created to be compared 

against five other segment-based annotations. The experiment was performed twice, once 

on a 3D object comprising 65,000 polygons and once on a 3D object comprising 6.5 

million polygons. Both approaches must retrieve the same set of annotations. The results 

were displayed in the Chrome Browser’s Console – enabled by the “console.time()” 

syntax. 

Figure 9-20 shows a snapshot from the Chrome Browser’s Console that demonstrates the 

difference in speed of performance between the two approaches (“Brute Force” and 

“tokenParsing” - equivalent to the proposed RLE approach). For the 65,000 polygon 3D 

object (right hand side of Figure 9.15), the time efficiency was improved by an average of 

12 milliseconds when using the proposed RLE approach compared to the original brute-

force approach. For the 6.5 million polygon 3D object (left hand side of Figure 9-20), the 

time efficiency was improved by an average of 384 milliseconds. Within this scenario, a 

total of two seconds (approximately) was saved when five pairs of 3D fragments were 

compared.  

 

Figure 9-20: Speed of performance when processing an X3D fragment identifier without RLE (brute-
force) and with RLE (token parsing); (left) = 65k polygons; (right) = 6.5 million polygons 

Figure 9-21 shows a graphical representation of the evaluation on a set of 3D objects, 

comprising between 65,000 and 14 million polygons. The results show that on average, 

77% of time was reduced when the token RLE approach was used, and the improvement 

in speed of performance became more noticeable as the number of polygons increased. 

Overall, the evaluation result shows that applying RLE to the X3D fragment identifier can 

improve the efficiency of the spatial search in 3DSA. The improvement in speed is 

noticeable both when the 3D object is extremely high resolution (large number of 
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polygons), and/or when comparing a large number of 3D fragments (i.e. a large number of 

annotations).  

 

Figure 9-21: Comparison of processing speed for the original method (brute-force) and the run-
length encoded RLE X3D fragment identifier 

9.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter describes both full-text and semantic search capabilities implemented in the 

3DSA Web portal, as well as a spatial search that retrieves all annotations that overlap 

with a user-defined fragment of a 3D object.  The semantic search uses both the crowd-

sourced semantic annotations (Chapter 6), relationships (Chapter 7) and automatically 

inferred annotations (Chapter 8) to enhance the discovery of 3D Greek vases. It is also 

more powerful than full-text search because the meanings of terms are taken into account, 

through the incorporation of ontologies. On a less positive note, the current semantic 

search interface requires further improvement in situations involving large complex 

ontologies. This is because the drop-down boxes are impractical when a complex ontology 

is incorporated for searching, and the test users could not adapt to the proposed tree-view 

interface, inspired by Protégé software. Users also made a number of suggestions for 

improving the semantic search interface to enhance usability and intuitiveness. Feedback 

to the spatial search feature indicated that it is a valuable and novel way to retrieve 

annotations based on location or association to a feature or surface decoration of 

significance. This aspect of 3DSA will be of significant value if applied to large-scale, 

complex 3D scenes. Finally, by adopting RLE for representing the X3D fragment 

identifiers, increased efficiency in terms of memory storage and data processing was 

achieved when performing spatial searching.  
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Future aims include exploring other kinds of search interfaces (e.g., semantic faceted 

search [272], natural language interface [151]) to improve the 3DSA’s semantic search’s 

usability. Attention needs to be paid especially to incorporating large complex ontologies 

into the search interface without overburdening the users. The semantic search on 

relationships also needs to be re-developed to appear as a menu item on the 3DSA’s main 

semantic search interface, in response to the test users’ feedback.  A future challenge 

involves measuring the precision and recall of the proposed search solutions. This type of 

evaluation was not possible due to the limited size of the 3D collection test bed. Therefore, 

one ambitious task is to obtain over 300 Greek vases from multiple museums, digitize 

them into 3D models and populate them with social tags. This would generate a 3D test-

bed capable of generating statistically meaningful precision and recall values to assess 

improvements in search results.  

The search approaches adopted in 3DSA differ from previous projects (described in 

Chapter 2; Section 2.5.1) such as SCULPTEUR [6], the Princeton 3D search engine [166, 

235]  and the Columbia Shape Search [94], that use a combination of machine learning (to 

extract colour, pattern and shape) and application semantics (who, what, where, when 

etc.) to automatically cluster 3D objects. These projects fail to take advantage of 

community-generated tags and annotations drawn from ontologies. 3DSA also differs from 

other applications that only use folksonomic tags and keyword/full-text search [256, 208, 

261]  which often creates inconsistent and inaccurate search results.  The 3DSA project 

combines user-generated tags/annotations, automatically-inferred metadata and 

ontologies to deliver a hybrid approach, that provides novel methods for discovering 

information about 3D cultural artefacts or their significant parts, features or decorations. 

This chapter has presented the approaches for achieving the final objective listed in 

Section 1.4.2 – “to enable advanced searches that utilise machine-processable semantics 

and/or 3D geometry acquired from a combination of manual tags, institutional metadata 

and inferred labels”. The next chapter, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis by summarizing 

the work undertaken in Chapters 1-9 and suggesting promising directions for future 

research. 
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Chapter 10  Conclusion 

10.1 Introduction 

The work in this thesis was motivated by the high level goal of improving the effectiveness 

of services for creating and exploiting annotations and tags in the context of cataloguing 

3D museum collections. Chapter 1 outlined the key objectives of this thesis: 

 To deliver a novel, high quality, fast, simple-to-use, flexible, open, Web-based 

semantic annotation service for 3D digital resources; 

 To demonstrate that crowd-sourced semantic annotations can be used to semi-

automate the cataloguing of 3D museum collections; 

 To improve the search and retrieval of 3D museum artefacts. 

The specific application in which the research was evaluated is the attachment of 

machine-readable semantic annotations to 3D surrogates (and 3D fragments) of museum 

artefacts by cultural heritage scholars, museum curators, educators, students and 

museum visitors.  

In order to achieve these goals the following challenges needed to be overcome: 

 A lack of standards and standardized streamlined procedures for building, 

describing and annotating 3D museum collections; 

 The large file size of the 3D digital objects which is problematic for many museums 

and end-users/clients to render, manipulate, manage in real-time; 

 A lack of tools/services that enable the annotation of 3D objects via widely used 

Web/Browser interfaces; 

 A lack of technical solutions to support efficient processing of crowd-sourced and 

inferred annotations to streamline the classification of 3D museum collections; 

 The poor quality, inconsistency and ambiguity of crowd-sourced annotations that 

are attached by untrained users; 

 Existing search services are often aimed at museum experts (curators) and do not 

support easy search and discovery by non-experts. 
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This chapter describes the extent to which I met these objectives and overcame these 

challenges. It also describes the significant and innovative research outcomes that were 

achieved, the issues/problems encountered and the topics that require further research. 

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 10.2 summarizes the original contributions made in this thesis, categorizing 

them according to the thesis chapters; 

 Section 10.3 revisits the original research questions and describes progress 

towards answers that has been achieved, as a result of this thesis; 

 Section 10.4 identifies remaining open challenges and potential areas for future 

investigation; 

 Section 10.5 concludes the thesis. 

10.2 Contributions 

The key original contributions that have been made within this thesis are described below, 

categorized according to their corresponding chapter: 

 Chapter 3 – Scanning Methodology; 

 Chapter 4 – Ontologies for Annotating 3D Cultural Heritage Artefacts; 

 Chapter 5 – Architectural Design and Technical Components; 

 Chapter 6 – Point, Surface Region and Segment Annotation; 

 Chapter 7 – Annotation of Relationships between Multiple 3D Artefacts; 

 Chapter 8 – Rule-based Reasoning for the Classification of Museum Collections; 

 Chapter 9 – Search and Retrieval of 3D Artefacts and Associated Annotations. 

10.2.1 Scanning Methodology  

Chapter 3 presented a digitization workflow for streamlining the generation of multiple 

alternative digital representations (archival model, high and low quality models for Web 

view, 2.5D representation) of each 3D museum object in archival quality (VRML – 500k to 

2 million polygons), high-quality (PLY and X3D – 500k polygons), low quality (PLY and 

X3D – 65k polygons) and 2.5D representation (SWF – comprising 36 JPEG images).  
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This enables users with different computational power, graphics cards or Internet 

bandwidths to all have access to the 3DSA annotation service through one of the 

commonly used Web browsers (Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer). This was also an 

essential step for establishing a test-bed of 3D collections that can be used for evaluation 

purposes by a range of user types. 

10.2.2 Ontologies for Annotating 3D Cultural Heritage Artefacts 

Chapter 4 presented three original ontological contributions: 

 The Greek Vase Ontology (GVO); 

 The Artefact Relationship Ontology (ARO); 

 The 3D extensions to the OA data model (OA+X3D).  

The GVO (Greek Vase Ontology) is used in 3DSA to facilitate semantic annotation of 3D 

digital representations of Greek vases. GVO was created by extending the CIDOC/CRM 

[62] ontology with a sub-ontology of Greek vases. This approach of using CIDOC/CRM as 

the upper ontology facilitates interoperability with the many other cultural heritage 

applications and knowledge-bases that use CIDOC/CRM as a foundational model. 

Furthermore, GVO is unique in its design because it focuses on describing both whole 

vases and parts of vases (mouth, rim, handle, body, base etc) as well as the physical 

attributes, features and decorations associated with Greek vases, which distinguishes it 

from other cultural heritage ontologies such as CRMdig, LIDO and MAO.  

Additionally, Chapter 4 also presented the ARO – the Artefact Relationship Ontology that 

defines a set of semantic relationships used by cultural heritage experts to compare 

museum artefacts. ARO is used in the 3DSA to facilitate the annotation of relationships 

between cultural heritage artefacts and their sub-parts, which is an important capability 

that assists cultural heritage researchers to document, share, discuss and compare 

alternative hypotheses about the relationships between and provenance of the cultural 

heritage artefacts.  

The use of semantic labels, extracted from GVO and ARO and attached to artefacts, 

enables the community-generated annotations to be processed by software agents to 

perform more intelligent semantic inferencing and search. 
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Chapter 4 also presented a practical case study of extending the OA data model with a 

new set of X3D selectors (“oax3d:X3DSelector”, “oax3d:X3DPointSelector”, 

“oax3d:X3DSurfaceSelector”, “oax3d:X3DSegmentSelector”) and a unique X3D fragment 

identifier, which enables the support of 3D annotation. The OA model maximizes the 

flexibility of an annotation service, enabling multiple targets or constrained targets whereby 

the targets and the body of the annotations could be of any media type/format. These 

attributes enables the attachment of annotations to one or multiple 3D objects, or their 

sub-parts.  

The X3D fragment identifier presented in Chapter 4 uses colorIndexes to represent the 

polygon selection, which effectively reduces the data size; thus, the data are optimized for 

storage and retrieval. The X3D fragment identifier can be easily linked with OA data 

model, using the same fashion of linking a SVG file with OA – because both X3D and SVG 

are XML-based file formats. By basing the service on the proposed OA+X3D model, it 

delivers the reasonable network transfer for uploading and retrieving 3D annotations.  

10.2.3 Architectural Design and Technical Components 

Chapter 5 presented the overview of the system architecture of the 3DSA system and 

describes its four main technical components: the 3DSA Web portal, two versions of the 

3DSA annotation client, the 3DSA Knowledge Base (Sesame RDF triple store) and the 

3DSA Reasoning services (EYE reasoner). Within this chapter, there are 3 softwares 

considered as original contributions:  

 The 3DSA Web portal; 

 The 3DSA Link Module; 

 The 3DSA annotation clients. 

The 3DSA Web portal provides a user interface to an online collection of 3D museum 

artefacts, allowing users to search (full-text search and semantic search) and browse the 

3D digital collections via Web interfaces. It was developed based on Drupal 7 CMS and 

MySQL database, however, Drupal 7 alone does not support the uploading and 

management of 3D content, as well as the communication with the Sesame knowledge to 

enable semantic search. 
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Consequently, the 3DSA Link Module was developed to extend Drupal to communicate 

with the 3D repository and the knowledge base (that based on Sesame RDF triple store), 

hence enabling Drupal-based 3DSA Web portal to manage the 3D collections and their 

associated machine-processable semantics. This is essential for enabling semantic 

searches in the 3DSA Web portal. In addition, it provides hyperlinks that enable the 3DSA 

annotation client to access, retrieve and display 3D cultural heritage artefacts and attach, 

store, retrieve and display annotations attached to those objects. 

With regards to the 3DSA open annotation client, it enables users to quickly and easily 

create and attach free-text annotations, ontology-based tags, semantic annotations and 

relationships to 3D cultural heritage artefacts, making the collections easily searchable 

from the 3DSA Web portal – through keyword searches and semantic searches. These 

applications were developed using open Web standards such as WebGL and HTML5, 

which users can run these applications without the need to install any additional 3D 

rendering software or browser plug-in (except the O3D version of the annotation client). 

10.2.4 Point, Surface Region and Segment Annotation 

Chapter 6 presented three original contributions:  

 The Web-based solutions that enables users to interactively select points, or define 

precise, complex 3D surface-regions/segments and attach tags/annotations to them; 

 The OA data model that underpins the several types of annotation labels to be 

attached to 3D objects or their sub-parts: 

o Annotating free-text descriptions, 

o Free-text tagging, 

o Linking text from an external source, 

o Annotating ontology-based labels; 

 Tag recommender system for semantic annotation of 3D Greek vases; 

 Web-based solutions for spatial alignment between 2D label and 3D objects; 

 Migrating annotations based on OA and solutions for displaying them. 

More specifically, Chapter 6 presented functionalities that enable users to attach 

annotations to the points, surface regions or parts of 3D objects via Web interfaces. 

Although point-based annotation on 3D object is supported by existing Web-based 3D 

annotations services [4, 122, 129], the majority are all plug-in based approaches and do 
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not comply with the emerging WebGL standard. They also do not support the ability to 

attach annotations to interactively-defined sub parts of 3D museum objects. 

Chapter 6 presented the OA+X3D models for annotating 3D cultural heritage artefacts with 

free-text descriptions, free-text tagging, linking text from an external source and annotating 

ontology-based labels. This is a novel contribution as the OA specification has not 

provided any standard approaches for annotating 3D objects. In addition, chapter 6 

described a tag recommender system that recommends specific terms from the ontology, 

depending on whether the chosen target is a 3D segment (Greek Vase part) or a 3D 

surface region (decoration). This makes it easier for users creating ontology-based labels 

for the 3D museum artefacts. 

The course of this research has identified the challenges associated with displaying the 

relevant annotation labels correctly as the 3D object is rotated, panned or zoomed. In 

order to address to these challenges, Chapter 6 presented viable solutions for spatially 

align the 2D annotation labels position accurately with the 3D object whenever the object 

has been rotated panned or zoomed. This approach can also be used to determine which 

annotations are active (or relevant) for any particular viewpoint of the 3D object. It can be 

used to automatically render/hide annotation labels as an object is rotated. 

Finally, Chapter 6 has demonstrated how OA-based annotations are migrated across 

different resolution versions of the same 3D object upon saving the annotations. The 

methods displaying such migrated annotations (when retrieved) are also discussed in 

Chapter 6. This is important if an annotation service is exploited to acquire knowledge from 

a broad range of users with different client capabilities. 

10.2.5 Annotation of Relationships between Multiple 3D Artefacts 

Chapter 7 described a set of services and associated data models implemented within the 

3DSA system to support the comparative analyses of 3D cultural heritage artefacts. The 

original contributions provided in this chapter are: 

 Web-based tools to annotate relationships between different features on a single 

3D object; 
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 Web-based tools to display and compare multiple 3D objects, measure dimensions 

and annotate and infer relationships between multiple 3D artefacts and/or the 

features of those artefacts. 

In the past, it was impossible to measure and annotate relationships between meaningful 

parts of 3D objects via Web interfaces, when parts cannot be interactively specified by 

users – due to the limited exploration of Web-based solutions that enable users to 

interactively select precise, complex 3D segments. In the course of this research, this have 

been explored and described in Chapter 6, which enables the research to proceed the 

implementation of Web interfaces for measuring meaningful parts of 3D objects and 

annotating and inferring relationships between them (see Chapter 7). These capabilities 

are crucial for researchers to document, share, discuss and compare alternative 

hypotheses about the relationships between artefacts. It also discusses how the OA+X3D 

data model can be used to support such advanced annotation use-cases.  

10.2.6 Semantic reasoning design, implementation and evaluation  

Chapter 8 presented a novel probabilistic reasoning approach to enable efficient and 

effective soft classification of 3D museum collections, using N3Logic rules.  

Prior of introducing the probabilistic approach, Chapter 8 first described the classical/non-

probabilistic method of writing N3Logic rules to semantically reason across annotations - 

to infer high-level classifications based on the low-level features (described in ontology-

based annotations) in the context of 3D Greek vases. However, the course of this research 

relies on crowd-sourced semantic annotations, which may be ambiguous, incomplete or 

incorrect. In such a context, conventional reasoning will be highly error prone and likely to 

produce unreliable results, because it only produces binary classification results. 

Hence, a probabilistic approach is necessary in the context of this research. Chapter 8 

presented a probabilistic reasoning solution (inspired by the Markov logic network), which 

is more flexible than classical reasoning and take into account missing, incorrect or 

ambiguous semantic annotations. This proposed approach leads to a soft classification, for 

example, “90% this object is a chalice. Such an approach is more effective than classical 

method for deriving high-level classifications of 3D cultural heritage artefacts from crowd-

sourced annotations. In addition, this probabilistic approach enables museum experts to 

define inference rules in a very simple and straightforward manner, abstracting completely 
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from the underlying reasoning framework. The evaluation of this approach had 

demonstrated its efficiency, accuracy and versatility in reasoning across crowd-sourced 

annotations, compared to the use of classic rule-based reasoning.  

10.2.7 Search and Retrieval of 3D Artefacts and Annotation 

Chapter 9 presented 2 novel methods of search in addition to the common full-text search 

of 3D museum artefacts: 

 Semantic search of 3D Greek vases; 

 Spatial search of annotations attached to the 3D objects.  

Chapter 9 described a semantic search inspired by the work of Razdan et al. [203]. The 

proposed semantic search enables users to find Greek vases by its shape, type, 

features/sub-parts, decorations and their relationships with an appointed vase. It is a more 

powerful search than full-text search because the meanings of terms are taken into 

account, through the incorporation of ontologies.  

Furthermore, Chapter 9 also introduced a novel spatial search that retrieves all 

annotations that overlap with a user-defined fragment of a 3D object. Such type of search 

enables users to retrieve annotations via the user’s visual perspective on an object t (e.g., 

selecting a handle of a pot for searching) rather than via the user’s knowledge about the 

object (e.g., using the technical name of a handle for searching). This allows museum 

novices to easily find annotations associated with the feature or a cultural heritage artefact 

that are of most interest or significance. In addition, it was discovered that by adopting 

RLE for representing the X3D fragment identifiers, increased efficiency in terms of memory 

storage and data processing was achieved when performing spatial searching. The 

adoption of RLE is novel because it has never been applied into the context of searching 

annotations on 3D museum artefacts. 

10.3 Insights 

The research presented in this thesis has provided answers to the following research 

questions listed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1). 

 How should the OA data model be extended to support annotations on 3D digital 

objects? 
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The OA specification in the present study does not provide standard approaches for 

annotating 3D objects. Nevertheless, because the annotation target in OA can be any 

media types, it is relatively easy to modify the 2.7.3 Constraints example from Open 

Annotation Beta Example: Hubble Deep Field Image Web site [215] to support 3D 

annotations (see Chapter 4; Section 4.2.1). The approach adopted is to link OA with an 

X3D file (as 3D fragment identifier) using the “oa:hasSelector” property, and the selector 

(URI of the file) is given a “oax3D:X3DSelector” class (or one of its sub-classes: 

“oax3d:X3DPointSelector”, “oax3d:X3DSurfaceSelector”, “oax3d:X3DSegmentSelector”). 

X3D is a viable choice because it is a mature Web 3D standard, and it is an XML-based 

format that could easily be processed by Web services and browsers. 

 What is the best method to provide an easy and convenient interface to interactively 

select points, surface regions or volumetric segments on 3D objects, using current 

Web technologies? 

The approach is to use common browser standards (HTML5) to develop Web interfaces 

for selecting points, surface regions or volumetric segments on 3D objects interactively. 

The adoption of common browser standards allows the developed functionality to be used 

without downloading and installing any software or browser plug-ins. This minimises the 

software requirement, which can potentially bring the application to a wider audiences.  

Chapter 6 demonstrated how the HTML5 components (Canvas2D, WebGL, JavaScript) 

can be programmed to provide a easy-to-use drawing tool to interactively select points, 

surface regions or volumetric segments on 3D objects. For point selection, the system 

detects the left-click position on the screen. The clicked 2D position is then used to identify 

the 3D position in the WebGL-based 3D viewer.  

Regarding the selection of surface region and volumetric segments, the Canvas2D object 

is overlaid on top of the WebGL-based 3D viewer and communicated through JavaScript. 

The Canvas object can be programmed to serve as a drawing panel allowing users to 

define polygonal regions can extract the polygons of 3D objects rendered by WebGL.  

Other HTML5 approaches need to be compared to determine whether this is the most 

optimal method. However, in the context of the present study, there is no existing HTML5-

based 3D annotation service that offers similar drawing features as provided in 3DSA. The 

3DSA’s drawing tool for defining points, surface regions and volumetric segments were 
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being developed when WebGL version is under beta, thus this evaluation was impossible 

during the time of development.  

 How can the location/boundary of points, surface regions and 3D volumetric 

segments (to which annotations are attached) be uniquely identified and made 

persistent? 

Chapter 4 described the OA+X3D approach adopted in this study can guarantee the 

persistency of the 3D point/fragment. The X3D fragment identifier is given a URI at the 

time of annotation creation, so that the 3D point/fragment is uniquely identified.  

Regarding the persistency, as the point is stored separately from the 3D model, the point-

based annotation is kept even if the 3D model is deleted. The 3D fragment could be kept 

persistent by using the approach described in Chapter 4 - referencing the polygon 

selections (X3D colorIndexes values) to an X3D version of the 3D object. Hence, even if 

the original 3D object is unavailable, the X3D model is used as a backup that can be used 

to regenerate the 3D fragments – by referencing the polygon selections to the X3D backup 

model.  Although storing the 3D data (polygon vertices and indexes) directly into the 

fragment identifier could also make a 3D fragment persistent, its persistency cannot be 

well-maintained if the shape of the original 3D object has been morphed.  

 What is the best representation/serialization for the annotations? 

The proposed approach represents annotations using the OA data model that is serialized 

in OWL. OA specifies interoperable framework for annotations, allowing the created 

annotations to be shared across different platforms, with sufficient expression to satisfy the 

complex requirements while keeping it simple enough to allow common annotation use 

cases. OA has been evaluated in various media types such as textual variants, image 

collections, audio collections, video collections, and now 3D collections (presented in this 

thesis).  

The OA-based annotation has been serialized in OWL in order to enable a more 

sophisticated inference than RDF Schema (RDFS) [198]. OWL is one of the popular 

languages for representing ontologies and semantic annotations, and it is also supported 

amongst the popular Semantic Web services such as OWLIM [140], Pellet [236] and Jena 

[14], which OA serialized in OWL can be easily processed by such services. Furthermore, 
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it is backward compatible with RDFS applications and services (e.g., Sesame, Corese 

[60]). 

Nevertheless, in order to determine whether this approach is the best, other existing 

annotation services that provides the equivalent capabilities (with 3DSA) should be 

evaluated. In the present study, existing annotation services for 3D cultural heritage 

artefacts [63, 75, 106, 229] have not been made freely available for the public, thus 

preventing these services to be compared against 3DSA.  

 What existing ontologies can be used for describing cultural heritage objects? 

CIDOC/CRM can be used for describing cultural artefacts, but only at a general level. 

According to existing literature review (Chapter 2), MAO is another suitable candidate. 

However, due to its lack of popularity, the decision was to base 3DSA system on 

CIDOC/CRM instead of MAO.  

In order to accommodate fine-grained aspects of museum artefacts (e.g., describing 

features, decorations and relationships between artefacts), domain-specific ontologies that 

describes a particular class of artefacts needs used in conjunction with CIDOC/CRM or 

MAO. Unfortunately, such ontologies are extremely rare. In the present study, only the 

Magic Lantern Slide Ontology was identified that fits into this category.  

In the course of this research, it was identified that CIDOC/CRM by itself is insufficient for 

describing the fine-grained details about Greek vases. Consequently, a sub-ontology of 

Greek pottery domain were being developed and incorporated into CIDOC/CRM to 

formulate GVO, which provides a more thorough framework for describing the Greek 

pottery domain. 

 How should the OA and CIDOC/CRM data models be combined to support the 

annotation of 3D cultural heritage artefacts? 

The OA specification suggested that ontology instances can be linked with the annotation 

using the “oa:hasBody” property, and the instance needs to be given an “oa:SemanticTag” 

class to notify the system that the annotation is an ontology-based label. The 

terms/phrases drawn from sub-ontologies or vocabularies connecting with CIDOC/CRM 

can be used as annotation body. The annotation can then associate with the 3D object’s 

URI using the “oa:hasTarget”, which bridges the ontology-based label to one or multiple 
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3D objects (OA supports multiple targets), enabling the semantic annotation of 3D cultural 

heritage artefacts.  

 How to migrate annotations (attached to points, surface regions and volumetric 

segments) between different versions of the one object represented by different 3D 

and 2D formats? 

Basing the annotation on OA, migrating point-based annotations across different versions 

of a 3D object is relatively easy. The process is direct and the results are accurate. This is 

because the annotations are stored separately but displays simultaneously with the 3D 

models. OA supports multiple targets, the URIs of both low and high resolution models can 

be assigned to the annotation simultaneously before saving it into the annotation 

repository.  The annotation service can simply retrieve the point-based annotations and 

display them in any resolutions of a 3D model directly. 

From the data modelling perspective, migrating surface-based and segment-based 

annotations adopt the same approach. However, the difficult task is to display the 3D 

fragments – users with low graphical capabilities will have difficulties of viewing 

annotations created from high resolution models. This is because the 3D segment is 

defined/bound by the polygonal structure of the source 3D object. The present solution is 

to generate a transparent low quality 3D object overlay on top of the high quality 3D object 

and to base all selected and highlighted segments on the single low resolution polygonal 

structure. Although this approach, combined with the OA+X3D data model will enable 

annotation interoperability across different resolution formats of the same 3D model – the 

quality and precision of segment selection are sacrificed to support interoperability. 

Therefore, a better solution is needed to support the migration of part-based annotations 

between different versions of 3D objects. 

 What is the best approach to assist with the interpretation and documentation of 

variances and similarities between related 3D cultural heritage artefacts via Web-

based semantic annotations? 

The adopted approach was described in Chapter 7. The 3DSA annotation service enables 

users to view and measure a set of 3D artefacts and assign or automatically infer 

relationships between them. More specifically, users first select a set of 3D objects and the 

objects are placed side-by-side in the application. By using the measuring tools provided 

by 3DSA, the objects length, tall, thickness, surface area and volume can be easily 
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measured. The measuring capabilities are also applicable to artefact’s feature and 

decorations if they have been interactively selected by users, using the drawing tools 

provided in 3DSA. Relationships can be selected from ARO and attached between the 

compared objects or their sub-parts. 

In addition, the measurement and assigning relationship process are also automated in 

3DSA, for example: a left-click action on a button triggers the system to simultaneously 

measure the volume of the compared objects, and automatically tag “aro:isBiggerThan” 

and “aro:isSmallerThan” between those objects based on the measurement results.  

In general, these capabilities of 3DSA can assist in the interpretation and documentation of 

variances and similarities between related 3D cultural heritage artefacts. Additional 

experiments, covering existing solutions (once they are made freely available), are 

required to determine whether the adopted approach is optimal. 

 What ontologies/terms are required by domain experts to define relationships 

between 3D cultural heritage objects or parts of those objects? 

As described in Chapter 2, previous projects related to cultural heritage [73, 74, 106, 229, 

228]  have employed CIDOC/CRM properties to link cultural heritage objects to online 

resources. However, this is insufficient for the 3DSA’s use-case because CIDOC/CRM 

does not provide generic comparative and dimensional relationships that can be defined 

between 3D cultural heritage objects or their sub-parts. Hence, a relationship ontology 

needs to be used along with CIDOC/CRM in order to achieve this use-case. 

This thesis presented ARO (described in Chapter 4) for this particular use-case. The ARO 

is a flexible relationship ontology that is inspired by bio-medical relationship ontologies 

(e.g., OBO_REL [238] and RO [186]) but tailored for tangible museum artefacts. It can be 

used together with any other cultural heritage ontologies and the new relationships can be 

easily included into ARO (subject to museum experts’ approval).   

 How to combine crowd-sourced annotations and other 3D features to infer high-

level semantic descriptions of 3D objects?  

Chapter 8 presented approaches that use crowd-sourced semantic annotations and 

measurement results to infer high-level semantic descriptions for 3D Greek vases. More 

specifically, given that the object has already been annotated with semantic labels and the 

rule-based reasoning has been invoked, the system first measures the geometry of the 3D 
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object and the results are stored into a triple-store as semantic labels. Then the reasoning 

engine reasons across the semantic labels within knowledge base to infer high-level 

semantic descriptions. However, crowd-sourced annotations are often noisy, ambiguous 

and incomplete, which makes classical reasoning redundant – any annotation that is 

inexplicit/incorrect being detected will return as false, despite that the majority of 

annotations are correct. Hence, the probabilistic approach that enables soft classification 

based on probability (e.g., 90% this is a chalice), is a better solution for reasoning on 

crowd-sourced annotations. 

 How can ontologies be incorporated within the search interface to enable non-

expert/novice users unfamiliar with museum experts’ terminology/metadata, to find 

what they are looking for when searching 3D cultural heritage collections? 

Ontology provides hierarchical classes that connect with multiple taxonomies and 

relationships linking between those classes. This Semantic Web data structure can form a 

faceted classification scheme [209] to enable a faceted search [81] system. This search 

interface displays the relevant sub-categories upfront, by which users can see an overview 

of results and then narrow down the search [80]. Hence, this search interface enables 

users to explore the collections, rather than having them to know the correct search terms 

to find a specific set of 3D objects. Fagan, J.C. [80] indicates that users can find things 

quicker and more accurate compare faceted search to the typical full-text search and 

navigational taxonomies.  

If a faceted search interface is based on Semantic Web ontologies, it further streamlines 

the process of provide finer grain access to the collections. This is because their classes, 

instances and properties are already well-defined in a common and standardized data-

structure, allowing multiple ontologies to be easily plugged into a semantic faceted search 

system to accommodate people with different disciplines and levels of expertise (ranging 

from novices to experts).  

10.4 Future Work 

The investigation into the semantic annotation services of 3D models of cultural heritage 

artefacts posed a series of challenges that can lead to interesting directions in future 

research. Future research and development are suggested in the following areas: 
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10.4.1 3D Data Acquisition  

Digitize more museum artefacts – The limited size of 3D collections makes it difficult to 

evaluate search capabilities for the course of this research. Hence, at least 300 Greek 

vases needs to be acquired and digitized them into 3D artefacts. The process involves 

forming collaboration with other Australian museums (e.g., Queensland Museum [255], 

Nicholson Museum [257], Hellenic Museum [107], Abbey Museum of Art and Archaeology 

[3]), negotiating with them to obtain their Greek vase collections for scanning.  

Exploit modern 3D data acquisition tools – The Konica Minolta laser scanner acquired 

for generating 3D models for this study is not the optimal acquisition tool, due to its lack of 

portability and its laborious scanning process. One future task is to obtain and experiment 

more advanced and/or easy-to-use 3D acquisition equipment (e.g., hand-held scanner [66], 

multi-view dome [223]) for efficient digitization of cultural heritage artefacts, which can 

streamline the process of expanding the 3D collections. 

10.4.2 Ontology and Data Model  

Improve the GVO – Ways to improve GVO includes investigating how the Open 

Provenance Model (OPM) [170] can be incorporated into GVO to support the capture of 

detailed provenance information for  Greek vases; investigating CIDOC/CRM extensively 

in order to increase the scope of GVO (e.g., the restoration process, materials used, and 

manufacturing method), so that other vocabularies can be mapped into the ontology.  

Improve in ARO – The ARO could be improved by identifying relevant “spatial 

relationships” that are typically used in describing and analysing 3D cultural heritage 

artefacts. Another task is to resolve the ambiguity issue (digital object verses real object) 

of “isDerivedFrom” relationship in ARO, as suggested by experts, by taking example from 

the CIDOC/CRM to distinguish between the digital object and the real object. 

Investigate automatic text analysis for enhancing GVO and ARO – To date, only 

manual analysis of textual descriptions and manual mappings to GVO and ARO have 

been performed. Automatic text analysis Named-Entity Recognition (NER) [175]  on the 

textual descriptions to identify and extract both new and existing entities in the GVO and 

ARO and to extract structured data, would be a worthwhile and potentially fruitful but highly 

challenging exercise [8]. 
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Evaluate OA+X3D approach with other existing approaches – The proposed 

OA+X3Dmethod needs to be compared with other approaches to creating 3D fragment 

identifiers for 3D annotation (e.g., Arrigo [106], Tagg3D [73], 3D-COFORM’s IVB [229]). 

10.4.3 3D Annotation 

Address the annotation interoperability challenge – Challenges still remain with regard 

to automatic mapping of 3D surface-based and segment-based annotations across 

different resolutions of the one 3D object. Thus, future research challenge is to discover 

ways to define the region of interest on a 3D artefact that is not bounded by the polygonal 

structure and that will persist across the 3D object independent of resolution and format. 

Enable semi-automated segmentation of 3D object – This thesis presented a Web-

based solution that enables the users to manually specify the sub-part on the 3D object for 

tagging. However, this is a sub-optimal approach, as manual segmentation, selection and 

cleaning of 3D fragment can be time consuming. The future work is to enable semi-

automated segmentation of 3D object [20, 84, 230] such as pre-segmentation of the vases 

into parts (e.g., mouth, neck, body, base) prior to annotation, which could potentially 

improve the efficiency of performing surface-region-based and segment-based annotation.  

Improve the detection of errors and corrections of annotations – Active learning 

techniques [102] will be incorporated in the 3DSA annotation service to detect and improve 

the correctness of the crowd-sourced annotations. This is because the future research 

needs to investigate novels ways of encouraging lay users to take part in the collective 

annotation of 3D cultural heritage artefacts, which quality control of user-generated 

annotations will be essentially important. 

Explore the annotation of semantically enriched museum documentation – The 

capability of annotating 3D objects with text segments extracted from online documents 

(see Chapter 6; Section 6.5.1) will be combined with semantic annotations. In other words, 

the text segments extracted from museum documentations are to be enriched with 

semantic labels, which make them machine processable. Annotating such semantically 

enriched textual information to 3D museum artefacts or their sub-parts has the potential to 

improve the discovery of those objects. 
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10.4.4 Comparative Analysis of 3D Museum Artefacts 

Evaluating OWLIM with other semantic repositories – The evaluation of comparing 

OWLIM with other semantic repositories in terms of querying relationships has not been 

carried out. Hence, future work should be undertaken to evaluate the querying 

performance with another semantic repository that supports the reasoning capability using 

OWL constructs other than OWLIM, such as Jena [48] (incorporating Pellet [236] for 

complete OWL DL reasoning [14]), DLEJena [163], Oracle’s Database Semantic Store 

[284].  

 

Improve user interface for comparing museum artefacts – Future work should be 

undertaken to experiment with a more advanced user interface for viewing and comparing 

multiple objects, such as geometric registration to normalise the pose for a set of vases 

and to move them in synchronization as the user interacts with a single vase, and the 

ability to overlay 3D objects within a single panel and modify the level of transparency for 

the overlaid objects, so that users can easily view and compare two similar artefacts.  

 

Extend the measurement capability – Future research could extend the measurement 

and dimensional comparison capability (e.g., including length, diameter, area) to provide a 

wider range of dimensional relationships that can be auto-tagged to the 3D artefacts. For 

example, users can measure the length/diameter of a set of 3D objects and the 

relationships are automatically determined and attached to the compared set of objects.  

Statistical analyses over 3D objects – Another future work is to implement advanced 

statistical analyses over a set of 3D objects or their part. For example, determine the 

average height of a given set of vases.  

10.4.5 Semantic Reasoning 

Evaluate the semantic reasoning approach in other domains – The 3DSA system 

should be deployed into other domains and its inference capabilities should be evaluated 

in the contexts that are not as well defined as the Greek vases domain. For example, 

wooden carvings created by Australian Indigenous tribes are ideal candidates, because 

they often have a more complex abstract designs and less-established cataloguing rules 

compared to Greek vases.    
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Apply the proposed probabilistic approach to other reasoners – The proposed 

probabilistic reasoning approach will be evaluated with other common semantic reasoners 

(e.g., Pellet [236], HermiT[93], OWLIM [140]). As these semantic reasoners do not support 

N3Logic format, the challenge is to investigate whether the proposed approach is 

applicable to other rule formats (e.g., SWRL [116], RuleML [36], RIF [274]). 

10.4.6 Search and Retrieval 

Improve semantic search interface – Novel search interfaces such as semantic faceted 

search [272] and natural language interface [151] will be explored to improve the 3DSA’s 

semantic search’s usability. Attention needs to be paid especially to incorporating large 

complex ontologies into the search interface without overburdening the users. Furthermore, 

the semantic search on relationships needs to be re-developed to appear as a menu item 

on the 3DSA’s main semantic search interface. 

 

Measure search Precision and Recall – One important future work is to measure the 

precision and recall of the proposed search solutions presented in Chapter 9. This type of 

evaluation was not possible in the present study, due to the limited size of the 3D 

collection. As mentioned in Section 10.4.1, a future task is to obtain 300 Greek vases from 

multiple museums, digitize them into 3D models and populate them with social tags. This 

would generate a 3D test-bed capable of generating statistically meaningful precision and 

recall values to assess improvements in search results. 

10.4.7 Other Challenges 

Evaluate the proposed solutions in other disciplines and domains – The prospective 

research direction is to evaluate the 3DSA application within the context of domains other 

than Greek vase, such as Chinese ceramics, Roman potteries and Cardial wares. This 

would enable the flexibility of the system and the ease with which it can be re-configured 

and adapted for other domains to be assessed. 

Investigate mobile applications – Mobile computing has been brought to the fore in 

recent years due to the popularity of the Apple mobile devices (e.g., iPod, iPhone, iPad) 

and Android devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets from HTC, Sony and Samsung). 

Experimentation with the quick response (QR) codes has been undertaken in other studies 
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to enable museum visitors to retrieve community-generated annotations via mobile 

devices such as smartphones or tablets. As an extension of this technology, QR codes 

(small printable tags) can be generated from the annotation applications, and attached to 

the physical museum artefacts in the exhibition. This would enable museum visitors with 

the QR code app on their mobile devices to retrieve the related 3D museum artefact with 

its aggregated annotations. This technology is an exciting development with significant 

potential that will also require further testing and evaluation.  

10.5 Conclusion 

To conclude, while there remain significant open issues and extensions that remain to be 

explored or implemented, the research that has underpinned the development of the 3DSA 

system is a step forward, making collaborative cataloguing of 3D cultural heritage artefacts 

across the Web a reality for all users. The proposed approach enables interactive dialogue 

between museum institutions and interested communities (e.g., academics, scholars, 

anthropologists, archaeologists and traditional owners). The 3DSA services and data 

models presented in this thesis represent a highly innovative approach to cultural heritage 

documentation that combines the best of Web 2.0, Semantic Web and Web3D 

technologies to maximize the preservation, capture, dissemination and reuse of knowledge 

about cultural heritage. Finally, the findings presented in this thesis demonstrate that the 

extensions to the OA data model (with X3D), and its application within an open semantic 

annotation service for 3D museum collections, is a viable option for enhancing the 

discovery, capture, inference and exchange of cultural heritage knowledge. The current 

lack of large scale online 3D collections limited quantitative assessment of the extent to 

which OA-based semantic annotations can improve 3D search services, but the 

approaches proposed, implemented and evaluated in this thesis lay the foundation for 

further research on this topic as online 3D collections grow in the future. 
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Appendix 1  GVO Class Structure  

### This export does not include instances. 
 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix gvo: <http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#> . 
@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/terms#> . 
@prefix xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace> . 
@prefix crm: <http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#> . 
@prefix protege: <http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 
@base <http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#> . 
 
################################################################# 
# 
#    Object Properties 
# 
################################################################# 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#attached_along 
 
gvo:attached_along rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range gvo:Axis ; 
                    
                   rdfs:domain gvo:Handle . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#attached_to 
 
gvo:attached_to rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                 
                rdfs:domain gvo:Handle ; 
                 
                rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#decorated_with 
 
gvo:decorated_with rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range gvo:Decoration ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subPropertyOf crm:P65_shows_visual_item ; 
                    
                   rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                 owl:unionOf ( gvo:Greek_Pottery 
                                               gvo:Pottery_Part 
                                             ) 
                               ] . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#depicts 
 
gvo:depicts rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
             
            rdfs:domain gvo:Decoration ; 
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            rdfs:range gvo:Depicted_Entity ; 
             
            rdfs:subPropertyOf crm:P138_represents . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#form_continuous_curve_between 
 
gvo:form_continuous_curve_between rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                                   
                                  rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                   
                                  rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#form_continuous_curve_with 
 
gvo:form_continuous_curve_with rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                                
                               rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                
                               rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_base 
 
gvo:has_base rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
              
             rdfs:range gvo:Base ; 
              
             rdfs:domain gvo:Foot . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_characteristic 
 
gvo:has_characteristic rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                        
                       rdfs:range gvo:Characteristic ; 
                        
                       rdfs:subPropertyOf crm:P43_has_dimension ; 
                        
                       rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                     owl:unionOf ( gvo:Greek_Pottery 
                                                   gvo:Pottery_Part 
                                                 ) 
                                   ] . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_colour 
 
gvo:has_colour rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:range gvo:Colour ; 
                
               rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                             owl:unionOf ( gvo:Decoration 
                                           gvo:Greek_Pottery 
                                           gvo:Pottery_Part 
                                         ) 
                           ] . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_darker_tone_than 
 
gvo:has_darker_tone_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                  owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                          
                         rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                          
                         rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_greener_tone_than 
 
gvo:has_greener_tone_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                   owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                           
                          rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                           
                          rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                           
                          rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_largest_diameter_on 
 
gvo:has_largest_diameter_on rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                             
                            rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
                             
                            rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_lesser_decorations_than 
 
gvo:has_lesser_decorations_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                         owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                                 
                                rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                 
                                rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                 
                                rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_lesser_saturated_colour_than 
 
gvo:has_lesser_saturated_colour_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                              owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                                      
                                     rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                      
                                     rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                      
                                     rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_lighter_tone_than 
 
gvo:has_lighter_tone_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                   owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                           
                          rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                           
                          rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                           
                          rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_lip 
 
gvo:has_lip rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
             
            rdfs:range gvo:Lip ; 
             
            rdfs:domain gvo:Mouth . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_more_blue_tone_than 
 
gvo:has_more_blue_tone_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                     owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                             
                            rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                             
                            rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                             
                            rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_more_decorations_than 
 
gvo:has_more_decorations_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                       owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                               
                              rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                               
                              rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                               
                              rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_more_saturated_colour_than 
 
gvo:has_more_saturated_colour_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                            owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                                    
                                   rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                    
                                   rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                    
                                   rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_part 
 
gvo:has_part rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
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             rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
              
             rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
              
             rdfs:subPropertyOf crm:P58_has_section_definition . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_redder_tone_than 
 
gvo:has_redder_tone_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                  owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                          
                         rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                          
                         rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_shape 
 
gvo:has_shape rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
               
              rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
               
              rdfs:range gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_stem 
 
gvo:has_stem rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
              
             rdfs:domain gvo:Foot ; 
              
             rdfs:range gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_style 
 
gvo:has_style rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
               
              rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
               
              rdfs:range gvo:Style . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_theme 
 
gvo:has_theme rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
               
              rdfs:domain gvo:Decoration ; 
               
              rdfs:range gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_bigger_than 
 
gvo:is_bigger_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
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                            owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                    
                   rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                    
                   owl:inverseOf gvo:is_smaller_than ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_copy_of 
 
gvo:is_copy_of rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                
               rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                
               rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_derived_from 
 
gvo:is_derived_from rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_holding 
 
gvo:is_holding rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:domain gvo:Character ; 
                
               rdfs:range gvo:Object . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_longer_than 
 
gvo:is_longer_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                            owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                    
                   owl:inverseOf gvo:is_shorter_than ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_made_earlier_than 
 
gvo:is_made_earlier_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                  owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
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                         rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                          
                         rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                          
                         owl:inverseOf gvo:is_made_later_than ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_made_later_than 
 
gvo:is_made_later_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                                owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                        
                       rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                        
                       rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                        
                       rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_narrower_than 
 
gvo:is_narrower_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                              owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                      
                     rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                      
                     rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                      
                     rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_related_to 
 
gvo:is_related_to rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                           owl:SymmetricProperty ; 
                   
                  rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                   
                  rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                   
                  owl:inverseOf gvo:is_related_to ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_shorter_than 
 
gvo:is_shorter_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                             owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_similar_to 
 
gvo:is_similar_to rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                           owl:SymmetricProperty ; 
                   
                  rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                   
                  rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                   
                  owl:inverseOf gvo:is_similar_to ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_smaller_than 
 
gvo:is_smaller_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                             owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_taller_than 
 
gvo:is_taller_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                            owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_thicker_than 
 
gvo:is_thicker_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                             owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    owl:inverseOf gvo:is_thinner_than ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_thinner_than 
 
gvo:is_thinner_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                             owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
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                    rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_variation_of 
 
gvo:is_variation_of rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_wearing 
 
gvo:is_wearing rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:domain gvo:Character ; 
                
               rdfs:range gvo:Man-Made_Object . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#is_wider_than 
 
gvo:is_wider_than rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty , 
                           owl:TransitiveProperty ; 
                   
                  rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                   
                  rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                   
                  owl:inverseOf gvo:is_narrower_than ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subPropertyOf dc:relation . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#made_by 
 
gvo:made_by rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
             
            rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
             
            rdfs:range gvo:Potter . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#offset_with 
 
gvo:offset_with rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                 
                rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                 
                rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#painted_by 
 
gvo:painted_by rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
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               rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
                
               rdfs:range gvo:Painter . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#performs 
 
gvo:performs rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
              
             rdfs:range gvo:Action ; 
              
             rdfs:domain gvo:Character . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#specialised_in 
 
gvo:specialised_in rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:domain gvo:Painter ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range gvo:Style . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#to_target 
 
gvo:to_target rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
               
              rdfs:domain gvo:Action ; 
               
              rdfs:range gvo:Object . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#with_the_widest_portion_towards 
 
gvo:with_the_widest_portion_towards rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                                     
                                    rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
                                     
                                    rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://purl.org/dc/terms#relation 
 
dc:relation rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
             
            rdfs:domain gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
             
            rdfs:range gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P108_has_produced 
 
crm:P108_has_produced rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                       
                      rdfs:range gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
                       
                      rdfs:domain crm:E12_Production . 
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###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P138_represents 
 
crm:P138_represents rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P43_has_dimension 
 
crm:P43_has_dimension rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                       
                      rdfs:domain crm:E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing ; 
                       
                      rdfs:range crm:E54_Dimension . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P45_consists_of 
 
crm:P45_consists_of rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                     
                    rdfs:domain crm:E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing ; 
                     
                    rdfs:range crm:E57_Material . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P53_has_former_or_current_location 
 
crm:P53_has_former_or_current_location rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                                        
                                       rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery ; 
                                        
                                       rdfs:range crm:E53_Place . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P58_has_section_definition 
 
crm:P58_has_section_definition rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                                
                               rdfs:domain crm:E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing ; 
                                
                               rdfs:range crm:E46_Section_Definition . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P60_has_value 
 
crm:P60_has_value rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                   
                  rdfs:domain crm:E54_Dimension ; 
                   
                  rdfs:range crm:E60_Number . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P65_shows_visual_item 
 
crm:P65_shows_visual_item rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#P91_has_unit 
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crm:P91_has_unit rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ; 
                  
                 rdfs:domain crm:E54_Dimension ; 
                  
                 rdfs:range crm:E58_Measurement_Unit . 
 
 
 
 
 
################################################################# 
# 
#    Data properties 
# 
################################################################# 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_amount 
 
gvo:has_amount rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                        owl:FunctionalProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:range xsd:int ; 
                
               rdfs:domain [ rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                             owl:unionOf ( gvo:Decoration 
                                           gvo:Depicted_Entity 
                                           gvo:Pottery_Part 
                                         ) 
                           ] . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_diameter_value 
 
gvo:has_diameter_value rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
                        
                       rdfs:range xsd:float . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_end_year 
 
gvo:has_end_year rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                          owl:FunctionalProperty ; 
                  
                 rdfs:range xsd:date . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_gender 
 
gvo:has_gender rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                        owl:FunctionalProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:domain gvo:Character ; 
                
               rdfs:range [ rdf:type rdfs:Datatype ; 
                            owl:oneOf [ rdf:type rdf:List ; 
                                        rdf:first "Female"^^xsd:string ; 
                                        rdf:rest [ rdf:type rdf:List ; 
                                                   rdf:first "Male"^^xsd:string ; 
                                                   rdf:rest rdf:nil 
                                                 ] 
                                      ] 
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                          ] . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_height_value 
 
gvo:has_height_value rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
                      
                     rdfs:range xsd:float . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_start_year 
 
gvo:has_start_year rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty , 
                            owl:FunctionalProperty ; 
                    
                   rdfs:range xsd:date . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_surface_area_value 
 
gvo:has_surface_area_value rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
                            
                           rdfs:range xsd:float . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_thickness_value 
 
gvo:has_thickness_value rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
                         
                        rdfs:range xsd:float . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#has_volume_value 
 
gvo:has_volume_value rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
                      
                     rdfs:range xsd:float . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#looks_like 
 
gvo:looks_like rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty ; 
                
               rdfs:domain gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape ; 
                
               rdfs:range xsd:string . 
 
 
 
 
 
################################################################# 
# 
#    Classes 
# 
################################################################# 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Action 
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gvo:Action rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Axis , 
                            gvo:Characteristic , 
                            gvo:Colour , 
                            gvo:Decoration , 
                            gvo:Depicted_Entity , 
                            gvo:Greek_Pottery , 
                            gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                            gvo:Painter , 
                            gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                            gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Agricultural_Deity 
 
gvo:Agricultural_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                        
                       rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
                        
                       owl:disjointWith gvo:Chthonic_Deity , 
                                        gvo:Deified_Mortal , 
                                        gvo:Giant , 
                                        gvo:Olympian_Deity , 
                                        gvo:Personified_Concept , 
                                        gvo:Primordial_Deity , 
                                        gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                                        gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                        gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                        gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Algea 
 
gvo:Algea rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Personified_Concept ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Erotes , 
                           gvo:Moirai , 
                           gvo:Oneiroi . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Aloadae 
 
gvo:Aloadae rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Giant ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Cyclopes , 
                             gvo:Hekatonkheires . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Amazon 
 
gvo:Amazon rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Hero , 
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                            gvo:Inmates_Of_Tartarus , 
                            gvo:King , 
                            gvo:Notable_Woman , 
                            gvo:Seer . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Anemoi 
 
gvo:Anemoi rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sky_Deity ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Astra_Planeti , 
                            gvo:Pleiades . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Animal 
 
gvo:Animal rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Character ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Greek_Mythological_Figures , 
                            gvo:Human . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Astra_Planeti 
 
gvo:Astra_Planeti rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sky_Deity ; 
                   
                  owl:disjointWith gvo:Pleiades . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Axis 
 
gvo:Axis rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Characteristic , 
                          gvo:Colour , 
                          gvo:Decoration , 
                          gvo:Depicted_Entity , 
                          gvo:Greek_Pottery , 
                          gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                          gvo:Painter , 
                          gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                          gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Base 
 
gvo:Base rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Body , 
                          gvo:Foot , 
                          gvo:Handle , 
                          gvo:Lid , 
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                          gvo:Lip , 
                          gvo:Mouth , 
                          gvo:Neck , 
                          gvo:Shoulder , 
                          gvo:Spout , 
                          gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Biological_Object 
 
gvo:Biological_Object rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                       
                      rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Object ; 
                       
                      owl:disjointWith gvo:Man-Made_Object . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Body 
 
gvo:Body rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Foot , 
                          gvo:Handle , 
                          gvo:Lid , 
                          gvo:Lip , 
                          gvo:Mouth , 
                          gvo:Neck , 
                          gvo:Shoulder , 
                          gvo:Spout , 
                          gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Cabeiri 
 
gvo:Cabeiri rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Centaurs , 
                             gvo:Cercopes , 
                             gvo:Dactyls , 
                             gvo:Horae , 
                             gvo:Korybantes , 
                             gvo:Maenades , 
                             gvo:Naiades , 
                             gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                             gvo:Oceanides , 
                             gvo:Oreades , 
                             gvo:Potamoi , 
                             gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Centaurs 
 
gvo:Centaurs rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Cercopes , 
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                              gvo:Dactyls , 
                              gvo:Horae , 
                              gvo:Korybantes , 
                              gvo:Maenades , 
                              gvo:Naiades , 
                              gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                              gvo:Oceanides , 
                              gvo:Oreades , 
                              gvo:Potamoi , 
                              gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Cercopes 
 
gvo:Cercopes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Dactyls , 
                              gvo:Horae , 
                              gvo:Korybantes , 
                              gvo:Maenades , 
                              gvo:Naiades , 
                              gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                              gvo:Oceanides , 
                              gvo:Oreades , 
                              gvo:Potamoi , 
                              gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Character 
 
gvo:Character rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Biological_Object ; 
               
              owl:disjointWith gvo:Plant . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Characteristic 
 
gvo:Characteristic rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf crm:E54_Dimension ; 
                    
                   owl:disjointWith gvo:Colour , 
                                    gvo:Decoration , 
                                    gvo:Depicted_Entity , 
                                    gvo:Greek_Pottery , 
                                    gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                                    gvo:Painter , 
                                    gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                                    gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Charites 
 
gvo:Charites rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Chthonic_Deity 
 
gvo:Chthonic_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
                    
                   owl:disjointWith gvo:Deified_Mortal , 
                                    gvo:Giant , 
                                    gvo:Olympian_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Personified_Concept , 
                                    gvo:Primordial_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Colour 
 
gvo:Colour rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Decoration , 
                            gvo:Depicted_Entity , 
                            gvo:Greek_Pottery , 
                            gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                            gvo:Painter , 
                            gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                            gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Curvature_Characteristic 
 
gvo:Curvature_Characteristic rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                              
                             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Characteristic ; 
                              
                             owl:disjointWith gvo:Dimensional_Characteristic , 
                                              gvo:Shape_Characteristic , 
                                              gvo:Size_Characteristic . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Cyclopes 
 
gvo:Cyclopes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Giant ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Hekatonkheires . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Dactyls 
 
gvo:Dactyls rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Horae , 
                             gvo:Korybantes , 
                             gvo:Maenades , 
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                             gvo:Naiades , 
                             gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                             gvo:Oceanides , 
                             gvo:Oreades , 
                             gvo:Potamoi , 
                             gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Daemones_Ceramici 
 
gvo:Daemones_Ceramici rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                       
                      rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Decoration 
 
gvo:Decoration rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                
               rdfs:subClassOf crm:E36_Visual_Item ; 
                
               owl:disjointWith gvo:Depicted_Entity , 
                                gvo:Greek_Pottery , 
                                gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                                gvo:Painter , 
                                gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                                gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Deified_Mortal 
 
gvo:Deified_Mortal rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal ; 
                    
                   owl:disjointWith gvo:Deity , 
                                    gvo:Giant , 
                                    gvo:Olympian_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Personified_Concept , 
                                    gvo:Primordial_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Deity 
 
gvo:Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Giant , 
                           gvo:Personified_Concept , 
                           gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Depicted_Entity 
 
gvo:Depicted_Entity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
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                    rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity ; 
                     
                    owl:disjointWith gvo:Greek_Pottery , 
                                     gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                                     gvo:Painter , 
                                     gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                                     gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Dimensional_Characteristic 
 
gvo:Dimensional_Characteristic rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                
                               rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Characteristic ; 
                                
                               owl:disjointWith gvo:Shape_Characteristic , 
                                                gvo:Size_Characteristic . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Dioscuri 
 
gvo:Dioscuri rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deified_Mortal ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Leucippides . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Elder_Cyclopes 
 
gvo:Elder_Cyclopes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Cyclopes . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Engraving 
 
gvo:Engraving rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Decoration ; 
               
              owl:disjointWith gvo:Painting . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Erinyes 
 
gvo:Erinyes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Chthonic_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Erotes 
 
gvo:Erotes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Personified_Concept ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Moirai , 
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                            gvo:Oneiroi . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Foot 
 
gvo:Foot rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Handle , 
                          gvo:Lid , 
                          gvo:Lip , 
                          gvo:Mouth , 
                          gvo:Neck , 
                          gvo:Shoulder , 
                          gvo:Spout , 
                          gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Giant 
 
gvo:Giant rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Olympian_Deity , 
                           gvo:Personified_Concept , 
                           gvo:Primordial_Deity , 
                           gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                           gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                           gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                           gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Gorgon 
 
gvo:Gorgon rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Graeae , 
                            gvo:Harpy , 
                            gvo:Ichthyocentaurs , 
                            gvo:Nereide , 
                            gvo:Siren , 
                            gvo:Telchines . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Graeae 
 
gvo:Graeae rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Harpy , 
                            gvo:Ichthyocentaurs , 
                            gvo:Nereide , 
                            gvo:Siren , 
                            gvo:Telchines . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Greek_Mythological_Creature 
 
gvo:Greek_Mythological_Creature rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                 
                                rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Figures ; 
                                 
                                owl:disjointWith gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal , 
                                                 gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Greek_Mythological_Figures 
 
gvo:Greek_Mythological_Figures rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                
                               rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Character ; 
                                
                               owl:disjointWith gvo:Human . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Greek_Mythological_Immortal 
 
gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                 
                                rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Figures ; 
                                 
                                owl:disjointWith gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Greek_Mythological_Mortal 
 
gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                               
                              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Figures . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Greek_Pottery 
 
gvo:Greek_Pottery rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subClassOf crm:E22_Man-Made_Object ; 
                   
                  owl:disjointWith gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape , 
                                   gvo:Painter , 
                                   gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                                   gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Greek_Pottery_Shape 
 
gvo:Greek_Pottery_Shape rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                         
                        owl:disjointWith gvo:Painter , 
                                         gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                                         gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Handle 
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gvo:Handle rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Lid , 
                            gvo:Lip , 
                            gvo:Mouth , 
                            gvo:Neck , 
                            gvo:Shoulder , 
                            gvo:Spout , 
                            gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Harpy 
 
gvo:Harpy rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Ichthyocentaurs , 
                           gvo:Nereide , 
                           gvo:Siren , 
                           gvo:Telchines . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Health_Deity 
 
gvo:Health_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                  
                 rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Hekatonkheires 
 
gvo:Hekatonkheires rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Giant . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Hero 
 
gvo:Hero rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Inmates_Of_Tartarus , 
                          gvo:King , 
                          gvo:Notable_Woman , 
                          gvo:Seer . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Horae 
 
gvo:Horae rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Korybantes , 
                           gvo:Maenades , 
                           gvo:Naiades , 
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                           gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                           gvo:Oceanides , 
                           gvo:Oreades , 
                           gvo:Potamoi , 
                           gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Human 
 
gvo:Human rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Character . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Ichthyocentaurs 
 
gvo:Ichthyocentaurs rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity ; 
                     
                    owl:disjointWith gvo:Nereide , 
                                     gvo:Siren , 
                                     gvo:Telchines . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Inmates_Of_Tartarus 
 
gvo:Inmates_Of_Tartarus rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                         
                        rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal ; 
                         
                        owl:disjointWith gvo:King , 
                                         gvo:Notable_Woman , 
                                         gvo:Seer . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Inscription 
 
gvo:Inscription rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                 
                rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Depicted_Entity ; 
                 
                owl:disjointWith gvo:Object , 
                                 gvo:Painting , 
                                 gvo:Pattern , 
                                 gvo:Scene . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Judges_Of_The_Dead 
 
gvo:Judges_Of_The_Dead rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                        
                       rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Chthonic_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#King 
 
gvo:King rdf:type owl:Class ; 
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         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Notable_Woman , 
                          gvo:Seer . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Korybantes 
 
gvo:Korybantes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                
               rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
                
               owl:disjointWith gvo:Maenades , 
                                gvo:Naiades , 
                                gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                                gvo:Oceanides , 
                                gvo:Oreades , 
                                gvo:Potamoi , 
                                gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Lampades 
 
gvo:Lampades rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Chthonic_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Leucippides 
 
gvo:Leucippides rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                 
                rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deified_Mortal . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Lid 
 
gvo:Lid rdf:type owl:Class ; 
         
        rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
         
        owl:disjointWith gvo:Lip , 
                         gvo:Mouth , 
                         gvo:Neck , 
                         gvo:Shoulder , 
                         gvo:Spout , 
                         gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Lip 
 
gvo:Lip rdf:type owl:Class ; 
         
        rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
         
        owl:disjointWith gvo:Mouth , 
                         gvo:Neck , 
                         gvo:Shoulder , 
                         gvo:Spout , 
                         gvo:Stem . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Maenades 
 
gvo:Maenades rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Naiades , 
                              gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                              gvo:Oceanides , 
                              gvo:Oreades , 
                              gvo:Potamoi , 
                              gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Man-Made_Object 
 
gvo:Man-Made_Object rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Object . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Moirai 
 
gvo:Moirai rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Personified_Concept ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Oneiroi . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Mouth 
 
gvo:Mouth rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Neck , 
                           gvo:Shoulder , 
                           gvo:Spout , 
                           gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Muses 
 
gvo:Muses rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Naiades 
 
gvo:Naiades rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi , 
                             gvo:Oceanides , 
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                             gvo:Oreades , 
                             gvo:Potamoi , 
                             gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Neck 
 
gvo:Neck rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
          
         owl:disjointWith gvo:Shoulder , 
                          gvo:Spout , 
                          gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Nereide 
 
gvo:Nereide rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Siren , 
                             gvo:Telchines . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Notable_Woman 
 
gvo:Notable_Woman rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal ; 
                   
                  owl:disjointWith gvo:Seer . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Nymphai_Hyperboreioi 
 
gvo:Nymphai_Hyperboreioi rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
                          
                         owl:disjointWith gvo:Oceanides , 
                                          gvo:Oreades , 
                                          gvo:Potamoi , 
                                          gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Object 
 
gvo:Object rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Depicted_Entity ; 
            
           owl:disjointWith gvo:Pattern , 
                            gvo:Scene . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Oceanides 
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gvo:Oceanides rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
               
              owl:disjointWith gvo:Oreades , 
                               gvo:Potamoi , 
                               gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Olympian_Deity 
 
gvo:Olympian_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
                    
                   owl:disjointWith gvo:Personified_Concept , 
                                    gvo:Primordial_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                    gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Olympian_Muses 
 
gvo:Olympian_Muses rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Muses ; 
                    
                   owl:disjointWith gvo:Titan_Muses , 
                                    gvo:Younger_Muses . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Oneiroi 
 
gvo:Oneiroi rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Personified_Concept . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Oreades 
 
gvo:Oreades rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Potamoi , 
                             gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Painter 
 
gvo:Painter rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf crm:E21_Person ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Pottery_Part , 
                             gvo:Theme . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Painting 
 
gvo:Painting rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Decoration ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Pattern . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Pattern 
 
gvo:Pattern rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Depicted_Entity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Scene . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Personified_Concept 
 
gvo:Personified_Concept rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                         
                        rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal ; 
                         
                        owl:disjointWith gvo:Primordial_Deity , 
                                         gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                                         gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                         gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                         gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Plant 
 
gvo:Plant rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Biological_Object . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Pleiades 
 
gvo:Pleiades rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sky_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Potamoi 
 
gvo:Potamoi rdf:type owl:Class ; 
             
            rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity ; 
             
            owl:disjointWith gvo:Satyrs . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Potter 
 
gvo:Potter rdf:type owl:Class ; 
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           rdfs:subClassOf crm:E21_Person . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Pottery_Part 
 
gvo:Pottery_Part rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                  
                 rdfs:subClassOf crm:E25_Man-Made_Feature , 
                                 crm:E46_Section_Definition ; 
                  
                 owl:disjointWith gvo:Theme . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Primordial_Deity 
 
gvo:Primordial_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                      
                     rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
                      
                     owl:disjointWith gvo:Rustic_Deity , 
                                      gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                      gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                      gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Rustic_Deity 
 
gvo:Rustic_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                  
                 rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
                  
                 owl:disjointWith gvo:Sea_Deity , 
                                  gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                                  gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Satyrs 
 
gvo:Satyrs rdf:type owl:Class ; 
            
           rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Rustic_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Scene 
 
gvo:Scene rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Depicted_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Sea_Deity 
 
gvo:Sea_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
               
              owl:disjointWith gvo:Sky_Deity , 
                               gvo:Titan . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Seer 
 
gvo:Seer rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Mortal . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Shape_Characteristic 
 
gvo:Shape_Characteristic rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Characteristic ; 
                          
                         owl:disjointWith gvo:Size_Characteristic . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Shoulder 
 
gvo:Shoulder rdf:type owl:Class ; 
              
             rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
              
             owl:disjointWith gvo:Spout , 
                              gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Siren 
 
gvo:Siren rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity ; 
           
          owl:disjointWith gvo:Telchines . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Size_Characteristic 
 
gvo:Size_Characteristic rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                         
                        rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Characteristic . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Sky_Deity 
 
gvo:Sky_Deity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Deity ; 
               
              owl:disjointWith gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Spout 
 
gvo:Spout rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part ; 
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          owl:disjointWith gvo:Stem . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Stem 
 
gvo:Stem rdf:type owl:Class ; 
          
         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Pottery_Part . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Style 
 
gvo:Style rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf owl:Thing . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Telchines 
 
gvo:Telchines rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Sea_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#The_Twelve_Olympians 
 
gvo:The_Twelve_Olympians rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Olympian_Deity . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#The_Twelve_Titan 
 
gvo:The_Twelve_Titan rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                      
                     rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Titan . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Theme 
 
gvo:Theme rdf:type owl:Class . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Titan 
 
gvo:Titan rdf:type owl:Class ; 
           
          rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Greek_Mythological_Immortal . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Titan_Muses 
 
gvo:Titan_Muses rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                 
                rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Muses ; 
                 
                owl:disjointWith gvo:Younger_Muses . 
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###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Younger_Cyclopes 
 
gvo:Younger_Cyclopes rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                      
                     rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Cyclopes . 
 
 
 
###  http://3dsa.metadata.net/3dsa/annotator/data/gv_ontology_v1.owl#Younger_Muses 
 
gvo:Younger_Muses rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subClassOf gvo:Muses . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E12_Production 
 
crm:E12_Production rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                    
                   rdfs:subClassOf crm:E4_Period . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E1_CRM_Entity 
 
crm:E1_CRM_Entity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subClassOf owl:Thing . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E21_Person 
 
crm:E21_Person rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                
               rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E22_Man-Made_Object 
 
crm:E22_Man-Made_Object rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                         
                        rdfs:subClassOf crm:E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing 
 
crm:E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                                 
                                rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E25_Man-Made_Feature 
 
crm:E25_Man-Made_Feature rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subClassOf crm:E24_Physical_Man-Made_Thing . 
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###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E36_Visual_Item 
 
crm:E36_Visual_Item rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                     
                    rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E46_Section_Definition 
 
crm:E46_Section_Definition rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                            
                           rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM-Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E4_Period 
 
crm:E4_Period rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E53_Place 
 
crm:E53_Place rdf:type owl:Class ; 
               
              rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E54_Dimension 
 
crm:E54_Dimension rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                   
                  rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E57_Material 
 
crm:E57_Material rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                  
                 rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E58_Measurement_Unit 
 
crm:E58_Measurement_Unit rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                          
                         rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
 
###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E60_Number 
 
crm:E60_Number rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                
               rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
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###  http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_release.rdfs#E7_Activity 
 
crm:E7_Activity rdf:type owl:Class ; 
                 
                rdfs:subClassOf crm:E1_CRM_Entity . 
 
 
###  Generated by the OWL API (version 3.2.3.22702) http://owlapi.sourceforge.net 
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Appendix 2  N3Logic Rules for 

Probabilistic Reasoning 

@prefix : <gv_ontology_v1.owl#>. 
@prefix e: <http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/2003/03swap/log-rules#>. 
@prefix ex: <http://example.org/#>. 
@prefix list: <http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/list#>. 
@prefix math: <http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/math#>. 
@prefix string: <http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/string#>. 
@prefix o: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>. 
@prefix m: <http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/string#matches>. 
 
#Storage_jar 
:Neck_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :oval].} => {(?g :Neck_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :thick].} => {(?g :Neck_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Neck_amphora "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Neck_amphora "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Neck_amphora "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 200]].} => {(?g :Neck_amphora "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Nolan_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :oval].} => {(?g :Nolan_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Nolan_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :has_characteristic :flaring].} => {(?g :Nolan_amphora "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Nolan_amphora "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Nolan_amphora "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 200]].} => {(?g :Nolan_amphora "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Panathenaic_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :taper_downward].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :cylindrical].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 550;math:lessThan 850]].} => {(?g :Panathenaic_amphora "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Pointed_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :cylindrical].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :knob].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 500;math:lessThan 600]].} => {(?g :Pointed_amphora "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Nikosthenic_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :oval].} => {(?g :Nikosthenic_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Nikosthenic_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Nikosthenic_amphora "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Nikosthenic_amphora "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :flaring].} => {(?g :Nikosthenic_amphora "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 250;math:lessThan 350]].} => {(?g :Nikosthenic_amphora "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
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:Belly_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :oval].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :form_continuous_curve_between [a :Lip],[a :Foot]].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 250;math:lessThan 350]].} => {(?g :Belly_amphora "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Pelike a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Pelike "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :with_the_widest_portion_towards [a :Base]].} => {(?g :Pelike "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :form_continuous_curve_with [a :Body]].} => {(?g :Pelike "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Base].} => {(?g :Pelike "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 500]].} => {(?g :Pelike "rule5") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Stamnos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :wide].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :curve_upward].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :loop].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule7") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule8") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 300;math:lessThan 600]].} => {(?g :Stamnos "rule9") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Transport_amphora a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Transport_amphora "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :knob].} => {(?g :Transport_amphora "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 500;math:lessThan 700]].} => {(?g :Transport_amphora "rule3") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
#Mixing bowl 
:Volute_krater a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Volute_krater "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Volute_krater "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :spiral].} => {(?g :Volute_krater "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Volute_krater "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Volute_krater "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 650]].} => {(?g :Volute_krater "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Column_krater a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_to [a :Lip]].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :cylindrical_stem].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :thick].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 400;math:lessThan 500]].} => {(?g :Column_krater "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Calyx_krater a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Calyx_krater "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :lower_convex].} => {(?g :Calyx_krater "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :upper_concave].} => {(?g :Calyx_krater "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :curve_upward].} => {(?g :Calyx_krater "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Calyx_krater "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 400;math:lessThan 500]].} => {(?g :Calyx_krater "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Bell_krater a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
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{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bell-shape].} => {(?g :Bell_krater "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :curve_upward].} => {(?g :Bell_krater "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :loop].} => {(?g :Bell_krater "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Bell_krater "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 400;math:lessThan 500]].} => {(?g :Bell_krater "rule5") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Skyphoid_krater a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Skyphoid_krater "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Skyphoid_krater "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lid; :has_characteristic :conical].} => {(?g :Skyphoid_krater "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Skyphoid_krater "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Skyphoid_krater "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 950;math:lessThan 1050]].} => {(?g :Skyphoid_krater "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Lebes_dinos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Lebes_dinos"rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Lebes_dinos"rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Base; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Lebes_dinos"rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Lebes_dinos"rule4") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
#Water jug 
:Hydria a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :oval].} => {(?g :Hydria "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Hydria "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Hydria "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Hydria "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Hydria "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 400;math:lessThan 500]].} => {(?g :Hydria "rule6") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Kalpis a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :form_continous_curve_between [a :Mouth],[a :Foot]].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 300;math:lessThan 600]].} => {(?g :Kalpis "rule7") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
#Oil flask 
:Deianira_lekythos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :oval].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :cup-shape].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Deianira_lekythos "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Standard_lekythos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :cylindrical].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Shoulder; :offset_with [a :Body]].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule7") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_largest_diameter_on  [a :Body].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule8") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Standard_lekythos "rule9") ex:give_weight 100}. 
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:Secondary_lekythos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :cylindrical].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Shoulder; :offset_with [a :Body]].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule7") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_largest_diameter_on  [a :Shoulder].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule8") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Secondary_lekythos "rule9") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Squat_lekythos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Squat_lekythos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :squat].} => {(?g :Squat_lekythos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Squat_lekythos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Squat_lekythos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :offset_with [a :Shoulder]].} => {(?g :Squat_lekythos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Squat_lekythos "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Acorn_lekythos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :acorn].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :squat].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Neck; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule7") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Acorn_lekythos "rule8") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Aryballos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Aryballos "rule1") ex:give_weight 200}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :disk].} => {(?g :Aryballos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle].} => {(?g :Aryballos "rule3") ex:give_weight 50}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 100]].} => {(?g :Aryballos "rule4") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Alabastron a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Alabastron "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Alabastron "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :string_hole].} => {(?g :Alabastron "rule3") ex:give_weight 25}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Base; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Alabastron "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 150]].} => {(?g :Alabastron "rule5") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Askos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :circular].} => {(?g :Askos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :convex].} => {(?g :Askos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :arch].} => {(?g :Askos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Spout].} => {(?g :Askos "rule4") ex:give_weight 200}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Askos "rule5") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Kothon a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :shallow].} => {(?g :Kothon "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Kothon "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :turned_in].} => {(?g :Kothon "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Kothon "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 150]].} => {(?g :Kothon "rule5") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Plemochoe a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :shallow].} => {(?g :Plemochoe "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Plemochoe "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
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{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Plemochoe "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :turned_in].} => {(?g :Plemochoe "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Plemochoe "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 100;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Plemochoe "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Lydion a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :round].} => {(?g :Lydion "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Mouth; :has_characteristic :disk].} => {(?g :Lydion "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Lydion "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 100]].} => {(?g :Lydion "rule4") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
#Drinking cup 
:Komast_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :concave].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Komast_cup "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Siana_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :concave].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule7") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Siana_cup "rule8") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Gordion_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Gordion_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :convex].} => {(?g :Gordion_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Gordion_cup "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Gordion_cup "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot].} => {(?g :Gordion_cup "rule5") ex:give_weight 50}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Gordion_cup "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Little_master_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :shallow].} => {(?g :Little_master_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Little_master_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :concave].} => {(?g :Little_master_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Little_master_cup "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Little_master_cup "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Little_master_cup "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Droop_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :shallow].} => {(?g :Droop_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Droop_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Lip; :has_characteristic :concave].} => {(?g :Droop_cup "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Droop_cup "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Droop_cup "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Droop_cup "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Chalkidizing_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Chalkidizing_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :form_continous_curve_with [a :Lip]].} => {(?g :Chalkidizing_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
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{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Chalkidizing_cup "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :short].} => {(?g :Chalkidizing_cup "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :thick].} => {(?g :Chalkidizing_cup "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Chalkidizing_cup "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Merrythought_cup a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Merrythought_cup "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :form_continous_curve_with [a :Lip]].} => {(?g :Merrythought_cup "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Merrythought_cup "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_A "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Merrythought_cup "rule5") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Kylix_type_A a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_A "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :form_continous_curve_with [a :Lip]].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_A "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_A "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_A "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_A "rule5") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Kylix_type_B a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_B "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :form_continous_curve_between [a :Lip],[a :Foot]].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_B "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_B "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :broad].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_B "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_diameter_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Kylix_type_B "rule5") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Corinthian_skyphos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Corinthian_skyphos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Corinthian_skyphos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Corinthian_skyphos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Corinthian_skyphos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 100;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Corinthian_skyphos "rule5") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Hermogenean_skyphos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :flaring].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :extended_upward].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 100;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Hermogenean_skyphos "rule5") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Skyphos_heron_type a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :flaring].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :extended_upward].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule6") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Skyphos_heron_type "rule7") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
:Cup_skyphos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Cup_skyphos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :shallow].} => {(?g :Cup_skyphos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :extended_upward].} => {(?g :Cup_skyphos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Cup_skyphos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :heavy].} => {(?g :Cup_skyphos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Cup_skyphos "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
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:Skyphos_type_A a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_A "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_A "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_A "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_A "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{[e:findall (?N {?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} ())]} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_A "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 150]].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_A "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Skyphos_type_B a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :small].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_B "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_B "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_B "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_B "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_B "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 50;math:lessThan 150]].} => {(?g :Skyphos_type_B "rule6") 
ex:give_weight 100}. 
 
:Kantharos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Kantharos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Kantharos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :high].} => {(?g :Kantharos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Kantharos "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :tall].} => {(?g :Kantharos "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 200;math:lessThan 300]].} => {(?g :Kantharos "rule6") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Rhyton a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :animal-head].} => {(?g :Rhyton "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Rhyton "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 250]].} => {(?g :Rhyton "rule3") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Mastos a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :woman_breast_shape].} => {(?g :Mastos "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :vertical].} => {(?g :Mastos "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Mastos "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 100;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Mastos "rule4") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
:Chalice a :Greek_Pottery_Shape. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :bowl].} => {(?g :Chalice "rule1") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Body; :has_characteristic :deep].} => {(?g :Chalice "rule2") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :has_characteristic :extended_upward].} => {(?g :Chalice "rule3") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Handle; :attached_along :horizontal].} => {(?g :Chalice "rule4") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_part [a :Foot; :has_characteristic :flaring].} => {(?g :Chalice "rule5") ex:give_weight 100}. 
{?g :has_measurement [:has_height_value[math:greaterThan 150;math:lessThan 200]].} => {(?g :Chalice "rule6") ex:give_weight 
100}. 
 
{ 
 ?TARGET a :Greek_Pottery. 
 ?SHAPE a :Greek_Pottery_Shape.  
 (?SCOPE ?SPAN) e:findall (?WEIGHT {(?TARGET ?SHAPE ?RULE) ex:give_weight ?WEIGHT} [math:sum ?PASS_WEIGHT]).   

(?SCOPE ?SPAN) e:findall (?WEIGHT {?P => {(?TARGET ?SHAPE ?RULE) ex:give_weight ?WEIGHT}} [math:sum 
?TOTAL_WEIGHT]). 

 (?PASS_WEIGHT ?TOTAL_WEIGHT) math:quotient ?PROBABILITY.  
}=> {?TARGET :has_shape (?PROBABILITY ?SHAPE)}. 
 

 


